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Abstract:
Capitalism is changing. The Fordist capital accumulation regime based on mass 
production and mass consumption is being replaced by post-Fordism, which is structured 
around flexible labour and production, and constant innovation to stay competitive. This 
change is being accelerated by new information and communication technologies (ICTs), 
which allow for new forms of time-space distantiation and compression with regards to 
capital relations. The ecological domination of the capitalist economy ensures that its 
operational principles extend their influence to other systems and the lifeworld. As 
capitalism is changing so is the state. Keynesian style economic intervention is being 
replaced by a new state discourse based on a so-called Schumpeterian understanding of 
competitiveness. Jessop (2002) calls the new state regime the Schumpeterian Workfare 
Postnational Regime (SWPR). This regime is characterized by economic regulation 
designed to facilitate innovation and competitiveness, a focus on economic policies over 
social policies, coordination with international bodies, and the rescaling of governance. 
The current innovation driving economic growth is ICTs, and the state is heavily 
involved in the dissemination of this technology through e-govemment policies.
At the same time, ICTs (particularly the Internet) have inspired the creation of a 
myth concerning the transformational power of this technology. The Internet is supposed 
to deliver democratic reform through its non-hierarchical design. New technology will 
overcome existing power structures, and bring us into a better society founded on the 
same principles as the technological design.
This thesis focuses on the Canadian state, claiming that the Government On-Line 
(GOL) initiative launched in 1999 serves as an example of how the state is taking on
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characteristics of the ideal-typical SWPR. A theoretical framework is developed based on 
the form-analytic approach of Jessop (1982; 2002), who is profoundly inspired by Marx, 
Gramsci, and Poulantzas in his analysis of the capitalist state.
Critical Discourse Analysis is applied to the 1999 Speech from the Throne and a 
2000 Treasury Board Secretariat policy document related to GOL. The analysis 
concludes that political actors in the state are using the myth of the democratic design of 
new network technology to justify policies that essentially are constructed to benefit 
capital.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
“In the era o f  universal capitalism -  globalized, privatized, friction-free, perfect capitalism -  these 
values and processes are all represented or mediated by strings o f  binary code. Bits are the 
currency o f  universal capitalism: a thing must be reducible to  bits; otherwise, it cannot be very 
valuable” (Barney, 2000, p. 124).
Capitalism is changing. The era o f  stable economies based on mass production and mass 
consumption existing within relatively closed national regulatory frameworks is passing. Instead, 
we are entering an era o f  flexible labour and production, international competition, and constant 
innovation. Closely connected to this shift from Fordism to post-Fordism, we also find a change 
in the state form that is regulating economic and social space. N o longer are social welfare 
policies, designed to provide full employment and reproduction o f the labour force, a number one 
priority. Instead, the state is increasingly involved in corporate welfare, and is realigning itself in 
order to provide regulation and intervention geared towards the needs o f  the new capital 
accumulation regime. A ccording to many theorists, these changes are carried forward by new 
network technology. Technology itself is presented as an acting agent, and changes within the 
state and the economy are viewed as necessary reactive adjustments in relation to technological 
progress (Barney, 2000; Hand & Sandywell, 2002).
The im pact o f  new information and communication technologies (ICTs), particularly the 
Internet, has also provided the basis for a discourse surrounding the potential for democratic 
changes and societal reform. The non-hierarchical design o f  the Internet has made idealists such 
as Levy (2001), Rheingold (2001), Negroponte (1995), and m any others celebrate the promise o f 
societal transform ation these technologies seem to embody. This has contributed to the creation 
o f a myth, which presents the Internet as exhibiting characteristics in its design that foster 
collaboration and solidarity. According to this myth, the spread o f network technology has the 
potential to alter the fabric o f  society both in terms o f our material and social existence.
The arguments in this study rest on the premise that the emergence o f  new network 
technology is embedded in a social structure, and their developm ent and use can only be properly
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understood by starting w ith an analysis o f  this social structure, and the discourse that helps shape 
it. We live in a society in which the primary mode o f production and object o f  regulation is 
capitalism (Jessop, 2002). Any analysis o f a tendency that is supposedly rooted in a material 
object such as network technology must take capitalism into consideration. Otherwise, it runs the 
risk o f losing sight o f  the m aterial market-driven reality that is pushing forward the development 
o f  new technology (Barney, 2000; Schiller, 1999).
In this study I w ill explore to what purpose the capitalist state uses the Internet as 
currently configured, and investigate whether initiatives for digital governance have lived up to 
the promise o f  better interaction between citizen and state, or whether the initiatives have instead 
simply contributed to securing favourable conditions for capital to prosper in post-Fordist 
capitalism. M ore specifically, I will examine the discourse o f  the e-governm ent strategy that was 
launched by the Canadian Government in 1999, and analyze its function within the wider 
structure o f  the capitalist state. The question I seek to answer is whether the Canadian 
Government On-Line (GOL) strategy contributes to the tendency towards active state 
intervention to secure a new framework for capital accumulation in the new knowledge-based 
economy, and if  so, in what way? Building on this, I also want to explore the connection (or lack 
thereof) between governm ents’ stated goal o f  using ICTs to engage the citizenry in political 
processes, and the results o f e-govem m ent strategies so far.
Two main tools will be incorporated into my study. First, my study will be built largely 
around Jessop’s (1982; 2002) form-analytic approach to understanding developm ents within the 
capitalist state since the Second W orld War. He is profoundly inspired by M arx, Gramsci, and 
Poulantzas when he explores the future o f the capitalist state. He claims that a new form o f 
capitalist paradigm is appearing as knowledge and information are becoming central to current 
tendencies o f  capital accumulation. This new paradigm relies heavily on ICTs both for the 
creation o f  new commodities and the re-arrangement o f  the production strategies o f existing 
industries. In the face o f this new economic paradigm, the state’s role is changing in order to
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better regulate and serve the needs o f  the new economy, and I will argue that e-govem m ent 
initiatives is one way in which this tendency is materializing.
Second, I will utilize critical discourse analysis (CDA) when exploring policy documents 
related to C anada’s Government On-Line initiative (GOL). M y approach will build on a 
methodology developed by Fairclough (1989; 1992; 2001). He argues that language use is a form 
o f social practice, and viewed in this way, it is claimed that discourse is both a mode o f  action 
and mode o f  representation dialectically linked to social structures. This means that discourse is 
shaped by social structures, at the same time as it helps constitute the very social structures that 
shape and constrain it. Applying this type o f  analysis to policy documents helps reveal a great 
deal about the social processes in which the producers o f  policy are embedded, and are attempting 
to influence.
Jessop (2002) analyzes the realignment o f the capitalist state as new strategies for capital 
accumulation are emerging. The traditional welfare state, which was vital to securing the 
conditions o f centralized national production and consumption under Fordism is in the process o f 
being replaced by a new  state regime in response to the crisis tendencies that have become 
apparent in Fordism since the 1960s. Jessop names the former the Keynesian W elfare National 
State (KW NS), and the latter the Schumpeterian W orkfare Postnational Regime (SW PR). These 
ideal types are created by Jessop (2002) to provide a four-dimensional analysis o f  the “changing 
form and function o f the state in regard to capital accumulation, social reproduction, scale and 
governance” (p. 53). This typology will be further explored in chapter three.
Jessop (2002) does not claim that the state form is fully subjected to and determined by 
capitalist economic forces. On the contrary, he argues that they coexist in a w ider system that is 
made up o f  several potentially autopoietic (self-organizing) subsystems, each with their own 
“operational autonomies and material interdependencies” (Jessop, 2002, p. 8). The logic o f  capital 
accumulation and valorization within the capitalist economy contains a num ber o f contradictions 
and dilemmas (e.g. a reliance on fictitious commodities such as land, money, knowledge, and
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labour-power), which leads to capitalism ’s inability to reproduce itself purely through market 
forces. This is where the capitalist economy becomes an object o f regulation, and the state can 
intervene to secure the conditions necessary to negotiate the contradictions and dilemmas. Still, 
the state acts autonomously, and is always under pressure from other com ers o f  the social 
formation, leading to decisions by state managers that are not necessarily fully in line with 
capitalism’s needs. However, the capitalist economy enjoys w hat Jessop (2002) calls “ecological 
dominance” (p. 24). This m eans that the capitalist economy and its logic influences what 
transpires in other systems, although these systems still retain their relative autonomy within the 
wider system, and in turn influences capitalism, although, not to the same degree.
Jessop’s inclusion o f  the Schumpeterian aspect o f the SW PR takes into account a 
discursive shift in the priority set in post-Fordism on a drive for new innovations. Schumpeter 
(1950) theorized that innovative entrepreneurs would lead the way towards finding avenues for 
increasing economic growth, which would then benefit the investing capital(s) through the 
creation o f  monopolistic or oligopolistic situations. I It* has shaped a new understanding o f 
competitiveness, where competitive advantage is considered a social creation, and depends on 
individual and/or collective capacities for engaging in permanent innovation. Jessop (2002) builds 
on the dominant understanding o f  Schumpeter, which, simply put, equates entrepreneurial 
innovation with increased profits and competitive advantage. He argues that Fordism was based 
on mass production and mass consumption in a stable environment o f  state intervention to secure 
the labour and resources needed, influenced by the discourse constructed by Keynesian economic 
theories. However, national markets eventually dried up, economies o f  scale provided less 
potential for growth in profits, and the KW NS became ineffective as a vehicle for regulating the 
economy. In response, new innovations were developed that allowed competition, production and 
capital to more easily cross borders, leading the way for the discursive construction o f  a new state 
and economic paradigm.
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ICTs are central in this respect. They are a new innovation developed in response to 
decreasing economic growth under Fordism. They have been instrumental in providing the 
flexibility needed to coordinate trade, consumption, competition, and labour on an international 
scale under post-Fordism. As a new state paradigm is emerging in response to the crisis- 
tendencies o f  Fordism, ICTs also become central to how the state is conducting its business. An 
economy built on flexibility and quick turnarounds, relies on a flexible state that can quickly 
respond to the needs o f economic actors, and as I will demonstrate in this thesis, ICTs have been 
deployed to provide an efficient vehicle to perform this task.
I w ill argue that despite the utopian myth that has been constructed with regard to new 
network technology, current use o f  ICTs by the Canadian state signifies action that is in line with 
capitalist economic needs rather than democratic ideals. Through my CDA, I seek to argue that 
the GOL initiative is simply a sign o f  the Canadian state’s redefinition o f  its role along the lines 
o f  the ideal-typical SWPR, rather than an attempt to introduce democratic reform and citizen 
empowerment.
In chapter two, I map out the debate concerning the use o f ICTs in relation to political 
and state functions. For the sake o f clarity, I set up the following categories in order to classify 
the different viewpoints in the debate: the Digital Idealists, the Digital Functionalists, and the 
Skeptics. I provide an overview o f  their respective arguments on the use o f  ICTs in general, and 
the Internet specifically, in relation to state management, political processes, and citizen 
empowerment. For each category I select representative theorists and writers to exemplify the 
arguments generally being used. By no means do the readings I select represent an exhaustive 
account o f  the debate. However, they do illustrate the breadth and depth o f  the debate to which I 
seek to contribute.
Chapter three provides a thorough analysis o f  the theoretical framework on which I base 
my argument. Jessop’s (2002) notion o f  the capitalist state will be explored, paying particular 
attention to the current shift from the KW NS to the SWPR, and the role o f  ICTs in guiding this
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process. In addition, this chapter examines the importance o f  discourse in shaping the economic 
space on which the state takes action, as well as explores the position o f  democracy in relation to 
capitalism.
Chapter four contains my main analysis o f  C anada’s e-governance policies. The chapter 
starts with an outline o f  m y approach to critical discourse analysis, providing an overview o f  the 
particular model o f  C D A I utilize, which is based on a three-step method developed by 
Fairclough (1989; 1992; 2001). In order to properly situate the Governm ent discourse related to 
GOL, I provide an historical outline o f  state actions leading up to  and surrounding the launch o f 
GOL. Then, I perform the CDA on the 1999 Speech from the Throne, which officially launched 
GOL, and a 2000 Treasury Board Secretariat policy statement, which outlined the vision, plan, 
and implementation strategy o f  GOL.
The CDA focuses on the discourse that can be found in these documents related to the 
emerging new economic paradigm, and how this discourse shapes accom panying state action.
The shape o f  the state’s hegemonic project linked to the struggle for consent for a development 
that is largely steered by economic needs is also revealed.
I w ill wrap up my arguments with a conclusion in chapter five. This section will also 
provide some discussion on how  the shift to the SWPR actually opens up new  avenues for 
resistance, providing some hope for societal change in a world that too often seems path- 
determined by capitalist forces.
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Chapter 2: Three Factions in the Digital Debate
A debate has been raging for some time over how new technology can enhance, influence and 
alter political processes m ostly through what has become known as ‘e-dem ocracy’. M y argument 
will lead towards redefining this concept as simply e-govemance, using new  network technology 
to the benefit o f  capitalist mechanisms. However, the focus on democracy has been the mainstay 
o f the debate around the Internet’s and ICTs’ role in political society, and since democracy is the 
most common form o f  governance in modem  capitalist society (Jessop, 2002) I still find it 
relevant to deal with the term in this context.
There are three main camps in this debate. On the one hand we find the Digital Idealists 
that see a potential for interactive com puter networks to completely revise our idea o f democracy. 
They perceive these technologies as giving citizens the ability to participate directly in political 
processes and decisions. These writers and theorists have a slightly ambiguous relationship to 
technology. They generally recognize that the use and developm ent o f  technology is determined 
by existing power structures. However, with the advent o f  a decentralized electronic network they 
see a potential for direct democracy, or significant improvement o f current representative 
democracy, driven by technology that could never be imagined through any previous 
communication innovation. The Idealists were numerous in the early 90s when the W orld Wide 
Web first came on the scene, but their numbers have dwindled over the years in the face o f a 
growing chorus o f caution towards the alluring aspects o f  ICTs (Cranor & Greenstein, 2002).
The next camp I w ill explore are the Digital Functionalists that understand technology as 
a positive tool that can be used to enhance existing democratic processes, instead o f  completely 
revamping them. They focus on new innovations like ‘e-voting’, using the Internet as a new 
vehicle for government services and spreading government related information, and to obtain 
input on policy suggestions through for example on-line surveys.
The Digital Functionalists aim their energy at the technical innovations o f  new 
technologies, but have little desire, or see little need for any shift o f power in the current political
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and democratic landscape; rather hoping that use o f new innovations will counteract voter apathy 
and lead to higher participation in existing democratic processes, in addition to stimulating the 
economy for further growth.
In opposition to these two groups we find the third group that assert new technologies 
have little positive effect on democracy or the state at large, arguing that there is nothing inherent 
in ICTs that will have the capability to shift current power relations in any meaningful way, and 
technology is not suited to solve the fundamental problems related to  low participation in existing 
political processes. The Skeptics often claim that the inception o f widespread use o f new 
technologies is related to existing ideological structures, and these technologies will only work to 
further the hegemonic grip o f  those already in positions o f power.
W hile m apping out the current debate on e-democracy using the three positional 
categories outlined above: the Digital Idealists, the Digital Functionalists, and the Skeptics, I 
recognize that there are grey areas and overlaps between the three, but I contend that 
categorization is often helpful to get a meaningful overview o f  a com plex and multifaceted 
debate.
This review  o f  the literature serves three purposes. First, it will provide an abbreviated 
and simplified history o f  the development o f  the Internet as we know it today. This will give an 
understanding o f  the origins and early use o f the Internet, which helped shape visions o f  how this 
technology could fundamentally alter societal structures. Second, I will use this space to explore 
the narrative that has evolved around the emergence o f  new network technology, the Internet in 
particular. This narrative envisions the extension o f democratic processes into cyberspace with 
the help o f  ICTs, and it helps justify  (and celebrate) changes that Governments are currently 
implementing, aimed at making society ever more reliant on new technology. Third, I wish to 
highlight a lack o f  skeptical accounts that provide analyses o f  large-scale societal structures in 
relation to network technology, especially using a M arxian framework that combines a form- 
analytic approach with discourse analysis.
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The Digital Idealists
“I foretell the coming o f  one planetwide civilisation based on the practice o f  collective 
intelligence in cyberspace” (Levy, 2001a).
The arguments o f  the Digital Idealists can be convincing. As the first true many-to-many mass 
medium (Shapiro, 1999), the Internet holds certain promises that earlier m edia and 
communication technology have never come close to. Books, newspapers, radio and TV are all 
one-to-many media, and the telegraph and the telephone (including mobile phones) are mostly 
one-to-one (with some limited possibilities for conferencing). The current mass m edia 
(newspapers, radio and TV) have made certain feedback mechanisms available through letters to 
the editor, and radio/TV phone-ins, and in combination with electronic networks through on-line 
polls, and e-mails being read on air. However, none o f the older m edia technologies have the 
potential for an instant m any-to-many feedback loop in the same way as the Internet, and this is 
where we witness the prom ise for democracy to take on new meaning. Early use o f the Internet 
certainly seemed to indicate that drastic societal changes could be on the horizon.
The Digital Idealists believe in the positive potential o f  the Internet and ICTs. Often, this 
potential does not only apply to democratic mechanisms, but extends to all com ers o f  society, 
including art, education, and formation o f identity. Both societal and technological visionaries 
can be found throughout history. For example, in 1834 Charles Babbage designed the Analytical 
Engine, which has all the attributes o f  what we today call the personal computer, but which could 
not be constructed at the time due to technological constraints (Swade, 2001). Babbage is an 
example o f  a technological visionary who did not speculate on the larger societal consequences. 
The early Idealists had to envision both new technology and the impact this technology would 
have on a future society, while later on, when the Internet had become a reality, they could focus 
more on the societal aspects, and less on technological predictions.
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In 1938 H. G. W ells envisioned a W orld Brain. In many ways W ells represents the 
prototypical Idealist, even though the technology o f the Internet was decades away at the time. He 
imagined the W orld Brain as a centralized depository o f  all human knowledge, which through its 
use would lead to the developm ent o f  a global common ideology to erase any reason for unrest 
and war. Through techniques o f  exact duplication (photography to microfilm  at the time) this 
knowledge w ould spread to all com ers o f  the world. “It need not be concentrated in any one 
single place. It need not be vulnerable as a human head or a human heart is vulnerable. It can be 
reproduced exactly and fully, in Peru, China, Iceland, Central Africa, or wherever else seems to 
afford an insurance against danger and interruption. It can have at once, the concentration o f  a 
craniate animal and the diffused vitality o f  an amoeba” (W ells, 1938, p. 46). Amazingly, in a few 
sentences W ells perfectly foresees how knowledge today can be transm itted through the Internet 
to be brought up and reproduced on a computer screen anywhere.
W ells was a “utopian social reform er” (Rayward, 1999, p. 558), and his ideas spanned 
beyond mere prophetic visions o f  future technology. H e saw tremendous need for social change 
at a time when the world stood on the brink o f another devastating war, and that was the main 
motivation behind the W orld Brain, which he thought would be used for the benefit o f 
humankind.
Vannevar Bush was also interested in making the vast repositories o f  human knowledge 
more widely available, especially for the scientific researcher. During W orld W ar II, Bush was 
responsible for organizing the National Defense Research Committee (NDRC), which redefined 
the relationship between the communities o f science, business, government, and defense in the 
US. The institutionalization o f  this relationship eventually led to the creation o f the Advanced 
Research Projects A gency (ARPA), which, in the late 1960s, created the precursor (ARPANET) 
to what we today call the Internet (Griffin, 2000). W hen the war ended, Bush (1945) turned his 
attention to  defining w hat he felt scientists should preoccupy them selves with in a peaceful 
modem world. Sim ilar to  W ells, he imagined a machine, w hich he called ‘m em ex’, that would
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store vast quantities o f  hum an knowledge for easy retrieval, and he saw enormous potential for 
such a machine to have tremendous impact in various com ers o f society, such as law, medicine, 
and o f course science. He focused his idea on associative indexing, which was a much more 
logical system for following a trail o f information, than any manual library indexing system, 
which forces a user to abandon one path o f  inquiry in order to embark on another, associated one. 
B ush’ system inspired what we today know as hypertext, which is an integral part o f  the on-line 
Web environment.
As a new economic paradigm started emerging in the 60s and 70s, introducing a heavy
dependence on information and knowledge (Bell, 1973), a wave o f future predictions appeared.
The futurists grew out o f various disciplines, and this often influenced the kind o f  forecasting
they provided (Toffler, 1972). A  range o f  scenarios for how society w ould be organized in the
decades and centuries ahead emerged, but many o f  them agreed that ‘the m achine’ and
‘autom ation’ w ould play significant roles. Arthur C. Clarke (1972), O laf Helm er (1972), Richard
Buckminster Fuller (1972, 1981), M arshall McLuhan (1972), and others recognized tremendous
potential for new technology to solve issues such as unemployment, poverty, starvation, war,
disease, and dem ocratic deficits. M cLuhan (1972) is especially notable in this context due to his
focus on electric technology and the globally networked grid o f  electricity. “It is a principal
aspect o f  the electric age that it establishes a global network that has much o f  the character o f  our
central nervous system ” (p. 62). He goes on to discuss the separation between the power
transmitted through the grid, and the work operation that utilizes the power, and he makes an
analogy to the telegraph:
It is the fact that, in any automatic machine, or galaxy o f  machines and functions, the 
generation and transm ission o f power is quite separate from the w ork operation that uses 
the power. [...]  The source o f  energy is separate from the process o f  translation o f 
information, or the applying o f  knowledge. This is obvious in the telegraph, where the 
energy and channel are quite independent o f  whether the written code is French or 
German. (M cLuhan, 1972, p. 64)
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It is not too much o f  a stretch to extend M cLuhan’s analogy to the Internet, where the content is 
not determined by the network that transmits it. McLuhan hails the speed and convenience that 
electric grids provide, and its potential to also cany  information with an instant feedback loop. 
According to M cLuhan (1972), automation, carried forward by electric energy, creates “patterns 
o f  decentralism and diversity” (p. 72), and will be able to counter any threat o f  uniformity.
W hen networked computers finally became a technological reality in the late 1960s, and 
started entering academic institutions throughout the 1970s, new visionaries strode forward to 
trumpet the positive potential o f  this new technology. For example, 1980 saw the release o f 
Toffler’s influential book The Third Wave, in which he categorizes hum an history within three 
waves: The first wave was centred around agricultural production, the second wave was built on 
industrial production, and the current third wave o f production is driven by knowledge and 
information technology. A t the time o f  Toffler’s writing, Usenet was being connected to 
ARPANET, and this kind o f  structure eventually went on to create the network o f networks that 
we today call the Internet (Castells, 2001). The technical potential for networked computers was 
starting to take shape, and Toffler (1980) envisioned how this would change dem ocracy in 
profound ways:
By using computers, advanced telecommunications, and polling methods, it has become 
simple not only to  select a random sample o f  the public but to keep updating that sample 
from day to day and to provide it with up-to-the-minute information on the issues at hand. 
W hen a law is needed, the full complement o f  traditionally elected representatives, 
m eeting together in the traditional way, [...]  could deliberate and discuss, amend and 
frame the legislation.
But when the tim e for decision arrived, the elected representatives would cast 
only 50 percent o f  the votes, while the current random sample -  who are not in the capital 
but geographically dispersed in their own homes or offices -  would electronically cast the 
remaining 50 percent, (p. 426)
This is only one o f  many suggestions Toffler makes for how democratic processes could be 
altered, and not all o f them  are based on technological requirements. However, he sees 
democratic change as intrinsic to the third wave, and the quote above serves as an example o f  the 
idealist position o f  alteration made possible through ICTs.
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Continued technical development shaped the Internet throughout the 1980s. All major 
academic institutions in N orth Am erica were brought on-line, and they acted as both users and 
designers o f  the technology. The academic environment embraced the Internet as a completely 
new method o f  sharing knowledge, and the technology was being utilized well beyond the walls 
o f  computer-science departments (Castells, 2001; Gutstein, 1999). The end o f the 80s also 
witnessed the first attempts at providing Internet access to the public at large (Abbate, 1999).
In 1991, Tim Bem ers-Lee concluded his development o f  the W orld W ide Web (WWW), 
and this new and user-friendly way o f  viewing information on the Internet spread rapidly 
(Castells, 2001; Zakon, 2003). Throughout the 90s, the technical structure o f  the Internet 
stabilized, and the m ajor developments occurred in areas o f speed, services, and user access. As 
increasing num bers o f  users from all levels o f society (home, business, government, education, 
etc.) entered the on-line environment, new Idealists appeared that now truly saw a potential for a 
networked society that would have profound implications for democratic processes and citizen 
identity.
The Idealists’ position is summed up by Howard Rheingold (2001) when he notes, “the 
technology that makes virtual communities possible has the potential to bring enormous leverage 
to ordinary citizens at relatively little cost -  intellectual leverage, social leverage, commercial 
leverage, and m ost important, political leverage” (p.275), Rheingold, in this piece originally 
written in 1993, goes on to acknowledge that the power o f  these virtual communities in any arena 
is limited by the actual use o f  the technology, and the technology itself does not initiate change 
unless users properly understand and utilize its potential.
Continuing the focus on use, Pierre Levy (2001b) writes:
True electronic democracy consists in using the possibilities for interactive and collective 
com m unication offered by cyberspace to encourage the expression and elaboration o f 
urban problems by local citizens themselves, the self-organization o f  local communities, 
the participation in deliberations by those directly affected by them, the transparency o f 
public policies and their evaluation by citizens, (p. 166)
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Although Levy foresees a battle where sovereign territorialized states will oppose the 
deterritorializing pow er o f  cyberspace, he believes the latter will triumph. He claims that we will 
inhabit the Internet ju s t as w e inhabit geographical spaces, and a new collective intelligence will 
be formed in cyberspace. This collective intelligence will lead to a universality that was not 
achievable in earlier societal forms where an emphasis on either oral or written communication 
led to totality and only hints o f  universality. Levy envisions a global society governed through 
large-scale direct democratic processes, which are made possible by the Internet. Electronic 
democracy will entail all affected parties being involved in problem solving and decision-making 
processes.
M ark Poster (2001) asks if  “there [is] a new politics on the Internet” (p. 177)? Invoking 
Jurgen Habermas, Poster claims that we are witnessing the formation o f  a public sphere on the 
Internet. He laments the loss o f  traditional venues in which the public sphere used to exist, such 
as the town hall, the coffeehouse, a factory lunchroom, etc., where face-to-face interaction was 
used to “form opinions in relation to which public policy must be attuned” (Poster, 2001, p. 178). 
However, instead he sees a reformation o f personal identity through the Internet where people 
will become “electronic beings” (Poster, 2001, p. 187), and current political authorities will face a 
real challenge in how to govern their new digital populace. Similar to Levy, he sees true potential 
for change in this reform ation o f  identity by electronic means: “If  the term  democracy refers to 
the sovereignty o f  embodied individuals and the system o f  determining officeholders by them, a 
new term will be required to indicate a relation o f leaders and followers that is m ediated by 
cyberspace and constituted in relation to the mobile identities found therein” (Poster, 2001, p.
188).
Echoing some o f  Poster’s thoughts around the public sphere, Cass Sunstein (2001) 
proclaims, “the mass media, including the Internet, have become far more important than streets 
and parks as arenas in which expressive activity occurs” (p. 29). Instead o f  ‘public sphere’, 
Sunstein uses the term ‘public forum ’ defined legally as a space where you, as a citizen, have a
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right to access a heterogeneous audience, including both people and institutions. Through a 
lengthy account about free speech as the cornerstone o f  the Am erican republic, and the inner 
workings and origins o f  the republic, he concludes that the Internet provides the potential to fulfill 
the promise o f  the Am erican founding fathers. He does not advocate direct democracy, but 
believes the Internet provides a space, which can effectively function as a public forum on a 
grand scale, and in a more democratically beneficial way than someone protesting in the streets 
outside o f the legislature to have their voices heard. He claims that “insofar as new technologies 
make it easier for people to deliberate with one another, and to exchange reasons, they might 
carry forward some o f  the animating ideals o f the system o f  free expression” (Sunstein, 2001, p. 
197).
Katz and Rice (2002) write in the preface o f their book that “part o f  the reason we have 
written this book is to respond to arguments that the Internet is harmful or that it is a 
revolutionary liberating force. We are concerned about [...]  the consequences o f  accepting an 
overly negative or overly positive view o f  the Internet i f  indeed those views are wrong” (p. xviii). 
The authors are trying to provide an even-headed account o f the nature and the potential o f the 
Internet through their own and others’ quantitative research (m ostly surveys). Various tables and 
figures show statistics for use and non-use o f the Internet, attitudes and prejudices towards the 
Internet, motives and obstacles for access to the Internet, and more. In addition, they provide a 
good summary o f  the current debate about the Internet grouped under the subheadings o f  utopian 
and dystopian perspectives. In the end, based on their research, their conclusion leans towards the 
utopian perspective when they say “many o f  the pessimistic perspectives are theoretically and 
ideologically grounded, while many o f the positive perspectives seem supported by both broad 
surveys as well as in-depth, community-level case studies” (Katz & Rice, 2002, p. 133). They 
might not quite view the Internet as a revolutionary liberating force, but they do believe their 
empirical studies show that the Internet fosters higher levels o f  community involvement, which
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means that there is potential for democratic participation on a level that has not been witnessed 
with other com m unication media.
The Idealists’ imagination concerning the future o f networked society spans across a 
w ide range o f  consequences -  even beyond democracy. Proclaimed to be the heir to Marshall 
McLuhan (Dewdney, 1995), Derrick de Kerckhove (1995) argues that network technology will 
lead to group consciousness w here humans share their minds in virtual reality, and any idea can 
be immediately actualized. This point about collective intelligence is also made by Pierre Levy 
(2001b) when he explores ‘Cyberculture’. Similarly, Nicholas Negroponte (1995), the founding 
chairman o f  the M IT M edia Lab, believes a digitally networked society, with better and more 
interactive com puter to hum an interfaces, will enable humans to collaborate instantly, detached 
from their physical location.
Andrew Shapiro (1999) shifts the focus away from ‘virtual com m unities’, and claims that 
the Internet redefines the notions o f control in society. He does not refer to  the type o f control that 
is often associated with network technology, such as surveillance. Instead, he argues that the 
Internet allows new levels o f  individual choice, which w ill allow individuals to enjoy increased 
levels o f control and influence. The concepts o f  choice regarding content and self-directed 
narrowcasting are also discussed by Negroponte (1995) and Castells (2001), however, Shapiro 
(1999) goes on to claim that this trend translates into decision-making pow er being handed over 
to individual citizens, and taken away from large institutions such as government, corporations, 
and the media. This in turn will lead to a democratic system directed by autonomous citizens.
Regardless o f  w hether the focus is on the community or the individual, the Internet is 
regarded as the tool that will enable unprecedented citizen involvement in democratic processes. 
The concept o f  direct democracy is often mentioned, when it comes to describing what 
democracy shaped by the Internet will resemble (Rheingold, 2000, Castells, 2001), but any kind 
o f increase in participation, and shift in power towards democratic citizen empowerment is seen 
as a positive step. I f  we do not get to experience direct democracy, the Idealists argue that the
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Internet will m ost certainly bring about m ajor advances within the representative democratic 
system that w e are familiar with today (Coleman, 2003). Certain challenges are acknowledged, 
such as unequal access for all citizens (Valovic, 2000) and nations (Connors, 1993), lack o f 
credibility o f  on-line information (Castells, 2001), lack o f  tim e for citizens to review political 
issues and jo in  debates (M cLean, 1989), and the Internet being used to  simply extend existing 
societal structures (Poster, 2000; Levy, 2001b). However, the ideals are seen to outweigh the 
obstacles. According to the Idealists, the architecture o f the Internet, and the positive activities 
witnessed on-line, favour optimism, and we m ight soon witness more o f  a bottom-up approach to 
democratic decision-making.
And, what does the long-term future have in store? Negroponte (1995) puts great faith in 
the children o f  today to fulfill the potential o f  the digital community. Don Tapscott (1998) 
corresponds by exploring the impact o f what he calls the ‘N et G eneration’ -  the generation o f 
children, which has grown up with digital m edia surrounding them. The ‘N -G en’ will behave 
very differently, he claims. The Internet is acting as “a medium for social awakening” (p. 304), 
and the N-Gen is poised to use it as a tool to transform business conduct and democratic 
governance to the better.
The Digital Functionalists
“The potential o f  information and communications technologies enables us to provide access for 
citizens and businesses to improved and integrated services at any time or place and in the official 
language o f  their choice” (Owen, 2004).
W hat is lacking in the Idealists’ discussions and predictions about networked society is a clear 
analysis o f  the political economic reality in which the use o f new technology is rooted. They are 
mostly concerned with ideals o f  instant, networked communication bringing people together to 
enact positive societal change. Problems o f  unequal access across socioeconom ic (Tapscott,
1998) and geographic (Connors, 1993; Levy, 2001b) divides are touched upon, but they are not
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seen as insurmountable barriers, and the force o f  the positive potential o f  a networked society is 
expected to help overcom e these problems. M y overview o f  the Functionalists is a first step 
towards understanding the political economic framework surrounding the Internet.
Am ong the Digital Functionalists we find an acceptance o f the status quo with regards to 
democracy. As a basis for societal structure, the current democratic system functions well, and 
there is no need to seek or hope for sweeping democratic reforms. There is certainly no desire to 
initiate a discussion about the capitalist system as a whole. Flowever, technological innovations 
are seen as useful tools for enhancing existing democratic processes within the system, and 
counteracting w hat is recognized as voter apathy. The Functionalists generally do not overtly 
invoke any com plex theoretical or ideological framework to justify  their position, or even discuss 
their position at all, but instead seek to simply insert technology where it can help uphold the 
current organization and power structure o f society. The Functionalists have no need to explicitly 
invoke theory or ideology to support their position, since they consist largely o f  neo-liberal 
commentators, governmental organizations, and commercial interest groups that function within 
the system, and have an interest in m aintaining the system. This hegemonic function is something 
that will be explored further in chapter three and four.
M unicipal, provincial and federal governments around the world are supporting 
initiatives for utilizing the Internet to facilitate democratic processes such as voting, tax returns, 
dissemination o f  information, feedback on policy decisions, not to mention the general push for 
streamlining government services through the use o f ICTs in the name o f  cost-reduction 
(Longford, 2002). M y thesis will focus specifically on C anada’s efforts in enhancing the 
relationship between citizen and government through ICTs. However, in this part o f  the literature 
review, I w ill discuss the Functionalists in a broader perspective, and leave the specific discussion 
o f  Canada for chapter four.
As w e have seen earlier, the Internet originated within an organization that was set up as 
a partnership between the US military and the US scientific community. There was a need for
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increased computing power and an ability to share information, and the early forms o f the Internet 
were used exclusively within the military and academic communities. Commercial interests were 
not involved at an early stage in what later became the Internet, however they continuously 
worked on parallel systems for increased efficiency and service delivery within their business 
units (Schiller, 1999). Towards the end o f the 1980s, separate networks gradually became 
interconnected, and a single standard for data transfer was agreed on internationally. The Internet 
as we know it today started taking shape, and quickly spread all over the globe. (Barney, 2000; 
Castells, 2001)
In Septem ber 1993, US Vice-President A1 Gore and US Secretary o f  Commerce Ron 
Brown announced the Clinton Administration's National Information Infrastructure (N il) 
initiative {Administration White Paper, 1993). Just before the N il initiative was launched, the 
1993 National Perform ance Review final report was released. This report crowned a long review 
o f public services with the purpose o f restructuring service delivery. The focus was put on 
utilizing ICTs to streamline government services for more efficient interaction with the public, 
and cut costs (Longford, 2002). In the introduction it is boldly proclaimed “it is time to radically 
change the way the government operates--to shift from top-down bureaucracy to entrepreneurial 
government that empowers citizens and communities to change our country from the bottom up” 
(Vice President Albert Gore's, 1993). However, overall the report concentrated m ore on fiscal 
prudence, and the largest indicator for empowerment o f citizens was less face-to-face interaction 
when receiving services, and more direct involvement for the end-user through ICTs. The N il 
was seen as a crucial elem ent in this strategy.
The W hite Paper outlining the N il strategy put significant emphasis on private 
commercial involvement in the continued development and spread o f  the Internet. The following 
principles provided the foundation for the proposed reform o f  telecomm unication policy:
•  Encouraging private investment in the N il;
•  Prom oting and protecting competition;
•  Providing open access to the N il by consumers and service providers;
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•  Preserving and advancing universal service to avoid creating a society o f  
inform ation "haves" and "have nots";
•  Ensuring flexibility so that the newly-adopted regulatory framework can keep 
pace with the rapid technological and market changes that pervade the 
telecomm unications and information industries. {Administration White Paper, 
1993)
The consequent implementation o f  sweeping deregulation o f  the telecommunication industry 
paved the way for heavy private involvement in the initiative to give all Am ericans access to the 
Internet, and the full commercialization o f both Internet content and transm ission was truly 
underway (Schiller, 1999).
The Clinton A dm inistration’s proposal also introduced the concept o f  making 
government services available on-line. After the 1994 Presidential election, N ewt Gingrich (later 
to become Speaker o f  the House) announced that from then on, every bill and committee report 
produced in Congress should first be released in public electronic databases, before being made 
available in printed form (Browning, 1996).
Throughout the 1990s, government information was increasingly being made available 
on-line, and politicians started utilizing e-mail in order to facilitate com m unication with citizens. 
This inspired for example Browning (1996) to make the assertion that the Internet is a useful tool 
for increased citizen participation in existing democratic processes. His book outlines exactly 
how different levels o f  government in the US were starting to use the Internet to make it easier to 
gain access to information. The author gives strategies for how to become more involved in 
democratic processes through anyone’s home computer. He claims that use o f  the Internet makes 
it possible to achieve some level o f  influence over governmental proceedings. N otice that this 
book was written in 1996, when the push was on for providing government information on-line, 
but there were still few  government outlets actually available on the Internet (Schiller, 1999). 
Nevertheless, Browning saw the contours o f what government on-line was shaping up to be, and 
he saw the need for an instruction guide to teach citizens how to utilize this new tool.
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Governm ent On-Line (GOL) became a buzzword across the w orld in the latter part o f the
1990s (Longford, 2002). The intense focus on and investment in providing on-line governmental
services was m eant to redefine the relationship between the state and its citizens, and invigorate
old democratic processes, not to mention, streamline the interaction between government and
business, and cut costs (Schiller, 1999).
E-Government: A strategic framework for public services in the Information Age (2000),
an official docum ent released by the British Cabinet Office, shows that officials in other countries
are also concerned with the new possibilities the Internet unlocks. Like Canada (discussed in
chapter four), the British Government is planning to have all their key services available
electronically by 2005. This docum ent outlines their strategies for reaching this goal. In addition,
it also brings in ideas about e-business and e-commerce, but its main focus is how to make
government services available on-line. This is laid out in great detail, including models and
architecture for electronic access, implementation and security. A  mention is made o f  how this
will lead to a new openness around government proceedings, but there are no remarks on the
Internet being utilized to alter democratic structures in any way.
On Septem ber 22, 2000 FirstGov.gov went on-line. This website is supposed to function
as a one-stop web-portal for easy access to all US government information and services. Canada
(www.canada.ca~) and the U K (www.ukon-line.gov.uk or ukon-line.direct.gov.uk) have their
equivalents as well. M ost o f  the services that can be found on these sites were previously
available on-line. However, the one-stop access point (single-window - SW ) is supposed to
facilitate the process o f  interaction between citizen and government. The FirstGov website states
the following as the reason it was created:
FirstGov was created to save you time and take advantage o f  the simplicity and efficiency 
o f  the Internet. M ost o f  the information you can find here has been on the Internet for a 
long time, but i f  you didn't know what you were looking for, or where to look, you 
couldn't find the answer to your question. Here you can find out which government office 
can address your concerns, and find direct links to relevant information and services. 
(Frequently Asked Questions About FirstGov.gov, n.d.)
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The stated objective o f such single-window access is to provide one-stop shopping o f  government
services for both citizens and businesses, in a manner that focuses on citizens and businesses’
needs. There will no longer be any need to access multiple interaction points for the execution o f
a single service. W hen discussing e-government initiatives in N ew  South Wales, Australia,
Houghton & Chin (2002) points to SW service delivery as one o f  the key factors for reflecting
“public information needs rather than the structure o f  government” (p. 359). In the case o f
Canada, A lexander (2000) says,
The SW  service delivery model brings government services, or information about them, 
together, in order to reduce the amount o f time and effort that a citizen needs to expend to 
find and obtain the services needed. New  SW delivery models are designed to be 
intuitive, and to connect citizens to the services they require w ithout their having to make 
m ultiple contacts with government agencies to obtain a service or information, (p. 190).
S W service delivery also provides the frontline for a strategy o f  horizontal coordination 
efforts between different departments and agencies. Horizontal integration has been on the 
agenda in the US, Canada and much o f  the rest o f  the OECD since the 1980s (Longford, 2002). In 
the push for e-govem m ent, integration o f services across department and agency borders has 
become key in order to deliver services to citizens and businesses in a convenient and time-and 
cost-efficient manner.
Our success [of implementation o f  e-govemment] depends on agencies working as a team 
across traditional boundaries to better serve the American people, focusing on citizens 
rather than individual agency needs. I thank agencies who have actively engaged in cross­
agency teamwork, using E-G ovem m ent to create more cost-effective and efficient ways 
to serve citizens, and I urge others to follow their lead. (President George W. Bush, n.d.)
As outlined by Norw egian M inister o f  Local Government and Regional Development 
Em a Solberg in her speech at the 3rd worldwide forum on e-democracy in 2002, Norway also has 
a plan for making government services on all levels more accessible to the public through the 
Internet {E-democracy -  the case o f Norway, 2002). The “e-Norway plan” was introduced in May 
2002, and is designed to provide broadband Internet access to all citizens. In addition, it outlines 
initiatives around electronic public services, possibilities for e-voting, and better communication
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between citizens and local political representatives. Solberg recognizes that technology itself does 
not automatically initiate change in the form o f  increased citizen participation, and she makes it 
clear that it is the responsibility o f  government to push for the introduction o f  e-democracy, and 
to set the agenda that will get people interested.
Norway has consistently scored highly, especially in terms o f  use, in surveys comparing 
e-government initiatives across numerous countries. Norway does not yet have plans for single­
window access sim ilar to the US, UK and Canada, and it has been criticized for not being as 
progressive with regards to public service reform as its European counterparts. However, Norway 
is being praised for the num ber o f  government services it has available on-line, and the amount o f 
use that it can dem onstrate (Hind, 2003; W ettre-Johnsen, 2004). Norway does not have its own 
ICT M inister like Sweden and Denmark, but has made all ICT related business the concern o f the 
Department o f  Trade and Commerce (Naerings- og Handelsdepartementet, 2003).
On D ecem ber 17, 2002, the US introduced the E-Government Act. This initiative was 
supported across party lines, and shows the commitment o f  the US authorities to make e- 
govemment a priority in the years to come. A New Office o f  Electronic Government was created 
within the Office o f  M anagem ent and Budget (OM B), receiving responsibility for fiscal planning 
for IT expenditures and coordination o f  communication between different levels o f  government. 
The Act ties in closely w ith President B ush’ efforts to rationalize government management, and 
run government more like a business. “The new legislation aims to further the inroads Forman 
and his staff at the OM B have been making; they have been using IT to help improve government 
efficiency and m ake services more responsive to citizens” (Datz, 2003). Responsiveness and 
efficiency are m entioned as key issues, but no reference is made to making government more 
responsible or transparent.
As a sidebar in this section on the Functionalists, I believe it is important to mention 
Steven Clift, who has been involved with e-democracy projects for over a decade. As with 
Browning (1996), it could be argued that Steven Clift (1998) should be included among the
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Idealists. He sees trem endous potential and far-reaching consequences o f  the Internet in the arena 
o f  democracy and political life. His arguments extend beyond e-voting, and the spread o f 
government inform ation through the Internet. Instead he argues that the Internet has the ability to 
give all citizens a voice in politics unlike any medium that has gone before. However, at the same 
time, he has been a leading organizer o f the M innesota e-democracy project, which in 1994 was 
the first public political debate conducted on-line (Browning, 1996). This project still exists 
today, and is supported by State authorities, which makes it highly characteristic o f  the 
Functionalists. In addition, his definition o f  e-democracy only briefly mentions the Internet’s 
potential for direct citizen participation, and instead focuses on how e-dem ocracy “represents the 
use o f information and communication technologies and strategies by dem ocratic actors 
(governments, elected officials, the media, political organizations, citizen/voters) within political 
and governance processes o f  local communities, nations and on the international stage” (Clift, 
n.d.). His position is that ICTs should act to enhance existing democratic processes rather than 
fundamentally alter them, and this puts him in line with the type o f initiatives that have been 
discussed above.
Governments in m ost W estern countries like Sweden, Finland, France, Italy, Germany, 
and Australia etc. are heavily involved in bringing all their services on-line (Government On-line 
International Network, n.d.). Common to all the approaches is the focus on enhancing existing 
processes and services through this new technology, aiming for higher citizen participation and 
use, but making no mention o f  further democratic reform. As dem onstrated above, e-government 
initiatives frequently go hand-in-hand with public service reform  where the stated goal is to make 
government services m ore citizen-centred. However, the underlying them e is always one o f 
rationalization and cost-cutting, where better citizen interaction with government means 
streamlined access to services, but not necessarily having your voice heard more clearly in the 
democratic process. In addition, the examples given above (Norway, UK, and US) show how e- 
govemment policies consistently cater to the business community. The capitalist system within
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which the democratic processes operate is not being questioned at all, and the focus is instead put 
on smooth operation, streamlined services, overall efficiency, and running government like a 
business, which will help blur the lines between civil, political and economic society even more 
than previously in the new knowledge-based economy.
The Skeptics
“I argue that w e should be skeptics about the potential o f  cyberspace. Knowledge carried through 
the Internet is no less shaped by social forces than it is elsewhere. Far from delivering us into a 
high-tech Eden, in fact, cyberspace itself is being rapidly colonized by the familiar workings o f 
the market system. Across their breadth and depth, computer networks link w ith existing 
capitalism to m assively broaden the effective reach o f  the marketplace. Indeed, the Internet 
comprises nothing less than the central production and control apparatus o f an increasingly 
supranational m arket system” (Schiller, 1999, p. xiv).
Having discussed the dem ocratic potential o f  the Internet as set forward by the Digital Idealists, 
and having explored some current e-democracy/e-govemment initiatives, I now turn to the group 
o f writers and theorists that are skeptical o f  the Internet as any kind o f  democratic 
transformational tool.
Skepticism o f  new technology on a broad scale in m odem  society can be traced back to 
the luddites in the early 1800s (Sale, 1995), or even earlier. However, in order to stay on topic, I 
choose to start in the world o f  science fiction. At a time when the Internet was still a reality 
confined to  research labs, and computers were in their infancy, John Brunner (1975) in The 
Shockwave Rider gave us a vision o f the future where a universal data network provides 
information overload, and enables large corporations to prosper at the expense o f  individual 
autonomy. Staying w ithin the same theme, W illiam Gibson (1984), a decade later, gave us 
another dark image o f  a networked future where the distinction between human and machine is 
disappearing. In Neuromancer, Gibson also coined the term ‘cyberspace’, which still lives with us 
today. Completely lacking any o f  the idealistic optimism o f  many com m entators at the time, both
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Gibson and Brunner provided depressing outlooks for what a fictional world run over by 
capitalist interests, coupled with technology out o f  control, would look like.
M oving out o f  the world o f  fiction, there is no shortage o f more academic concerns about 
our networked future. Throughout the 1990s, the private sector quickly discovered the potential 
o f  the Internet to increase the effectiveness o f  their operations. Simultaneously, new voices 
started to appear over concerns that this public treasure was being commercialized, and any 
potential for digital societal reform was disappearing.
Up until the mid 1990s, governments in the US and Canada helped finance the digital 
infrastructure, but at that time, both countries decided that the private sector was better suited for 
furthering the developm ent o f  the Internet, and deliberate regulation policies turned the publicly 
owned Internet infrastructure over to the private sector, and opened up the m arket for free 
competition between telecommunications companies (Gutstein, 1999; M argolis & Resnick,
2000). This has radically changed the appearance o f the Internet. From being a perceived tool for 
equal sharing o f  ideas and information it is developing into a vehicle for com m erce and profits. 
Nothing signifies this better than the dot com boom o f  the late 1990s that sent stock markets to 
unprecedented heights, based on over-optimistic economic outlooks for any business involved 
with or on the Internet. The web provided easy access (as long as you could clear the initial 
barrier o f  the cost o f  equipm ent needed) for both producers and consumers to  enter a virtual 
global m arketplace that was increasingly geared towards the spread o f  digital commodities rather 
than the sharing o f  ideas. The commercialization o f  the Internet has narrowed the diversity o f 
content, and the proliferation o f advertising has led to content design, which attracts the most 
profitable audience in a fashion reminiscent o f  other commercial mass m edia (Bettig, 1997).
Towards the end o f the 1990s, governments started recognizing the m ass audience that 
was being drawn to the Internet, and Canada together with m any other countries around the world 
pledged to fulfill the democratic promises o f  the Internet by connecting every household, and 
making sure all governm ent services were brought on-line. Some early governm ent documents
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stated that the Internet should be used to introduce new forms o f  direct citizen involvement in 
decision-making (Gutstein, 1999), and thus revitalize the democratic process. However, as 
demonstrated above, w hat is currently being implemented bears little resemblance to what the 
early use o f  the Internet promised, and instead we are witnessing a process o f  rationalization, 
cost-cutting and horizontal integration that continues a tendency o f public service reform through 
the use o f ICTs that started in the 1980s (Longford, 2002).
Darin Barney (2000) takes a sober look at the proposed potential that new technology 
holds for democratic change. He begins with a definition o f  democracy, and reviews the 
discussion about the link between technology and democracy. Building on this, he situates 
network technology firm ly in a political economic context and contends that this type o f 
technology simply becomes another stand-in for real democracy. It does nothing to address what 
he sees as a current democratic crisis, where liberalism has colonized democratic ideals. He 
concedes that democracy according to his own definition does not exist today. Instead, we find 
hierarchies and political power grids that are more tied to business interests than citizen’s rights. 
He acknowledges the views o f  the Idealists, but is frustrated at how these people believe that 
technology itself is inherently a vehicle for revolutionary change, w ith no need for users to 
harbour the same aspirations as the technology carries. In this context he asks us why it is that 
“existing governmental, bureaucratic, corporate, and financial elites are so enthusiastic about, and 
so heavily invested in, the success o f this technology” (Barney, 2000, p. 19). This level o f 
enthusiasm and investment should point to the fact that authorities and capitalist interests see a 
potential for the Internet to work in their favour.
Richard Davis (1999) is also writing in response to the people who assert that the Internet 
will radically transform  democratic structures. He sums up the view o f  the Idealists in the context 
o f  developments in the US as follows: “The future o f Am erican politics has been called an ‘age o f 
Internet dem ocracy,’ and the residents o f  that new political system will be known as ‘netizens’. 
This new medium has been predicted as the beginnings o f  true direct dem ocracy -  a vehicle for
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enabling common citizens, rather than distant elected representatives, to make ongoing policy 
decisions” (Davis, 1999, p. 4). Using empirical data from the late 1990s, Davis demonstrates how 
players that already dom inate the political landscape will continue to do so even in a society 
reliant on the Internet for all m ajor interactions - political, commercial, financial, and personal.
He predicts that the Internet w ill provide an information overflow unlike that o f  any other 
medium, but he believes that ultimately, people will gravitate towards sources that are familiar 
and are well advertised, which means that any revolutionary power o f  the Internet will fizzle 
when confronted with dom inant commercial and political interests.
Donald Gutstein (1999) shares Davis’ prediction about dom inant commercial interests 
colonizing the Internet. Gutstein points to developments within early uses o f  the Internet in 
Canada, when the government subsidized the spread o f  digital networks where information was 
used for the sake o f  research and public enlightenment. However, this trend was soon reversed, 
and we are witnessing how the Canadian Government is currently letting private interests take 
over further developm ent o f  networks that service libraries, hospitals, schools, research labs, etc. 
He criticizes the Canadian Governm ent’s initiative to connect all Canadians to the Internet, 
claiming that the beneficiaries o f  such a policy will first and foremost be commercial interests 
such as private Internet service providers and on-line businesses. According to Gutstein,
Canadian political decision makers have an agenda o f  connecting Canadians in the name o f  e- 
commerce rather than democratic or societal reform. He is worried about the governm ent’s focus 
on fee-based public information on the Internet through their program o f  Connecting Canadians, 
saying that “democratic society rests on a bedrock o f freely exchanged public information, 
[therefore] Connecting Canadians will undermine democracy” (Gutstein, 1999, p. 22).
Rem iniscent o f  G utstein’s concerns about public information, but moving slightly beyond 
the narrow confines o f  the Internet, Bruce Bimber (2003) focuses on information in general, and 
its role for democracy. Still, he identifies the Internet as the main channel for disseminating 
information in contemporary society. He terms the current era the “Fourth Information
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Revolution” (Bimber, 2003, p. 23), and claims that never before have new  information
technologies been deployed at such a quick rate in societal structures. Similar to Davis, he
predicts that there will be, and already is, information abundance. This poses a set o f  challenges
both on an individual and a political level. He sees potential for more citizen involvement, and
believes that the instant flow  o f  information the Internet provides will alter the structure o f and
interplay between bureaucratic organizations including the state. However, at the same time he
recognizes that technology itself is not a revolutionary vehicle for dem ocratic change. He claims
“Americans in the aggregate are not growing any more engaged in their political system as a
result o f  new technology” (Bimber, 2003, p. 229). I f  anything, the change brought about by more
efficient means o f  spreading and sharing information will lead to more well-organized power
structures rather than any introduction o f  new democratic ideals.
Graham Longford (2002) shares many o f  the same concerns touched upon above when he
compares e-govem m ent initiatives in Canada, the US, and the UK. H e demonstrates how the push
for e-govemment has grown out o f  a general trend in these three countries towards rationalizing
public services. The extended use o f  the Internet for service delivery is sim ply another step for
these governments in their journey towards cost-cutting and running government more like an
efficient business. He makes one o f his most interesting observations when he says:
If  the admittedly com plex power structure o f government policy and decision making is 
rendered less apparent to citizens who become accustomed to “single-window” access 
and “seam less” service, one wonders how effectively they will navigate and insert 
them selves w ithin it not as consumers o f services but as active citizens. (Longford, 2002,
p. 20)
Longford points out that current initiatives are centred on facilitating the process o f  citizen- 
government transactions. The problem is that this mode o f interaction threatens to focus too much 
on efficient service delivery, and too little on citizen empowerment and involvement in the 
democratic process.
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From the more pessim istic accounts touched upon above, I now turn to  some o f the 
Skeptics that discount the views the Idealists, but still recognize some hope for the societal 
transformational use o f  the Internet.
Michael M argolis and David Resnick (2000) provide a detailed history o f  the technical 
developments o f  the Internet and its use. They identify the mid 1990s as a decisive period, when 
the backbone o f  the Internet was turned over by the US Government to private hands, and the 
World W ide W eb together w ith web-based search engines transformed the Internet from “a 
research-oriented vehicle dominated by technocrats to a commercially oriented one dominated by 
businesses” (M argolis & Resnick, 2000, p. 43). Interestingly, they point out that early users o f the 
Internet were largely young w hite males, but this picture changed drastically in the mid to late 
1990s when commercial interests started providing most o f  the content available on-line, and 
Internet users increasingly resembled the general makeup o f  the marketplace. They go on to point 
out that the Internet has become a mass medium with similar content provided by the same news 
producers as in radio, TV, and newspapers. News about civic and political affairs have long 
occupied relatively little space in these media, thus they predict that news on the Internet will 
simply m irror what is found in the more traditional media. This undermines any potential for 
fundamental dem ocratic change -  “The evidence shows that those who have been powerful in the 
past -  the established organizations, the wealthy, and the privileged -  are moving into cyberspace 
and taking their advantages with them ” (M argolis & Resnick, 2000, p. 208). The only potential 
they recognize for some positive democratic change lies in the fact that the Internet will ensure 
that more information is available for those that are interested. However, judging by the impact 
other mass m edia have had on democracy, they do not foresee any revolutionary changes.
Characteristic o f the Skeptics, Anthony G. W ilhelm (2000) criticizes those who see 
overwhelming dem ocratic potential in the technology o f the Internet. He calls them “neofuturists” 
(W ilhelm, 2000, p. 4) and compares them to the futurists o f the early 20th century, who 
enthusiastically em braced all new technology in the name o f  progress. Like the futurists o f  old,
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we now “laud information traveling at lightning speed through slender glass filaments as the 
genie let out o f  the bottle, able to solve magically the problems o f  our political system” (Wilhelm, 
2000, p. 4). In his inter-disciplinary approach, he borrows from political science, communications 
and media studies, philosophy, and social psychology, and uses empirical evidence to come up 
with a detailed analysis o f  the societal and political impacts o f  ICTs. H e identifies four major 
challenges to dem ocracy in the digital age. First, he is concerned with the barriers to entry, 
including skills for use and cost o f  equipment. Second, he recognizes a threat in the form o f 
marginalized people in society remaining marginalized in the digital age, where we might 
experience a divide between information haves and have-nots. Third, he fears that public debate 
on the Internet will take on a speed and rhythm very different from what we have now, and this 
could undermine traditional democratic decision-making. Fourth, he sees a tendency where 
commercial interests are taking over new media, and we might end up losing any semblance o f 
public space where public debate could take place.
He still remains confident that the Internet can be used in some capacity to enhance 
democratic processes. However, to get there, it is necessary for both politicians and citizens to 
reclaim the Internet’s public space, which has been colonized by commercial interests.
Throughout the Skeptics’ writings there is a great deal o f  concern regarding the lack o f 
democratic potential o f  the Internet, or even how the Internet poses a threat to citizen 
empowerment, especially in light o f  commercial interests’ push to colonize the Internet, and 
governments’ programs aimed at efficient service delivery. As a mass medium, the Internet is 
inheriting the tendency to  narrow down the range o f viewpoints available; a tendency, which has 
been prevalent in other mass m edia for a substantial amount o f  time (Golding & M urdock, 1991). 
E-government initiatives have been criticized as mere rationalization measures, not living up to 
promises o f digital democracy (Longford, 2002), and for simply catering to the needs o f the 
business community (Gutstein, 1999). However, thoroughly relating these changes to large-scale 
developments within the capitalist economy and associated state regimes has not yet been done. I
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hope to add to this body o f  literature by developing a neo-M arxist theoretical framework through 
which the events currently taking place with regard to the use o f  ICTs for state projects can be 
better understood.
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Chapter 3: Capitalism and the Emergence of a New State Regime
“M arx had the good fortune, combined, o f  course, with the necessary genius, to  create a method 
o f  inquiry that imposed his stamp indelibly on the world. W e turn to M arx, therefore, not because 
he is infallible, but because he is inescapable. Everyone who wishes to pursue the kind o f 
investigation that M arx opened up, finds M arx there ahead o f him, and m ust thereafter agree with 
or confute, expand or discard, explain or explain away the ideas that are his legacy” (Heilbronner, 
1980, p. 15).
W hat is capitalism? How does it work? W hat function does the state have in relation to the 
capitalist economy? These are questions that need answering before I proceed to outline an 
analysis o f  the changes the capitalist state is currently experiencing. Jessop (2002) writes that on a 
surface level w e can define capitalism as “an economic system in w hich goods and services are 
produced for sale (with the intention o f  making a profit) in a large num ber o f  separate firms using 
privately owned capital goods and wage-labour” (p. 12). An emphasis on protection o f private 
property, a free market, and minimal state intervention is a common occurrence in these types o f 
definitions (Spero & Hart, 1999; ThisNation.com, 2002). In line with M arxist tradition, Jessop 
(2002) expands on this definition to shed more light on four issues: “The nature o f  labour-power, 
the labour process, the powers o f capital, and the dynamic o f  accum ulation” (p. 12).
Capitalism  is simply one o f m any ways the social formation could be organized around 
the production o f goods and services for sale. W hat sets capitalism apart is its treatm ent o f  labour 
as a commodity. In simple term s this entails workers offering up their labour power for sale, and 
entering into agreements with capitals1 where the latter gets to control the form er’s ability to 
work in exchange for a wage. This wage is then used in the process o f  consumption, through 
which workers reproduce their ability to work. The amount o f  labour-power that is transferred 
into the com m odity through the production process is the sole source o f  added value for capital as 
a whole. M arx (1977) referred to this as the congealed labour-time, which was reducible to 
simple labour -  the common denominator for determining exchange value in any commodity.
1 Jessop uses the general term ‘capital(s)’ when he refers to anyone who controls capital, and acts, using 
this capital, within the capitalist economy. Thus the term refers to both individual and organized (such as 
corporations) capitalist actors.
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Considering the above, it seems like a paradox to consider labour-power itself as a 
commodity. However, Jessop (2002) goes on to mention that labour becomes a fictitious 
commodity rather than a regular commodity. Other fictitious commodities that can be identified 
are land, money, and knowledge. They are treated as commodities in the marketplace, bought and 
sold in order to add value to the production process, but they are not them selves produced by 
capitalist firms, thus they enter the m arket economy from outside.
Capitalism  relies on fictitious commodities for the continuation o f  capital accumulation. 
This means that capitalism  can never exist in a closed self-reproducing system, where everything 
is commodified, and it is thus impossible to achieve a pure capitalist economy. Capitalism will 
always depend on certain extra-economic conditions that need to  be excluded from pure market 
mechanisms in order to function effectively. The most important condition is the exploitation o f 
wage-labour, an input to the production process, which simply cannot be reproduced through pure 
capital relations. This is where capitalism becomes an object o f  regulation, and the state becomes 
relevant for the sake o f  implementing measures that will secure capital’s stable access to fictitious 
commodities.
The principle o f  capital accumulation through profits generated prim arily by the 
commodification and exploitation o f  wage-labour is currently the dominant form o f  societal 
organization. W e are witnessing the “relative subordination o f  an entire social order to the logic 
and reproduction requirem ents o f capital accumulation” (Jessop, 2002, p. 23). Four mechanisms 
for capitalist societalization outlined by Jessop (2002) can be the cause o f  such a situation.
First there is economic determination, which sets out the premise that the social forces o f 
production directly determine all other levels o f  the social formation. Jessop (2002), however, 
dismisses this premise based on his previous arguments about the inability o f  the capitalist 
economy to exist as an enclosed, self-supporting system. The capitalist economy relies for its 
continued operation on extra-economic activities within the social formation. This opens up a 
dynamic o f  influence and two-way determination between the economic and the extra-economic,
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which excludes the possibility o f  the capitalist economy determ ining other systems without being 
influenced in return.
Jessop (2002) turns to the biological sciences to find a better concept for explaining the 
central position o f  capital accumulation in our social formation. In biology, ecological dominance 
refers to the fact that “one species exerts an overriding influence upon the other species in a given 
ecological com m unity” (Jessop, 2002, p. 24). Jessop utilizes this analogy to explore the position 
the capitalist econom y holds in relation to other systems. The capitalist economy holds a 
complexity and flexibility through its market forces and price mechanisms, in addition to an 
ability to compress or expand its operations in time and space that allows it to  avoid the structural 
constraints other systems suffer from, and escape the attempts o f other systems to control it. Thus 
the capitalist economy enjoys a position o f ecological dominance, where it extends its 
developmental logic to the operation o f  all other systems to a far greater degree than vice versa. 
Or, put differently, “ecological dominance means that the course o f  capital accumulation creates 
more problems for other institutional orders and the lifeworld than they can cause for it” (Jessop, 
2002, p. 249). This is far from a static state o f  affairs, and extreme needs o f  subordinate systems 
can take over primacy for a limited amount o f  time, for example during periods o f  crisis such as 
war. However, only through the adequate operation o f all the systems can the overall functioning 
o f the social formation be secured. Even though the capitalist economy enjoys ecological 
dominance, it is still dependent on the other systems for its continued successful operation.2
2 Borrowing a term from the natural sciences to describe the position of the economy might seem awkward 
considering that most critical theorists consider the economy to be socially constructed, and not the result 
of a natural development linked to inherent human qualities o f competitiveness. However, Jessop is not 
arguing that ecological dominance is a natural property o f  the capitalist economy. Rather, he uses the term 
in relation to systems theory, particularly building on arguments set forth by Luhmann (1986), who 
contended that a high degree o f  organized flexibility and complexity in a functional sub-system will lead to 
it dominating the wider social formation. Jessop (2002) extends this argument, and he points to various 
aspects o f the operation o f an autonomous system that could lead to it becoming dominant. These include 
operational redundancies, ability to reorganize operations, capacity for time-space distantiation and 
compression, ability to resolve internal contradictions, and the capacity to make actors in other systems and 
the lifeworld accept its operational logic as central to the reproduction of the entire social formation. The 
capitalist economy embodies all these aspects, especially in its current globalized form. It is ecologically 
dominant, but still develops its structure and operation in relation to accumulation regimes, modes of
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Jessop’s third m echanism  is economic domination, which can apply internally in the 
economy, where one fraction o f  capital is in a position to impose its interests on other fractions, 
leading this fraction to hold dominance in one or many parts o f  the economy. Econom ic 
domination also refers to a w ider mechanism, where capital in general actively seeks to steer 
other systems in line w ith its interests. Where ecological domination is a more general, structural 
mechanism, economic dom ination involves the active participation o f  capitalist actors to impose 
their interests.
Economic hegemony is the fourth mechanism through which capital accumulation 
becomes the dom inant logic o f  the operation o f the social formation. “Econom ic hegemony exists 
where a given accum ulation strategy is the basis for an institutionalized compromise between 
opposed social forces for coordinating, governing or guiding activities within and across different 
institutional orders around the pursuit o f  a particular economic trajectory” (Jessop, 2002, p. 30). 
An imagined general economic interest is constructed that favours certain capitals, and 
marginalizes others. This construction involves the articulation o f different spatial and temporal 
horizons that are needed to uphold the favoured accumulation regime, and thus influences 
proceedings that go beyond the economic sphere.
Considering these four mechanisms for capitalist societalization (where Jessop only finds 
validity in three o f  them ), it becomes possible to identify venues for resistance. Class struggle 
emerges out o f  the relationship between labour and capital. In addition, subordinated systems that 
operate outside o f  the immediate logic o f accumulation have their own values and norms that may 
resist the influence o f  capital, and attempting to impose capitalist accum ulation as the basis for 
realizing social goals may lead to opposition against the imposition o f capitalist hegemony. These 
struggles are tellingly not only centred around class, but may as well more generally be focused
regulation, and the nature o f other systems, ensuring a dynamic, interconnected link between the various 
systems.
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on resisting and reversing the extension o f  the logic o f  capital accumulation into spheres outside 
o f the economy.
Having considered some aspects o f capitalism, it is time now to turn to  the capitalist 
state, and outline its role in relation to the capitalist economy. Different state forms existed before 
capitalism, but Jessop (2002) sets the separation o f  the economic and extra-economic (o f which 
the state forms a part) as his starting point for analyzing the capitalist type o f  state. The capitalist 
state takes on the responsibility for securing the stable conditions necessary for capital 
accumulation. The m arket in its competitive state cannot be fully trusted to supply the economy 
with all the necessary services needed for its successful operation. I f  for example the legal and 
monetary systems were available as commodities in a free market they w ould be subject to 
individual profit motives that are common to all capitals acting in the economy. This would 
always put uncertainty into the availability o f  these services in the formal rational fashion 
required to stabilize overall capitalist operation. This gives relevance to state operation in relation 
to capitalism, and ensures its relative autonomy. “In abstract terms, state support for the 
valorization o f  capital and social reproduction can be provided through force, law and regulation, 
money, goods and services, knowledge, or ‘moral suasion’ and in the form o f  meta-, macro-, 
meso- or micropolicies” (Jessop, 2002, p. 43). Through metapolicies, the state affects extra- 
economic factors that influence the overall competitiveness o f  the capitalist system.
Macropolicies are concerned with the general external conditions o f  production (i.e. legal and 
monetary systems), as well as directly providing for production through for example the 
reproduction o f  labour-power. On the level o f mesopolicies, the state is concerned with specific 
economic sectors/branches, while micropolicies deal with single economic units such as workers, 
firms, and households.
However, the state’s role goes beyond the purely economic when it reflects and 
negotiates the balance o f  forces throughout the social formation. Jessop (2002) treats the state as a 
social relation, and then goes on to define it “as an ensemble o f  socially embedded, socially
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regularized and strategically selective institutions, organizations, social forces and activities 
organized around (or at least actively involved in) making collectively binding decisions for an 
imagined political com m unity” (p. 40). In order to uphold social cohesion, the state frequently 
has to enter the contested terrain that exists between the capitalist economy and other social 
forces. State power is not simply a tool o f  capitalism, but has its own autonomy, which is, as 
mentioned above, a necessary precondition for the proper functioning o f  the capitalist economy 
(through for example upholding monetary and legal systems, and providing for the reproduction 
o f  labour-power as a fictitious commodity), at the same time as it m eans that the state could in 
certain instances, under certain influences, act against the interests o f  certain capitals or capital in 
general.
With the separation o f state and the economy in mind, and considering the various 
responsibilities taken on by the state, we come to understand that the state actually wields 
considerable autonomy, even though the mechanism o f ecological dom ination in favour o f the 
capitalist economy is still in place. This further opens up avenues for resistance to the reach o f 
capitalism, since the autonomy o f  the state has the potential to be used to go against the capital 
logic. In W estern countries, representative democracy is currently the norm al state form (Jessop, 
2002). However, the capitalist state being organized around democratic institutions is a relatively 
recent phenom enon com pared to the emergence o f  capitalism itself. Countries like Portugal and 
Spain, for example, have economies based on capitalism, but did not become democratic until the 
mid-70s. The current dom inant form o f  mass politics opens up the possibilities o f  radical change, 
since, at least in theory, the actions o f  the political arm o f  the state is determined by the influence 
o f  citizens through the democratic system o f  recurring elections. Potentially, a new political party 
could be established with a completely new economic vision that looks to disconnect a country 
from capitalist operations. I f  this vision gathered enough support, our democratic system would 
have to allow such a change to take place. This potential for struggle and change will be
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considered in more detail below, particularly in relation to the use o f  new  network technologies, 
and with consideration for why this kind o f change has not yet occurred.
Based on the above, we can ascertain that the state is not fully determined by capitalism. 
There is “institutional separation between market economy, sovereign state and a public sphere 
(civil society) located beyond market and state” (Jessop, 2002, p. 38). However, m any state 
functions (such as taxation) are dependent on a properly functioning economy, thus the state must 
ensure that capital accum ulation is experiencing the conditions necessary before it can proceed 
with its redistributive activities that will attempt to meet the demands o f  actors other than those 
that control the economy within the social formation. Jessop (2002) refers to the structural 
coherence that evolves out o f  the balance between the state and the capitalist economy, when this 
is stabilized over a certain territory and time-period, as a spatio-temporal fix. The basic 
contradictions o f  capitalism  still remain, thus such a fix can only exist in a stable condition for a 
limited amount o f  tim e over a limited space. The priorities within a spatio-temporal fix “will vary 
with accumulation regimes, modes o f  growth and governance capacities” (Jessop, 2002, p. 48). 
Jessop (2002) claims that agency and discourse gains particular relevance in the attempt to 
construct a fix that will territorially and temporarily address the insoluble contradictions o f 
capitalism. A spatio-tem poral fix involves a specific and deliberate attem pt on economic and 
political levels to formulate accumulation strategies that will secure continued capitalist 
operation. Institutional compromises evolve out o f  this effort to build structural coherence, 
leading to marginalization, exclusion, and oppression o f certain social forces (such as labour 
power) that are still essential to long-run accumulation. These forces can then grow in strength as 
the circuit o f  capital continues to display disunity and imbalance, and can act as a steering 
mechanism when new accumulation strategies and modes o f regulation need to be established to 
rebalance capitalist operation. This illustrates how different social forces can have significant 
influence on the direction o f the organization o f  the overall social formation.
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“The constitutive incompleteness o f  the capital relation, the contradictions and dilemmas 
o f accumulation, and the limitations o f the spatio-temporal fixes that develop to contain, displace 
and defer these problems create a space for attempts at ongoing management, m uddling through 
and crisis-management” (Jessop, 2002, p. 51). These attempts are what Jessop (2002) refers to as 
‘governance’, which involves “any form o f  coordination o f  interdependent social relations” (p. 
52). Governance m aterializes in different forms on different levels, ranging from the anarchy o f 
exchange evident through m arket forces, to the hierarchy o f  command, which is found in top- 
down coordination by the state, to finally the heterarchy o f  self-organization, which involves 
horizontal networks.
W ith these basic features o f capitalism in mind, Jessop (2002) goes on to outline a four­
dimensional analysis o f  how the state has changed its form and function in relation to “capital 
accumulation, social reproduction, scale and governance” (p. 53). This enables us to go on to 
analyze the ideal-typical state form that existed in postwar Atlantic Fordism, and the changes it is 
currently undergoing after Fordism  hit a crisis in the 1970s.
“Atlantic Fordism can be briefly defined as an accumulation regime based on a virtuous 
autocentric circle o f  mass production and mass consumption secured through a distinctive mode 
o f regulation that was discursively, institutionally and practically materialized in the Keynesian 
welfare national state (or KW NS)” (Jessop, 2002, p. 55). Canada is one o f  the countries that 
based its accumulation regime on Atlantic Fordism. In addition, Jessop (2002) mentions the USA, 
North-W estern Europe, Australia, and N ew  Zealand. The latter two are included because o f their 
organization under British hegemony, and inclusion in Am erican m ilitary alliances.
There are several levels on which Jessop (2002) considers Fordism  as an accumulation 
regime. First o f  all, it involves mass production, using assembly lines where semi-skilled workers 
engage in mass labour. Secondly, a virtuous circle o f growth is established through mass 
production and economies o f  scale leading to increased productivity and rising worker income. 
This leads to rising demand and increased profits based on full utilization and reinvestment in
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more efficient production techniques connecting back to the beginning o f the circle again. Third, 
Fordism is regulated with a view to ensuring that individual wage dem ands are in line with 
productivity and profit growth, and if  necessary offset by the social wage. Fourth, in terms o f 
social organization, workers depend on an individual and/or social wage to m eet all their needs 
throughout their lives, living increasingly in urban areas, with a centralized bureaucratized state 
negotiating any conflicts arising between capital and labour.
M ost categorizations o f  capitalist states are based on Esping-Andersen’s typology o f 
welfare regimes, which have subsequently been developed to comprise m arket liberal, social 
democratic, conservative-corporatist, the M editerranean, and the Confucian (East-Asian) regimes 
(Jessop, 2002, p. 63). Jessop’s KW NS critiques and expands on this typology. It takes into 
consideration more than ju st “the state’s role in decommodifying m en’s waged labour,” (Jessop, 
2002, p. 63) and puts emphasis on the structural coupling between welfare regimes and economic 
growth.
W e now  need to look further into the four dimensions o f  the KW NS. The Keynesian 
aspects refer to the push to  provide full employment through mechanisms o f  demand 
management supporting mass production and consumption. The welfare aspect refers to state 
intervention in the form o f  for example collective bargaining and a general expansion o f  welfare 
rights (i.e. mass education and public health-care) that helped reproduce labour-power as a 
fictitious commodity, and normalize patterns o f mass consumption. In term s o f  being national, the 
KWNS was organized around a state that delivered economic and social policies within a specific 
spatial territory. Last, the KW NS took the form o f a state in terms o f  state institutions 
complementing m arket forces, and intervening when m arket failure occurred.
Jessop (2002) considers the national as the primary scale o f  the KW NS, and argues that 
this primacy grew out o f  specific economic and political conditions related to Atlantic Fordism 
and US hegemony that got established after W orld-W ar II, when the A llies’ victory paved the 
way for the introduction o f  the Am erican New Deal to Europe. Local and regional states and
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economies were subordinate to the national, and primarily served to  feed the national economy 
and political regulation regime. Trade took place between distinct separate national economies, 
but each nation was first and foremost organized around a focus on national production and 
consumption. The state was based on individual political subjects in the form o f  citizens, who 
were assumed to  get organized in two-parent family households, with the man as the bread­
winner, leading to the m arginalization o f other family forms and sexualities (Carabine, 1996). 
Citizens were granted certain citizenship rights in terms o f  access to a legal and social support 
system.3 Overall, the national economy was “regulated as a distinctive ‘im agined’ economic 
space,” (Jessop, 2002, p. 73) where national production and consumption provided the basis for 
prosperity (Hall, 1989; M ilward, Brennan & Romero, 1993).
Let us m ove on to more specifically consider how the KW NS contributed to the spatio- 
temporal fix o f  Atlantic Fordism. The preceding paragraph highlights the features o f  the KWNS 
that helped the Fordist accumulation regime operate its circuit o f capital growth in a relatively 
stable manner. Jessop (2002) argues that the wage and money forms in the KW NS were the 
principal structural forms through which the spatio-temporal fix was organized.
First o f all, wages were considered a source o f demand rather than a cost o f  international 
production. The KW NS therefore focused its efforts on providing the conditions necessary for 
full employment. It took an active role in negotiating collective bargaining, making sure wage 
levels were in line with productivity and prices, thus stabilizing the cycle o f growth. In addition, 
by providing welfare and public sector employment, general infrastructure, and supportive 
merger policies, the KW NS could ensure continued mass consumption, and thereby secure the 
markets necessary for supply-driven capitals organized on the national scale.
Secondly, the relatively closed national scale m eant that the KW NS could effectively 
steer the economy, due to its fiscal influence through increasing state budgets. Public spending
3 A substantial body o f literature exists on the topic o f citizenship rights and different types o f citizenship 
regimes in the welfare state. See, for example, Boris (1995), Fraser (1987), Jenson (1986, 1997), and 
Williams (1995).
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and borrowing, in addition to  expanded credit awarded by banks and the state, had significant 
influence on investm ent and consumption patterns in postwar Atlantic Fordism. The role o f 
money as international currency was less important, with states relying on fixed exchange rates 
and trade controls that enabled them to adjust economic policy according to securing full 
employment and growth instead o f defending a monetary standard.
Throughout the 1970s and 80s, this spatio-temporal fix started breaking down when it 
was faced with economic, fisco-financial, political, and social crises. Jessop (2002) speaks o f  a 
crisis in Fordism, which manifested itself in the form o f  stagflationary tendencies, where the 
economy was stagnating, while demand was still up, and prices were rising. Crisis management 
mechanisms kicked in, and deferred the problems temporarily, but eventually the crisis o f 
Fordism became m ore and more clear (Offe, 1984).
In essence, the economic crisis o /Fordism  was the result o f productivity slow-downs as 
increases to economies o f  scale became harder to come by. Initially, the shift to large-scale mass 
production had created a massive boost to productivity, but technical and social limitations slowly 
lead to decreased rates o f  growth. The KW NS had secured a stable supply o f  dependable labour 
and source o f  demand by allowing unionization and collective bargaining. Technical innovations 
could no longer provide massive production boosts like the assembly line had, so productivity 
gains were sought through intensification o f the labour-process. This prom pted resistance from an 
empowered labour-force, and capitals could not rely on increased profits through over-working 
their labourers and/or slashing wages.
Home markets became saturated, and capitals searched for new markets abroad, 
undermining the K W N S’ efforts to manage the economy on a relatively closed national scale. 
M ulti-national banks and corporations moved their operations abroad, or threatened to do so, if  
they did not favour domestic regulation. M oney and goods started flowing internationally, and 
wages were no longer seen as a source o f demand, but rather as an international cost o f 
production. M oney circulated as international currency forcing states to abandon the principle o f
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fixed exchange rates. W ith this mobile flow o f money-capital came the tendency for rates o f 
return on financial capital to exceed those o f  productive capital. All o f  these aspects undermined 
the role o f  the KW NS as an economic policy regulator.
The KW NS was dependent on taxes for its social policies that contributed to the 
reproduction o f  labour (i.e. universal health-care). When productivity started falling, 
unemployment rose, and the state’s tax base decreased. Capitals demanded tax restructuring to 
uphold their profit levels, further eroding tax revenues. M ore unem ploym ent m eant more state 
expenditure, and throughout the 70s and 80s most OECD states spent more m oney than they 
received in taxes. States had to rely on credit to cover their costs, and this resulted in increased 
inflation (O ’Connor, 1973). Reaction to inflation, and perceived over-spending by the public 
sector contributed to neoliberal regime changes and/or policy adjustments in the Fordist 
economies, thus this fisco-fmancial crisis also had political consequences.
In social terms, the sense o f national identity in the KW NS was weakened by a 
development o f  cosmopolitanism and social movements that increasingly operated across national 
borders. In addition, social trends related to values and identities (such as a deterritorialized sense 
o f persons’ rights, emphasis on mutual respect, rejection o f  class-based redistributive policies and 
others) often pursued by social movements further undermined the social relevance o f  the 
KWNS.
There were various efforts to reform the KW NS in order to respond to the crisis in/of 
Fordism. Increased welfare spending, liberalization o f  financial markets, protectionist strategies, 
and other one-sided approaches were attempted, but none succeeded in restoring the conditions 
for Fordist accum ulation (Huber & Stephens, 2001). Eventually, these attempts instead became 
focused on finding a different scale for providing a new spatio-temporal fix that could stabilize a 
new form o f  capital accum ulation over another extended period o f time.
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The Rise of Post-Fordism and the Competition State
Jessop argues that post-Fordism m ight not be a suitable term to use for the emerging capital 
accumulation regime that is replacing Fordism. There are problems related to how the term and 
the debate surrounding it fails to capture the full extent o f  the changes apparent in capital 
accumulation and economic and social policy since the mid 1970s. This debate has raged for 
decades, touching on various subjects connected to post-Fordism, such as its relation to capitalist 
crisis m anagement (Aglietta, 1979; Lash & Urry, 1987; Lipietz, 1985), the importance o f 
technology (Atkinson & M eager, 1986) and mass-market mechanisms (Piore & Sabel, 1985), and 
the consequences for the welfare state (Hoggett, 1991). Some have been accused o f  technological 
and economic determ inism  (Elam, 1994), and there is still much dispute about the nature o f post- 
Fordism and the appropriateness o f  the term. However, since the term  has been established in 
connection to the changes capital accumulation and structuring is currently undergoing, Jessop 
(2002) chooses to adopt it, provided it is understood that post-Fordism should not merely be 
interpreted as a chronological succession to Fordism, but as a distinct new accumulation regime 
with continuities and discontinuities related to Fordism. Jessop (2002) is also critical o f  the term 
the ‘new econom y’, and instead, he chooses to use the phrase ‘knowledge-based’ economy since 
it “reflects the general importance attributed, rightly or wrongly, to knowledge as a ‘factor o f 
production’ in the post-Fordist labour process, accumulation regime and mode o f  regulation” 
(P-97).
W ith this in mind, Jessop (2002) defines post-Fordism as a distinctive type o f labour 
process, involving “flexible production based on the operation o f  flexible machines and flexible 
systems that are com bined to secure economies o f scope and/or networks” (p. 98). Economies o f 
scale rely on long inflexible production runs o f standardized goods that result in diminishing unit 
costs. Economies o f  scope, on the other hand, rely on flexible technical and social organization o f 
production resulting in a diversity o f  products, while economies o f networks refer to how 
infrastructure networks act as positive externalities in production and consumption. The
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flexibility central to post-Fordism also extends into the labour-process. Fordism relied on a stable, 
mostly semi-skilled workforce, while in post-Fordism, unskilled and m ulti-skilled labour is 
combined in flexible combinations. This has consequences for wage relations, which can become 
determined by the skill o f  the worker, short-term employment, and collective bargaining that no 
longer takes place on a national scale. Flexible machinery is used, the vast majority o f  which is 
based on or controlled by ICTs, opening up possibilities for quick implementation o f new 
innovations, and coordination o f  multi-firm international collaboration designed to increase 
productivity and profits.
Overall, this leads to a post-Fordist virtuous circle o f growth that is based on “flexible 
and networked production; growing productivity based on some combination o f  economies o f 
scope, economies o f  networks and process innovations; rising incomes o f  skilled manual and 
intellectual workers (often jo in tly  reclassified as ‘knowledge workers’); increased demand for 
differentiated goods and non-exportable (and hence also non-importable) services favoured by the 
growing discretionary elem ent in these incomes; increased profits based on technological and 
other innovation rents and the full utilization o f  flexible capacity; reinvestm ent in more flexible 
production equipm ent and techniques and/or new sets o f  products; and a further boost to 
productivity owing to a new round o f creatively destructive innovation, economies o f  scope and 
economies o f  networks” (Jessop, 2002, p.99-100). This cycle has the potential to open up a new 
long run o f economic expansion similar to what occurred initially under the mass production and 
consumption o f  Fordism.
Several contradictions are linked to the crisis o f  Fordism and transition to post-Fordism, 
and all are closely connected to issues o f the use o f ICTs and the m anagement o f  knowledge 
and/or skill. The class compromise overseen by the state between capital and labour in relation to 
wages has been influenced by the flexible demands o f  the knowledge-based economy. States have 
responded differently to this challenge. For some, re-skilling the workforce has become the 
priority in order to  m eet the demands, and still uphold the structure o f  the compromise. For
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others, the solution so far has been to undermine the power o f  unions and collective bargaining, 
and redefine labour as simply a substitutable factor o f  production.
In addition, the hypermedia environment (Deibert, 1998) has provided a venue for 
instantaneous financial transactions across the globe that has rendered useless the KW NS policies 
o f national m oney regulated within its borders, and made productive capital subordinate to 
financial capital. The latter can move through cyberspace without any physical equivalence 
except for a presence as computer code on a server somewhere, while productive capital, even if 
transacted through electronic means, still need physical roots as e-commerce, business-to- 
business (B2B), and business-to-custom er (B2C) electronic transactions need to result in physical 
goods or services being delivered (Jessop, 2002).
Knowledge has taken on increasing significance in the post-Fordist accumulation regime. 
Knowledge is linked to increased competitiveness, and has become a very im portant extra- 
economic factor. Jessop (2002) sees new discourses emerging, as knowledge needs to be 
produced in sufficient quantities throughout the social formation for capital to profit. Learning 
institutions are becoming involved in order to m eet the demands o f capital, and this is where we 
can clearly witness the increased ecological dominance o f  capitalism as borders between 
economic and extra-economic, capital and the lifeworld, are changing shape. The creation o f 
knowledge is also taking place within different sectors o f  the economy. Eager to protect and 
charge for their ‘products’, capitals are trying to extend intellectual property rights, but this 
creates a paradox as they at the same time wish to benefit from a free flow o f  knowledge, 
information, and expertise.
As w e have explored above, pressure has been put on the national as the primary scale o f 
economic operation and regulation. Both money and production are increasingly moving across 
borders in order to find spaces where profits can be increased. Globalization is often the term 
used to describe this tendency, but Jessop (2002) warns about the implications o f scale suggested 
by such a term. As national economic spaces are becoming internationalized, it is not automatic
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that all economic and regulatory activity is rescaled to a fully global level. W e are seeing the 
formation o f  regional trading blocs (i.e. EU and NAFTA), local internationalization through cities 
connecting with each other internationally, bypassing the national state (i.e. cities like New York, 
London, and Tokyo acting as financial centres in the world economy), transnational corporations 
adopting global strategies for their operations, increased scope o f international regimes dealing 
with economic issues, and the “emergence o f globalization proper through the introduction and 
acceptance o f global norms and standards,” (Jessop, 2002, p. 116) such as the treaties negotiated 
through the WTO. Overall, there is no doubt that the scale is changing both structurally and 
strategically, but not necessarily into a purely global scale. The global scale cannot exist except in 
relation to lesser scales, thus “the global more often serves as the ultimate horizon o f  action rather 
than the actual site o f  action” (Jessop, 2002, p. 116).
Globalization does not only refer to space, but also to time, and time-space compression 
through the use o f  ICTs has intensified the exchange-value moment o f  the capital relation at the 
expense o f  the use-value moment. ICTs allow greater control over shorter periods o f  action, and 
with increased competition, just-in-tim e production can rush products to market, thus also rushing 
consumption. Greater time-space distantiation has also been made possible by ICTs, allowing for 
extended reach o f  control over larger distances.
The primacy o f  the national is also being challenged at a sub-national level, where local 
and regional states are no longer simply serving as an extension o f the KW NS. Already as the 
crisis o f  Atlantic Fordism was underway, sub-national governments took a more direct role in 
intervening at their level to provide more favourable conditions for economic growth through for 
example technology transfer (to make firms more competitive) and regional networking. Hooghe 
and Marks (2001) have studied EU member states, and found that m any have offloaded authority 
to regional governments, and none have become more centralized after 1980. A nother example is 
the new deal to cities in Canada, which became a priority during the 2004 federal election 
campaign. It prom ises to allow cities to retain more o f  the taxes generated in their territory -  taxes
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that would normally go directly to the federal government - enabling them  to enjoy more 
autonomy in their fiscal planning.
Even though the primacy o f  the national in relation to economic regulation is currently 
being challenged as a new capital accumulation regime is materializing, it does not mean that the 
national state is losing all its importance. Poulantzas (1973) defines the global political role o f the 
state as “constituting the factor o f cohesion between the levels o f  a social formation” (p. 44), and 
this function is m aintained at the same time as the state’s m any particular functions linked to for 
example relations o f  production, administrative activities, education, and mass communication 
disappear or are redefined. These particular functions, which were linked to the KW NS, are being 
replaced with functions that correspond with the new accumulation regime. Supranational bodies 
(such as the EU) are not w ell positioned to take care o f social conflicts and redistributive policies, 
so the national state, albeit in its altered form, is still the primary site for dealing with such issues. 
“Unless or until supranational political organization acquires not only governmental powers but 
also some m easure o f  popular-democratic legitimacy, the national state will remain a key political 
factor as the highest instance o f  formal democratic political accountability” (Jessop, 2002, p.
213).
Before we move on, it is imperative to introduce some o f Jessop’s (2002) ideas around 
the importance o f  discourse, intellectuals and hegemony. He argues that the real economy is 
extremely unstructured and complex, to the point where it is impossible to fix its overall 
operation as an object o f  management, governance and guidance. Instead, specific, and less 
complex, subsets o f  the economy become the focus o f management and governance strategies.
The selection o f these subsets is discursively guided. Through discourse, the economic space that 
is governed and managed becomes imagined and simplified as a clearly dem arcated national or 
regional area, even though the economy has already for a long time been unfolding in a dynamic 
world market. The emergence o f  a dominant economic and regulatory discourse is contested, and 
carries plenty o f  opportunity for struggle between social forces over its form, function and
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direction, before settling into a hegemonic position. According to Jessop (2002), Gramsci defines 
hegemony as the “exercise o f  political, intellectual and moral leadership within and over a given 
political space in such a way as to bring social forces and institutions into conformity with the 
requirements o f  capitalist reproduction in a particular period” (p. 6). Intellectuals play a key role 
in this respect. They help define and guide the process o f  finding a com prom ise between various 
social actors in relation to the capitalist economy. This illustrates how finding and agreeing on an 
arrangement for dealing with basic contradictions o f capitalism and various dilemmas o f a 
specific accum ulation regime is not an automatic and/or straightforward process. It is more o f a 
trial and error approach, where various narratives about the status o f  the situation and needs for 
intervention are com peting for support among social forces.
The Keynesian concept o f state intervention occupied a hegemonic position in the spatio- 
temporal fix o f  the KW NS. As w e have seen above, the Fordist accum ulation regime, and its 
accompanying state form entered a crisis in the 1970s. There emerged com peting narratives for 
the interpretation o f  the crisis, and narrative struggles over what should replace the KW NS as the 
state regime fit to resolve the crisis. Throughout the Fordist crisis, discourses around 
competitiveness were changing. The dominant notion had been that o f  static comparative 
advantages, where a superior position in the economy was won through efficiency o f  resource 
allocation in the production o f  primary and standardized goods. However, factors such as 
standardization o f  manufacturing technology, and the mobility o f  finance capital m ade it 
increasingly difficult to sustain these advantages. As Fordism struggled, capital endeavored to 
find new avenues for increasing profits. This struggle was discursively constituted in attempts to 
set boundaries and tem poralities around the imagined economic space that would need new forms 
o f  governance and institutions in order to settle on a reform ed notion o f  competitiveness. As the 
imagined economic space itself, notions o f competition are discursively constructed with 
implications that affect economic and political actions.
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The ideas o f Joseph Schumpeter, an Austrian political economist, played a pivotal role in 
shaping the discursive battle, giving us a new understanding o f  competitiveness, and how it can 
secure a new long period o f  capital accumulation. Schumpeter (1950) theorized that innovative 
entrepreneurs would lead the way in finding avenues for increasing economic growth. 
“Entrepreneurship in its strict, strong or Schumpeterian sense, involves the devising and 
realization o f  new ways o f  doing things to generate above average profits [...]  from capitalist 
competition” (Jessop, 2002, p. 120). These ‘new ways o f doing things’, these innovations, do not 
only involve technological innovation (although this plays a large role in post-Fordism), but also 
include new original ways o f  organizing business practices, production, marketing, and/or 
consumption, as well as finding new combinations for existing innovations. These factors will 
more often than not eventually become generalized within the economy, and the competitive 
advantage will erode. However, as long as extra-economic factors (such as the state) allow for a 
dynamic efficiency in allocating new resources to promote innovation, renewed innovation will 
take place, creating new  competitive advantages.
Neo-classical economists often interpret Schumpeter in the sense that market competition 
will be driven forward through entrepreneurship and constant innovation. It is important to note 
here llial. according to Schumpeter (1950). these competitive advantages, based on new 
innovations, are most often developed by large established capitals, creating a situation o f 
oligopolistic rivalry. The neo-classical view o f perfect market competition breaks down in the 
Schumpeterian paradigm, demonstrating that external (to the market) input is needed to facilitate 
rivalry more generally throughout the economy. Otherwise, competition becomes restricted to a 
rivalry between a few dom inant capitals. For the sake o f  his argument. Jessop (2002) adopts the 
neo-classical interpretation o f  Schum peter's understanding o f  competitiveness. Jessop would 
claim that as a discursively significant thinker that is influencing proceedings within an imagined 
economic space, Schum peter's actual ideas are less relevant than the interpretations that have 
become dominant. Jcssop 's argument is still valid with regard to the Schumpeterian d iscursi\e
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in fluence on econ om ic  thinking and regulation, even  though it is based on what cou ld  arguably be 
called  a m isinterpretation o f  Schum peter's original id eas.1
The political response to the economic and extra-economic challenges and opportunities 
that have surfaced in the wake o f  the Fordist crisis has taken the form o f  a new state regime that is 
emerging to replace the KW NS. This response “can be summarized briefly as the attempt by state 
managers, officials, economic and other forces to transform the Keynesian full employment state 
into a Schumpeterian competition state, to rescale and rearticulate its activities and to develop 
new forms o f government and governance to address the emerging problem s o f  state as well as 
market failure” (Jessop, 2002, p. 123). There is not necessarily any conscious effort involved on 
the part o f  social forces engaged in this transformation. Instead, Jessop (2002) treats it as a 
tendency that is crystallizing out o f  a discursive battle. This tendency is seeing competition states 
emerging locally, regionally, nationally, and internationally. “The distinctive feature o f these 
diverse competition states is their self-image as being proactive in prom oting the competitiveness 
o f their respective economic spaces in the face o f  intensified international (and also, for regions 
and cities, inter- and intra-regional) competition” (Jessop, 2002, p. 124). Jessop (2002) goes on to 
address five areas that concern the institutional redesign o f the accumulation regime, and the 
mode o f regulation and implications for societalization related to the new regime.
First, as has been touched on earlier, there is the changing wage and money forms. 
Perceiving wages as an international cost o f  production rather than a national source o f  demand 
has led to state intervention being focused on creating a flexible workforce with the skills that the 
post-Fordist accum ulation regime needs to continue growing. N o longer is full employment a
1 When llie term ‘com petition' is used throughout this thesis, it refers to the neo-classical reading o f  
Schumpeter, w here com petitiveness is equated with the dynamic advantage gained through constant 
innovation. N otions o f  com petitiveness are socially  created in order to make sense o f  an unstructured and 
com plex ‘real’ econom y. Currently, the neo-classical interpretation o f  Schumpeter is shaping the 
understanding o f  com petitiveness, g iv ing rise to actions on the part o f  both capital and the state linked to 
this understanding. It is interesting to note that by adopting this interpretation, Jessop. in a sense, 
contributes to the discourse that he is attempting to unravel and make sense of. Further deliberation o f  this 
point would have been useful in connection to the construction o f  his ideal-types.
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primary state objective. In addition, states are increasingly faced with the challenges o f  regulating 
the contradiction between m oney as national money and international currency. Fixed exchange 
rates have been abandoned, and currencies are being floated on the w orld financial market. Also, 
smaller currencies are disappearing, as regions are coming together to settle on a common 
currency (e.g. the Euro).
Second, there is the tendency for states to (willingly or not) open up the previously 
relatively closed national economies to international competition. Instead o f  providing Keynesian 
economic m anagem ent in a closed economic space, states seek to benefit from 
internationalization by attempting to chase policies that will give advantage to home-based 
capitals that act in the international environment. These policies include attempts to establish 
legal frameworks for international economic cooperation and alliances, m anaging technology 
transfer, taking care o f  trade disputes, encouraging labour migration, and introducing intellectual 
property rights that are accepted internationally. Through these initiatives, social policy at home 
becomes subordinated to demands o f  flexibility, enterprise and innovation. The result is that the 
national economic space is further undermined, and becomes even harder to regulate as such.
Third, innovation and entrepreneurship are crucial factors in order to stay competitive in 
post-Fordism. The state takes an active role in this respect, not only supporting and subsidizing 
private technology development, but also actively engaging in public R&D for the benefit o f the 
private sector. In addition, the state attempts to regulate any new technology development 
(private or public) to provide technology transfer mechanisms that will benefit as m any firms as 
possible (Archibugi, Howells & M ichie, 1999; Dunning, 2000). Overall, the state is attempting to 
cultivate and prom ote an enterprising culture comprising enterprising subjects to m eet the new 
demands o f  international competition, and thus maintain employment and growth.
Fourth, knowledge has become a key resource in post-Fordism, and the state is 
attempting to regulate and negotiate the contradiction o f  knowledge being treated as both a 
fictitious com m odity and the basis for the intellectual commons. The former benefits individual
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capitals as they seek to protect their investment in producing new  knowledge and information, 
while the latter is crucial to maintaining and growing the competitive advantage o f  the economy 
as a whole. The belief is that knowledge and information will not be produced in sufficient 
quantities, unless they can be protected and used to derive profit. Therefore, the state is called 
upon to provide policies such as copyright and patent protection, often negotiated on a global 
scale (e.g. TRIPS). In addition, the state attempts to protect the intellectual commons by taking an 
active role in prom oting innovation and diffusion systems, and becoming directly involved in 
knowledge production. This is a tricky balance to maintain, and some states choose to put more 
emphasis on promoting a certain amount o f  free flow o f  information (often publicly produced) 
through the intellectual commons, hoping this will motivate overall economic growth, while 
others focus on full-scale commodification o f  knowledge. Jessop (2002) also mentions how the 
state itself is introducing m ore heavily knowledge-based activities and technologies into its own 
activities. In line with post-Fordist labour practices, emphasizing flexibility, the state is often seen 
using ICTs in its own service delivery.
Fifth, the economic sphere is becoming redefined, as structural and/or systemic 
competitiveness gains importance. The closure o f  national economies under Fordism led to a 
discourse about international competition based on unit labour costs com pared to other 
economies, and how  to expand markets and the economies o f  scale. Starting during late Fordism, 
and expanding under post-Fordism, notions o f competitiveness now involve spheres that would 
earlier be regarded as extra-economic. Discursively, a Schumpeterian understanding o f the 
importance o f  innovation, competitiveness, and entrepreneurship is gaining prominence, 
becoming viewed as crucial for securing new long waves o f  growth. This involves state action in 
that they “engage in the pursuit o f technological rents on behalf o f  capital. This leads in turn to 
the subordination o f  the totality o f  socioeconomic fields to the accumulation process so that 
economic functions come to occupy the dominant place within the state” (Jessop, 2002, p. 132). 
However, this is not an uncontested process, and as the state is expanding its interventions to spur
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economic growth as a response to the needs o f the redefined economic sphere, it comes under 
increasing pressure as it also attempts to uphold general political legitimacy and social cohesion.
Having thoroughly discussed past developments and current trends in relation to state 
governance, Jessop (2002) moves on to introduce his prediction for the overall workings o f  the 
new state regime that he sees emerging. Up until this point, Jessop (2002) has provided 
descriptive theorizing related to observable trends. The KW NS and its four dimensions were used 
as reference points to try to understand the changes that have occurred and are still occurring in 
the capitalist economy and the capitalist state form. However, in order to provide a reference 
point for future analyses o f  the emerging state regime he constructs an ideal-type o f  the 
consolidated post-Fordist state based on arguments he has constructed over the last decade. He 
coins this type o f  state the ‘Schumpeterian W orkfare Postnational Regim e’ (SW PR). It is 
important to note here that such a state does not yet exist in a pure form, and it probably never 
will. Each state w ill have a developm ent trajectory based on the form o f  KW NS they employed, 
and their own unique national discourses. However, as a theoretical construct it serves to illustrate 
the changes that are currently ongoing in terms o f  state governance and it purposefully 
demonstrates the drastic break with the KW NS that Jessop (2002) is predicting. W ith this 
prediction, he responds to arguments made by, for example, Therborn and Roebroek (1986), who 
claim that continued public spending on large welfare projects means the welfare state is still 
alive and well, and Piore and Sabel (1985), who maintain that the crisis in Fordism and the 
Keynesian welfare state was simply a case o f failed crisis m anagement and could have been 
avoided. M ost aspects o f  this ideal-typical state have been discussed above, so the following will 
simply act as a summary o f  Jessop’s (2002) argument.
The first aspect o f  the SW PR refers to its orientation towards the knowledge-based 
economy, and its organization around a Schumpeterian emphasis on perm anent innovation and 
flexibility. The SW PR attempts to intervene on the supply-side, and improve structural and/or
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systemic competitiveness within various economic spaces whether they are based locally, 
regionally, or nationally.
The second aspect defines the SW PR as workfarist as opposed to the social welfare focus 
o f  the KW NS. It prom otes policies that are aimed at private interests, subordinating social 
policies to economic policies. This is particularly apparent in policies affecting the working 
population. No longer is the state only concerned with reproducing labour power, but in addition 
it seeks to ensure that the workforce gains the skills needed to m eet the demands o f a flexible, 
internationally competitive economy. W orkforce training and education plays a key role in this 
respect. W orkfarist policies are m ost often accompanied by increasing pressure to limit public 
spending, since the social wage is seen as a cost o f  production, and those that do not work (due to 
old age, illness/injury, and/or layoffs) do not contribute in any economically m eaningful way. 
Private interests are seen as partners in providing for the unemployed, and workers are therefore 
often forced to pay for extra health insurance and pension plans to make up for what used to be 
covered through public spending (financed through taxation). A  good example o f  workfarist 
policy is the changes that the Canadian unemployment insurance program has undergone since its 
inception in 1941 at the height o f  Atlantic Fordism. Its main goal was to provide a safe source o f 
income for Canadians that m ight find themselves out o f  work, and provisions were made to help 
the unemployed seek new employment, while still making sure they enjoyed an income that 
would allow them  to keep consuming, which was important to keep up demand in the economy.
In 1971, benefits were increased and premiums reduced, but as the crisis o f  A tlantic Fordism 
really started to sink in with the oil crisis o f  the early 70s, the program was reformed in order to 
cut costs. Eight acts introduced between 1975 and 1994 restrained benefit levels and put 
restrictions on who would be covered. In 1996, the name was changed to ‘employment 
insurance’, illustrating an important discursive shift away from provisions in case o f job-loss,
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towards a focus on enhancing em ployability.5 Further cutbacks also came with the Employment 
Insurance A ct o f  1996, and an emphasis was put on job-skills training (Governm ent o f Canada, 
2002). The E l website states “Employment Insurance (El) provides tem porary financial assistance 
for unemployed Canadians while they look for work or upgrade their skills” (Government o f 
Canada, 2004). In the 2000-01 fiscal year, the Canadian Government took in $18.8 billion in El 
premiums from employers and workers, and provided $11.4 billion in E l benefits (Government o f 
Canada, 2002). In this case, the state is not ju s t cutting expenditure, but is actually making a 
profit.
Thirdly, the SW PR is considered postnational in that the primacy o f  the national scale in 
dealing with social and economic management is being contested. The national state is not 
disappearing, and economic policy promoting international competitiveness is still being 
implemented on a national scale. However, many policy-making functions are being transferred 
to other governance levels in face o f the demands o f  the new capital accum ulation regime. 
Globally, agencies such as the IMF, W orld Bank, and OECD, and intergovernmental forums such 
as the G8, are increasingly taking part in attempts to shape their m em bers’ social and economic 
policies. In addition, local and regional governments are enjoying larger influence in their 
respective economic spaces, since it is argued that economic and social policies on a micro-level 
can be better developed close to where they will actually be implemented. Obviously, this is not a 
uniform developm ent in all regions across the world. W hereas the EU is m ost clearly linked to 
the development o f  supranational governance structures, NAFTA acts as a continental trading 
system, where the US dominates the economy, and Canada and M exico feel compelled to follow 
US norms for production and consumption. Regional governments (i.e. states and provinces) 
enjoy considerable autonomy regarding their social and economic policies, and under the 
umbrella o f  NAFTA they are increasingly trying to make agreements across national borders with
5 Another interesting discursive shift is related to the 2003 reorganization o f Human Resources 
Development Canada, which is now split into two separate departments: ‘Social Development Canada’ and 
‘Human Resources and Skills Developm ent Canada’.
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no national state intervention. For example, the talks between M ichigan and Ontario on auto 
industry issues (Office o f the Prem ier o f  Ontario, 2004).
Finally, com pared to the statism o f the KW NS, the SWPR is m ore regime-like in its 
policy delivery. Non-state mechanisms are growing in importance for supporting the state in 
delivering economic and social policy and compensating for market failure. Hard state regulation 
and intervention is being replaced with soft economic and social steering, information sharing and 
public-private partnerships. M any good examples o f this can be found in Canada. Even though 
public health-care delivery is a cornerstone o f the Canada Health Act, private M RI clinics have 
been allowed to keep operating, charging fees for scans that would norm ally be performed for 
free in public clinics (Bueckert, 2004). As well, the whole issue o f public-private partnerships for 
delivering health-care came under intense scrutiny during the 2004 federal election campaign. In 
addition, self-regulation o f  various industries (e.g. Advertising Standards Canada, Investment 
Dealers Association o f  Canada, Mutual Fund Dealers Association o f Canada, and many others) 
has long been a staple o f  Canadian policy, leaving legislative responsibility with the Canadian 
and/or provincial governments, but letting industry groups take responsibility for regulation.
To sum up, capitalism  is one way o f  organizing the social formation around the 
production o f  goods and services (commodities) for sale. It relies on the exploitation o f fictitious 
commodities (land, knowledge, money, and labour) to add surplus value to the production 
process, thus continuing the cycle o f  growth. The reliance o f  capital on extra-economic factors 
that cannot be reproduced through a closed circuit o f  market forces is one o f  the m ajor 
contradictions o f  capitalism. Extra-economic factors provide the supply o f  fictitious commodities, 
and state intervention becomes relevant to institute regulation and managem ent o f  social and 
economic policies that stabilize capital accumulation. The economy holds an ecologically 
dominant position within the social formation, influencing the operation o f other systems to a 
higher degree than other systems can affect the economy.
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Because o f  inherent contradictions in capitalism (such as the reliance on extra-economic 
factors), it is not a stable system, but through a spatio-temporal fix, it can exist in a relatively 
stable form over an extended period o f time. The KW NS provided structural support for such a 
fix in Atlantic Fordism after W orld-W ar 2. It introduced policies aimed at providing full 
employment to support mass production and mass consumption within a relatively closed national 
economic space. In this space, capital pursued increasing profits through economies o f  scale. 
However, Fordism  entered a crisis in the 60s and 70s, and the conditions for capital accumulation 
are still changing. Production capital has become subordinated to finance capital, and 
international competition has opened up the previously closed national economies. National 
markets no longer provide the basis for national mass consumption o f  nationally produced goods, 
and the economies o f  scale give decreasing profit growth as the initial growth boost caused by the 
shift to large-scale assembly line mass production wears off. M ost com m entators agree on the 
term post-Fordism for the new capital accumulation regime, which is characterized by a reliance 
on economies o f  scope and/or networks for continued capital growth in an internationally 
competitive and flexible environment. New  technologies have been developed to provide speed, 
efficiency, and flexibility that are key features o f  post-Fordism.
Jessop (2002) determines that there are discursive struggles taking place surrounding 
both the debate over the definition o f  the economy and its regulation, and the explanation o f 
economic crisis tendencies. The operation o f  the economy is extremely complicated, and it is 
impossible to capture all the details in simple economic models. However, these models are still 
discursively developed in order to set boundaries around an imagined economic space that can 
then become the object o f  intervention and regulation.
The crisis o f Fordism and the KW NS, which was mainly caused by inherent 
contradictions in capitalism  (discursively passed o ff as market failure), has resulted in a new 
economic discourse that has put emphasis on Schumpeterian style entrepreneurship and 
competition to provide continuous cycles o f  new innovation that can secure prolonged economic
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expansion. Having failed to resolve the economic crisis, the KW NS is in the process o f being 
replaced by a new regime that promises to provide a spatio-temporal fix for the knowledge-based, 
post-Fordist economy. Jessop (2002) refers to this regime as a Schumpeterian W orkfare 
Postnational Regime, which seeks to implement policies (such as making the workforce more 
flexible, and floating national currencies) supporting flexible internationalized competition, and 
will reposition itself in the changing levels and forms o f  governance necessary in this respect.
This is not an automatic linear transition, but is “mediated through changes in economic 
discourse, m odes o f  calculation, new economic theories and strategic concepts,” (Jessop, 2002, p. 
267) which will take different forms in different areas and regions. However, what seems clear is 
that social policies are increasingly becoming subordinated to economic policies as the SW PR is 
establishing its role in relation to the capitalist economy. We still have a regim e that provides 
welfare (albeit much reduced, and in a manner that corresponds to the needs o f the economy) -  
we just do not have a welfare state anymore.
Democracy and Sites for Resistance
As mentioned above (pg. 4), representative democracy is currently the m ost common state form 
in capitalist countries. Democracy and parliamentarism are intrinsically linked to functions o f  the 
capitalist state, and therefore also the capitalist economy, through the system o f  hegemony 
(Gramsci, 1971; Jessop, 1982; Przeworski, 1985). The definition o f  hegemony set out above 
connects hegemonic operation directly to capitalist reproduction. Gramsci (1971) expands on this 
definition by claim ing that the exercise o f  hegemony by a dominant group must take into account 
the interests o f  the subordinated groups, while presenting the needs and interests o f  the dominant 
group as essential to successful societal operation. An unstable equilibrium is formed where the 
dominant group’s interests prevail, although they stop short o f  a narrow economic corporatist 
defense. The m echanism through which the dominant group’s interests are coordinated and
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concessions to other groups are made is known as democracy across the W estern world 
(Przeworski, 1985).
Democracy upholds the legitimacy o f  the state form, and needs to  be renewed from time 
to time (for example through elections). The hegemonic position o f the democratic capitalist state 
is mainly based on consent, not coercion, although the latter also plays a part through judicial 
structures (i.e. laws and policing), and more severe measures in case o f  security emergencies 
(imagined or real). However, the threat o f force always lies beneath the surface as a reminder for 
the general populace not to step across societal boundaries (Jessop, 1982).
Based on this hegemonic equilibrium, democracy ensures that the outcom e o f  conflicts 
within the social formation is uncertain within limits. Institutions such as elections, courts, and 
collective bargaining give opportunities for struggle, but they also hold the potential to end 
struggles. The outcome can never be fully predetermined, due to the unequal distribution o f 
economic, ideological, and organizational resources among different societal groups. Therefore, 
these groups continue their struggle within the democratic system, knowing that they are neither 
guaranteed failure, nor success. Przeworski (1985) stresses the importance o f the opportunities 
offered by democracy, w hich feeds into its hegemonic position. Paraphrasing Marx, he claims, 
“democracy generates outcomes which seem contradictory: once in favor o f  one group, once in 
favor o f  another. It strengthens the causes o f the economic power o f  capitalists while it 
continually counteracts the political effects o f  this power. It stands above the society, not with a 
sword, but with probabilistically distributed opportunity” (Przeworski, 1985, p. 142). Because o f 
uncertainty regarding the material future, democratic struggles are m ost often focused on short­
term material interests (for example wage demands), and democracy is reduced to a system for 
coordinating and resolving these interests.
Sim ilar to Jessop (2002), Przeworski (1985) credits Keynes and his followers for the 
post-war compromise between capital and state intervention that made the rise o f capitalist 
democracy possible. Keynes (1964) formulated an economic theory that saw no necessity for
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state ownership o f  forces o f  production, as long as the state had an understanding o f and could 
regulate the economy in such a way that production would increase, and owners would be 
rewarded. In the postw ar environment, this type o f  economic policy m eant increasing wages and 
full employment in order to spur mass consumption o f m ass-produced goods. Coming out o f 
depression and war, these types o f  policies had broad popular appeal, and social democracy 
flourished in m ost W estern countries (Przeworski uses Sweden as an example). However, 
Przeworski (1985) holds that the democratic changes we have witnessed over the last decades are 
just simple reforms - which can potentially be reversed - and not a step towards societal 
reformation. The struggle for improving capitalism (in a social democratic sense) should be 
maintained, but since dem ocracy is linked to material interests, we should not expect this struggle 
to culminate in a different type o f  society. The politically mediated transition from KW NS to 
SWPR exemplifies this, and demonstrates the increasing ecological dom ination o f  the capitalist 
economy (Jessop, 2002). Capitalist interests continue to have tremendous influence on state 
operations, and political and democratic projects are often defined solely based on what is in the 
interest o f  the economy.
Theorizing democracy in this way makes the view o f the idealists, as seen in chapter 2, 
seem truly naive. Indeed, Barney (2000), who does not take a fully M arxist viewpoint, chastises 
those that see new technology as the solution to all democratic deficits, arguing that they are 
ignoring the political economic realities surrounding the design and production o f  those 
technologies. “W e cannot abstract the networked com puter as an instrum ent from the 
technological condition in which [it] is situated” (Barney, 2000, p. 268). Echoing Przeworski 
(1985), Barney (2000) claims that capitalist democracies lim it people’s choices, and do not live 
up to normative democratic ideals that would give recourse to options that exist outside o f 
capitalist interests. N etw ork technology has introduced avenues for dialogue and information 
sharing that are currently being utilized in a democratic fashion by citizen groups and social 
movements. However, this technology also harbours numerous applications that are un- or anti­
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democratic (e.g. increased surveillance and rationalization leading to  job-loss) that rather feed 
into the needs o f  capital accumulation and capitalist state regimes. “N etw ork technology enables 
the further entrenchm ent o f  those inequalities in control over the means o f  power that frustrate the 
equal ability o f  citizens to participate in the fundamental decisions that affect their everyday 
lives” (Barney, 2000, p. 190).6 Adding to this, we can again refer to Przeworski (1985), who 
claims that capitalists further their own interests on a daily basis, through decisions they make 
regarding the allocation o f  societal resources -  who to fire, who to hire; where to invest, where to 
downsize; what to import, w hat to export etc. Non-capitalists on the other hand, only have access 
to a political system that enables them  to pursue some o f their interests, some o f  the time through 
organizations that are “embedded in systems o f  representation” (Przeworski, 1985, p. 11). The 
democratic divide that exists between capital and other groups in society does not seem set to be 
narrowed through the use o f network technology. This technology is rather designed and used 
mainly in the interest o f  capital, and the democratic promise o f  electronic networks simply results 
in raised hopes and a further strengthening o f  the hegemonic position o f  capitalist interests.
In order to find opportunities for resistance, we need to turn to Poulantzas (1976), who 
argues that resistance can be waged by subordinated groups within the state apparatus. There are 
internal contradictions in the state as it pursues capitalist interests, while at the same time giving 
in to citizen demands in order to maintain the consent needed to keep its hegemonic position. 
W orking from within the state, subordinated groups need to intensify these internal contradictions 
to the point o f rupture. Parallel to this there needs to be a struggle disconnected from the state, 
aimed at unifying the popular masses against the dominant group and its interests. To establish 
the institutional conditions needed for the subordinated groups to exercise power, they need to 
adopt and extend representative democracy, with its multiple parties and parliamentary forum for 
discussion and organization. Similarly, Przeworski (1985) argues “if  they are to utilize the 
opportunity offered by democracy, workers must organize as participants. And even if  this
6 See also Winner (1996).
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opportunity is limited, it is the only one that is institutionalized” (p. 12). However, Poulantzas 
(1976) warns against instrumentalism, where the state apparatus is seen as an independent, 
neutral instrument, which can be used equally by anyone who is politically involved, paving the 
way for societal change through electoral victory. This would only reinforce existing structures, 
and instead the democratic capitalist state form needs to be recognized as such, used and then torn 
down, while preserving some o f  the positive aspects o f  representative democracy.
However, w e are still left with the question o f  what would spark a popular resistance to 
capitalist domination. W hat would inspire social forces to aim at the internal contradictions o f the 
state to create a rupture? Too often, socialist and M arxist theorists take it for granted that 
socialism and/or communism should naturally be equated with progress, and should be adopted as 
a goal to aspire to by anyone critical o f the current state o f  affairs. Having gone through 150 years 
o f  non-revolutionary societal changes, and an entrenchment o f  capitalism even under democracy - 
which M arx thought impossible (Przeworski, 1985) -  there is still no sign o f  any broad popular 
movement to abolish capitalism, and replace it w ith something different. As we have seen 
through this discussion, hegemonic forces work on behalf o f  capital to prevent awareness o f how 
non-economic societal interests are subordinated to the interests o f  capitalism, even in democratic 
systems, and this makes it difficult to spark any popular resistance towards capitalism.
One positive is that capitalism, through its dilemmas and contradictions, does in fact rely 
on extra-economic forces, such as the state, for its continued survival and growth. Capitalism 
cannot reproduce all the conditions for its own existence through its own mechanisms o f  open 
markets and free competition, and state intervention is needed to, for example, secure the 
continued com m odification o f  labour-power. The KW NS brought with it welfare policies and 
certain social rights that had not existed before. These are currently being rolled back as capital 
and accompanying state regimes are adjusting their operation to a new  accumulation regime. This 
has the potential to result in resistance as it becomes clearer that state operation and reform is 
more closely linked to economic interests than citizens’ rights and social justice. Intellectuals
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could have a key influence in this respect. Just as intellectuals have played a pivotal role in 
defining the discourse around changes in capital accumulation regimes and state forms, 
intellectuals could also play a stronger role in developing a counter-discourse that could at least 
lead to further reforms, if  not eventually a complete abolishment o f the capitalist system. When 
outlining the changing discourses concerning competitiveness and the competition state, Jessop 
(2002) goes on to say “the articulation o f these and related discursive-strategic shifts into new 
accumulation strategies, state projects and hegemonic projects, and their capacity to mobilize 
support are shaping the restructuring and reorientation o f  the contemporary state and helping to 
produce new regulatory regimes. And it is precisely the need for such mediation (as well as, for 
example, variability in state capacities) that ensures that successful consolidation o f a competition 
state is far from autom atic” (p. 133).
I w ill return to the question o f  democracy and resistance in my conclusion, but first I will 
move on to conduct a discourse analysis o f  some o f  the e-govem m ent policies implemented and 
proposed by the Canadian government, and attempt to determine how they relate to the dominant 
discourses Jessop outlines in relation to the shift from the KW NS to the SWPR,
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Chapter 4: Main Analysis
“Fundamentally, policy is about the exercise o f political power and the language that is used to 
legitimate that p rocess.. .policy documents produce real social effects through the production and 
maintenance o f consent” (Codd 1988, quoted in Peskett, 2001).
Using Norm an Fairclough’s (1989) approach to critical discourse analysis (CDA), I aim to look at 
the discourse o f Governm ent On-Line related policy documents as they are situated within a 
social context. Looking at language as a tool to maintain or transform  social structures in the 
interest o f those in power, Fairclough specifically investigates the links between discourse, 
ideology, and pow er relations in society. The link between semiosis (m aking m eaning in any 
form) and social practices (a stabilized form o f  social activity) is a central tenet o f  his model o f 
CDA, and he views the two as dialectically related (Fairclough, 2001). Language in use is 
actually a form o f  social practice, which means that it forms part o f  and is conditioned by the 
society in which it was produced, but still exists on its own, enabling us to capture it for the sake 
o f  analysis giving us insight into the social practice o f which it forms a part. Language as a social 
practice is referred to as discourse, which includes the whole process o f  production and 
interpretation o f text within a social formation (Fairclough, 1989). CDA has to  take all these 
aspects into consideration, and not only focus on language disconnected from its social and 
material reality.
Building on a three-step model o f CDA developed by Fairclough (1989, 1992), my 
starting point will be to analyze the policy discourse within the confines o f  the situation where it 
appears. This step involves a linguistic analysis, which will link ideology with linguistic features 
o f  the text. Specifically, this means analyzing vocabulary, grammar, and textual structures to 
make a description o f  the text. I will analyze the values o f  the words and grammatical features, 
uncover instances o f  over-wording and non-wording ( if  present), analyze synonyms and 
metaphors, look at how simple sentences are linked together, as well as uncover the larger-scale 
structures the text exhibits.
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The next step involves an interpretation o f the text in relation to both the specific context 
in which it was produced, as well as the ideological assumptions required to read the text. This 
part o f  the CDA attempts to uncover the implicit interpretative procedures that both the producers 
and interpreters o f  the text use when creating and reading the text. The questions being asked in 
this step is “what interpretation(s) are participants giving to the situational and intertextual 
contexts, and [...]  w hat discourse type(s) are being drawn upon” (Fairclough, 1989, p. 162). In 
his later work, Fairclough (1992, 2001) preferred to make this his initial step, fronting the 
discourse practice o f  text production and consumption in order to provide context to the textual 
linguistic analysis. I believe my theoretical framework and historical outline (see below) will 
provide sufficient context, thus making it more logical to make the linguistic analysis my first 
step.
Step three is explanation, where the text is situated within the w ider social formation.
“The objective o f  the stage o f  explanation is to portray a discourse as part o f  a social process, as a 
social practice, showing how it is determined by social structures, and w hat reproductive effects 
discourses can cum ulatively have on those structures, sustaining them or changing them ” (p.
163). The aim here is to unveil how the discourse either helps to uphold or transform existing 
power relations. This is done through looking for social determinants and ideological elements 
within the discourse in relation to struggles at situational, institutional, and societal levels.
The social practice under scrutiny here is the general form o f  interaction between citizen 
and state as negotiated within the dynamic o f  the ecological domination o f  the capitalist 
economy. W ith Jessop’s theoretical framework in mind, and using CDA, I w ill demonstrate how 
Canada’s e-govem m ent initiative is one aspect o f how the Canadian state is realigning itself in 
order to uphold its position o f  relevance within the emerging knowledge-based economy. As was 
outlined in the previous chapter, this realignment constitutes a shift away from the traditional 
welfare state towards a competition state, in order to establish a new spatio-temporal shift that 
could lead to another long run o f  stabilized capital accumulation. In the KW NS, citizens
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collectively constituted a m ass m arket for the consumption o f  commodities that were mass- 
produced within a more or less closed national social formation secured and regulated by the 
state. The relationship between the state and citizen was stable with the state basing its 
interventions on Keynesian economic discourse, aiming to provide full employment, right to vote, 
unionization, and other types o f  social privileges that would ensure unity and labour reproduction 
within the social formation. In the competition state, the discourse has changed, and the citizen- 
state relationship is less constant, with more flexibility, decentralization, and privatization 
affecting interaction and service delivery, with an increasing tendency for social policy to be 
subordinated to economic policy. This change in discourse, related to  both a transformation o f the 
capital accum ulation regime and the emergence o f  a new state form, points to an increasing 
relevance for discourse analysis when researching events linked to the knowledge-based 
economy. Restructuring and rescaling o f  social practices are reflected in discursive elements and 
practices, and discourse analysis helps reveal dynamics and structures o f  a text and how it links 
to, and even constructs, social reality (Fairclough, 2004).
Jessop points to  trends such as the deliberate push to recruit skilled workers from abroad, 
the promotion o f  technology transfer, the support for international intellectual property rights, and 
the education agenda being shifted towards the needs o f  the knowledge-based economy as 
indications o f  how the borders between market, state and civil society are being challenged and 
rearranged, and the state is becoming more actively involved in supporting economic needs. I will 
add e-government policies to this list. Through the GOL initiative, the Canadian government is 
aligning itself around the discourse o f  the new state regime and the needs o f  the knowledge-based 
economy. The citizen is redefined as a client or customer in relation to the state, within an 
environment increasingly built around ICTs. The Internet is used as a vehicle for government 
service delivery, prom ising flexibility both for the citizen and the business community. In 
addition, GOL ensures continued private ICT investment by the government, providing direct 
Governmental support (through consumption, not only regulation) for technological innovation.
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The connection between GOL and the emergence o f a new state regime m ore closely linked to the 
capitalist economy will be made clear when I do a historical analysis o f  events leading up to the 
launch o f  GOL, before conducting the actual CDA on some GOL related documents.
The prom ise o f  better interaction, more efficient service, and potential for increased 
democratic influence is used to make citizens accept electronic delivery o f  government services, 
and avoid questions around the costs involved, the consequences o f less face-to-face interaction, 
and the masking o f  the mechanisms o f  government procedures, not to m ention disguising how 
closely state policies are linked to the needs o f  the capitalist economy. This forms part o f  the 
hegemonic project that operates for the purpose o f w inning consent for a developm ent that is 
mainly in the interest o f  capital. Canada’s e-govem m ent agenda is a two-pronged approach, 
where we can witness the hegemonic project at work in struggling for the consent o f  citizens to 
accept this shift in how they interact with the state, while at the same tim e having to explain the 
importance o f  the economy, and thus disclose how e-govem m ent links w ith the needs o f the 
knowledge-based economy. The only way to accurately reveal this dynamic is to delve into an 
analysis o f  the policy documents dealing with the e-govem m ent initiative. I w ill touch upon a 
range o f  documents that lead up to and deal with this initiative, but making a full analysis o f  all o f 
them is beyond the scope o f  m y thesis. Instead, I will focus my CDA on the first m ajor official 
Government On-Line publication released in August 2000, titled Serving Canadians in a Digital 
World, as well as the 1999 Speech from the Throne that officially launched GOL.
The three steps o f  Fairclough’s CDA (description, interpretation, and explanation) have 
to be developed dialectically, and all are important for a full understanding o f  w hat is revealed by 
the discursive elements contained in the policy documents I w ill analyze. The steps focus on 
different aspects o f  the discourse, but it is important to constantly be mindful throughout the 
analysis o f  the dialectical relationship between the discourse itself, and the social practice o f 
which it is a part. Two m ajor categories o f discursive elements in these texts will be specifically 
addressed throughout the three steps o f  the CDA.
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First, I will look for signs o f  the acknowledgement o f  the new role and shape o f  the state 
in relation to the knowledge-based economy and the post-Fordist accum ulation regime. I will turn 
to Jessop (2002) for an interpretive framework that will define this category. He points out five 
m ajor discursive-strategic shifts that are evident in the response to the structural changes and 
accompanying crisis that have stimulated the shift to the competition state. First is the emphasis 
on flexibility and entrepreneurialism  instead o f  productivity and planning. Second, the discourse 
about having a right to lifetime employment is being replaced with a discourse focused on an 
obligation to  lifelong learning, leading to workers being employable and flexible. Third, for the 
past couple o f decades, the discourse around globalization signifying the changing dynamic o f 
capital accum ulation has emerged. As outlined in chapter 3, the term globalization is troublesome 
for its signification o f  total global scale o f economic operations, but discursively it has gained a 
dominant position in describing the break with the previous accumulation regime that was centred 
around the primacy o f  the national scale (but still harboured aspects o f  international trade and 
competition). Fourth, we find a discursive emphasis on knowledge as the basis o f  growth in the 
new economy. Finally, Jessop points to a discursive shift related to  how  monetarism as an 
economic theory is being abandoned “in favour o f ‘new growth theory’, which emphasizes the 
virtues o f state intervention to create conditions favourable to economic growth” (Jessop, 2002, p. 
133). All o f  these aspects w ill probably not be reflected in the documents I seek to analyze, but it 
is important to define and look for the main discourse concerning competitiveness, flexibility, and 
rationalization that is often associated with the introduction and increasing use o f  ICTs.
Second, I w ill try to uncover the hegemonic project at work attem pting to gain the 
consent o f  citizens to accept that the state form is being restructured and reoriented in accordance 
to perceptions concerning the new accumulation regime, and is increasingly subordinated to the 
ecological dom ination o f the economy. According to Jessop (2002), one dimension o f  the state 
relates to a strategic aspect when it is regarded as a social relation. This strategic aspect takes the 
form o f hegemonic projects that “seek to reconcile the particular and the universal by linking the
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nature and purposes o f  the state into a broader -  but always selective -  political, intellectual and 
moral vision o f  the public interest, the good society, the commonweal, or some analogous 
principle o f  societalization” (Jessop, 2002, p. 42). This leads to choices among economic and 
social policies that are guided by this hegemonic vision. Fairclough (1992) points to the link 
between discursive practice and hegemonic struggle: “Discursive practice [...]  is a facet o f 
hegemonic struggle which contributes in varying degrees to the reproduction or transformation 
not only o f  the existing order o f  discourse [...], but also through that o f  existing social and power 
relations” (p. 93). The concept o f  hegemony (defined in chapter 3) helps us reveal the connection 
between the nature o f  discursive practice and the nature o f social practice, and this will be applied 
when I seek to determ ine how the state defines its approach to e-govem m ent in a way that makes 
it palatable to citizens.
Historical Outline
Before I move on to perform the CDA on the policy documents m entioned above, I will proceed 
with an historical outline o f  policy decisions and events that lead up to the announcement o f 
GOL. This will provide a proper context for the CDA, and give better insight into the social 
practice in which GOL is embedded. This will only serve as an outline, and not a complete 
historical analysis. However, with the theoretical framework set out in chapter 3 regarding the 
emerging new state regime in mind, parallels should be clear, since all the events I highlight will 
be linked to attempts by the state to become more flexible and rational in its operations, and 
efforts to provide a regulatory framework for the economy better suited to Schumpeterian ideas o f 
competitiveness. Two parallel developments will be traced. First, I w ill look at the public service 
reform throughout the 1990s that was accompanied by m ajor cuts to  expenditure, and an 
increasing reliance on ICTs. Secondly, I will outline the developm ent o f  the Canadian Internet 
infrastructure, which at the end o f the 1980s was still largely publicly owned (or at least financed
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through taxpayers’ money), before being handed over to private interests in 1997 without public 
consultation (Gutstein, 1999).
I w ill use 1989 as my starting point. Several state reforms had already taken place, or 
were underway at this point, but this was the year that a m ajor public service renewal initiative 
was launched (see below), and discussions around high-speed networks had ju st begun (Gutstein, 
1999).
In 1989, the federal Government launched Public Service 2000 (PS 2000). This initiative 
was an attempt to  renew the public service, and provide new ideas around staffing, wages, and 
skills development (Public Service Commission o f  Canada, 2000). This initiative built on the 
principles o f N ew  Public M anagem ent that had become more influential throughout the 1980s 
(Longford, 2002). A  report to the Prime M inister prepared by the Clerk o f  the Privy Council in 
June 1992, indicated good progress on the policy initiatives set out in 1989, and showed how the 
focus had shifted from dealing with citizens to meeting client needs throughout the public service 
(Tellier, 1992).
As structural changes were underway in the public service, m ajor network developments 
were taking place. CA*net was a jo in t venture between universities and the federal National 
Research Council that was launched in September 1990 as a public network. It became the 
publicly funded national network backbone that linked the various provincial networks already in 
existence. It also provided a link to NSFNET (National Science Foundation N etwork -  CA*net’s 
equivalent in the US), and links to European and Asian networks to form a network o f  networks 
that we know today as the Internet (Barney, 2000).
The Canadian Netw ork for the Advancement o f Research, Industry and Education 
(CANARIE) was established in late 1992. Its purpose was to implement plans that had been 
drawn up by Industry Canada-organized discussions dominated by public sector representatives 
regarding the creation o f  a national high-speed network. CANARIE itself, however, was 
dominated by the private sector, and one o f  its main goals was to work towards privatizing
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CA*net, which it had gained responsibility for. CANARIE initially received $26 million from the 
federal Government, but as it kept planning and implementing new network structures (CA*net 2, 
CA*net 3, and CA*net 4) it received additional funding, and has so far received almost $300 
million over four stages (1992, 1995, 1998, 2001), and m any times that from its private sector 
partners (Gutstein, 1999; Departm ent o f Finance, 2001; CANARIE, 2002).
As CANARIE started its work, the position o f  C hief Informatics Officer (later renamed 
C hief Information Officer) was established within TBS in 1993. The CIO was made responsible 
for coordinating spending on ICTs across all Government departments. W ith the Government 
spending an estim ated 10 percent o f  its operational expenses on ICTs, the C IO ’s role was seen as 
crucial for avoiding any waste. The CIO was responsible for the implementation o f  GOL in 1999 
(Office o f the Auditor General, 2004).
In 1994 the increasing awareness was evident around the im portance o f  ICTs for 
managing and rationalizing the public service. Two reports tabled by TBS outlined strategies for 
how the public service should continue to renew its operations through innovative use o f ICTs. 
Cost reduction and rationalization were key benefits that were highlighted, but in addition there 
was mention o f electronic service delivery, and single-window access by clients (Treasury Board 
o f Canada Secretariat, 1994a, 1994b). Here we witness the first official policy indication o f what 
would later become GOL. 1994 also saw the second PS 2000 report to the PM, which referred to 
how service and innovation had become key guidelines for public service renewal, especially 
through the use o f  ICTs (Shortliffe, 1994).
Paul M artin’s Program Review was also launched in 1994. This initiative was supposed 
to review and reform  Governm ent service delivery through structural changes and streamlining o f 
administrative processes, but it was first and foremost focused on cost reduction, calling for $17 
billion in cuts to expenditure (40% o f program spending) in order to reduce the federal budget 
deficit (Kelly, 2000). The attention to cost-cutting was made clear as 45,000 public service
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positions were removed over the next four years (Departm ent o f  Finance Canada, 1995;
Longford, 2002).
Being aware not only o f  ICTs in general, but the opportunities and challenges o f the 
Internet in particular led to  then Industry M inister John M anley forming the Information Highway 
Advisory Council (IHAC) in 1994, after the Government had committed to developing a 
Canadian strategy for the Information Highway in the Throne Speech that same year. IHAC was 
dominated by industry representatives, and was supposed to inform the Government o f  needed 
direction on Internet policies (Gutstein, 1999). The group presented its final report in 1995, which 
not surprisingly (considering its composition) recommended, among other things, that network 
infrastructure should be privatized with future development steered by m arket demand, and that 
Government-owned docum ents and information should be digitized and commercialized by 
private interests (Inform ation Highway Advisory Council, 1995; Gutstein, 1999; Barney, 2000). 
This last recom m endation led to Government setting up the Federal Task Force On Digitization, 
which consisted o f  21 federal institutions (ministries, agencies, and crown corporations). In its 
final report, released in Decem ber 1997, it was recognized that for the sake o f  the common good, 
there was a need for preserving public access to essential information (Federal Task Force on 
Digitization, 1997). However, Gutstein (1999) notes that developments within for example 
Statistics Canada, which has increasingly directed its operations towards the private sector, cast 
doubts on the future o f  publicly available Government information in Canada, and the 
introduction o f user fees seems likely.
In 1995, another report tabled by the Clerk o f the Privy Council to the PM  highlighted the 
continuing efforts to reform  the public service through stricter prioritization, a focus on client 
needs, and the widespread use o f  ICTs. Some justification was provided for why the public 
service was undergoing such dramatic changes. Echoing ideas set out by IHAC, which argued the 
global marketplace was forcing Canada to take action to become a frontrunner in Internet 
development and usage, globalization was mentioned by the Clerk as a m ajor contributor to calls
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for reform, forcing Canada’s Government to respond to developments in other countries, as well 
as aligning its policies with agreements and initiatives formed in international organizations such 
as the IMF (Bourgon, 1995).
IHAC was reconvened in 1996 to carry on with its work. Its final report presented in 
September 1997 put an even stronger emphasis on globalization, claiming, “The Information 
Highway has become the m ajor enabling infrastructure for the knowledge-based economy. The 
future competitiveness o f  Canadian industry at home and overseas will increasingly depend on 
the availability o f  high-quality information networks in all parts o f  Canada” (Information 
Highway Advisory Council, 1997, p. 15). IHAC strongly urged the Governm ent to commit to 
partnering with private interests in order to build the information infrastructure needed to stay 
competitive. The report openly admitted that economic, social, and cultural issues are 
interconnected, and cannot be dealt with separately. Harmony between the three are needed, since 
one cannot flourish without the success o f the other, but the prominence o f economic issues 
throughout the report gives a good indication o f  which aspect was deemed m ost important.
The public service reform continued, and the 1996 report o f  the Auditor General o f 
Canada included a chapter on TBS and its efforts to renew Government services using ICTs. The 
audit found that implementation o f  policy objectives from the 1994 Blueprint for Renewing 
Government Services Using Information Technology was largely progressing in a satisfactory 
fashion. However, it criticized the lack o f horizontal coordination, and called for TBS to adopt a 
stronger role in ensuring government-wide objectives were met, by encouraging partnerships 
among different departments (Office o f  the Auditor General o f  Canada, 1996).
Subsequent reports by the Clerk o f the Privy Council (Bourgon, 1997) and TBS 
(Treasury Board o f  Canada Secretariat, 1997) lauded the cost-reductions and realignment o f  roles 
and responsibilities that had taken place so far within the public service. However, having 
succeeded in reducing costs to levels deemed satisfactory, a new push for reforming service 
delivery was evident. Up until this point, the focus had been on internal reform, horizontal
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integration, new m anagem ent methods, and the use o f  ICTs to rationalize operations. Making 
service delivery more client-centred had been mentioned previously, but in 1997 service delivery 
was finally being prioritized.
1997 saw the culmination o f CANARIE’s plan to privatize CA*net. By this time, CA*net 
had become simply one Internet Service Provider (ISP), among many, com peting for customers 
in the Canadian market. As there were no plans to use CA*net as a public information network, 
CANARIE argued that it could be better managed and be o f  more benefit in private hands, 
particularly pointing to the need for a bandwidth upgrade that would be costly and should rather 
be handled privately. In April, with no public consultation, and very little m edia coverage, Bell 
gained ownership o f  CA*net (Gutstein, 1999). CANARIE continued its work, overseeing the 
development o f  CA*net 2, 3, and 4, which were all dedicated networks, operated by Bell, and 
serving Governm ent and academic research institutions across Canada. The idea was that 
expensive R&D should take place in publicly funded labs, with a high-speed, state-of-the-art 
network (partly publicly financed) used as a testing ground for new inventions that would later 
become com mercially viable. In this sense, research institutions across Canada began operating as 
a large-scale assembly line, serving private interests (Gutstein, 1999).
In 1998, Connecting Canadians was launched. This initiative was first mentioned in the 
1997 Speech from the Throne, and its aim was (and still is) to connect Canadians to the Internet 
through their home, their schools, their libraries, and other public access points. Parts o f  this plan 
had been in place since the early 1990s, such as LibraryNet and SchoolNet, but now all 
connection initiatives were gathered under one umbrella, coordinated by Industry Canada. The 
main focus o f  the initiative was that Canadians would benefit in various ways through being 
connected (even to the extent o f  having more o f  a say in democratic processes), but the real 
beneficiary has so far been the private sector that could forge ahead with its e-commerce strategy, 
knowing a potential m arket was ready to be exploited (Gutstein, 1999). The degree o f 
connectedness m entioned in relation to this initiative included providing content, such as
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Government services and information. However, GOL was not officially launched until the year 
after.
Having ensured that a strategy was in place to connect Canadians to the digital 
information infrastructure, and thereby able to deflect any arguments that some Canadians were 
left behind because o f  lack o f  access, the Government could go ahead and publicize its e- 
government agenda. The 1999 Speech from the Throne marked the first time the policy objectives 
o f GOL were officially enunciated (Privy Council Office, 1999). These objectives were provided 
in much greater detail in a TBS document released in August 2000 (Public W orks and 
Government Services Canada, 2000). The aim o f  GOL was focused on client-centred service 
delivery and one-stop shopping for Government services. The continuing cooperation between 
departments, horizontal integration, and the extended use o f ICTs was going to  make this 
possible. The initial goal was to make all Government information and services available on-line 
by 2004, but this deadline was later extended to 2005 as the implementation encountered 
technical problems, and now mentions ‘most commonly used’ services as opposed to ‘all’. W hat 
was truly significant about this document was its mention o f  how GOL could lead to greater 
citizen participation in policy-making. However, this did not form part o f  the official plan, but 
was only vaguely referred to as a future potential opportunity.
Subsequent official policy documents and reports dropped any reference to greater citizen 
involvement in policy making. For example, the 2004 Annual GOL report (Public Works and 
Government Services, 2004) makes no mention o f  engaging citizens in any other capacity than as 
clients. At this point the responsibility for GOL had been transferred to  Public Works and 
Government Services. Future challenges that were discussed included such issues as further cost- 
reduction, making Canadians trust the on-line environment, and various technical aspects o f  
digital service delivery.
The 2003 Report o f the Auditor General (Office o f  the Auditor General o f  Canada, 2003) 
dedicated an entire chapter to the GOL initiative. Sufficient time had passed for a proper review
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to be conducted, and some interesting findings were made. The cost for fully implementing the 
initiative was projected at $2 billion, and the report noted that so far the results had been difficult 
to measure. Plans and policies were dominated by high-level visions, but lacked detailed 
descriptions o f  strategies proposed for actual implementation, and the audit expressed concerns 
that GOL could end up as an underused and costly experiment. The problem s encountered when 
implementing secure service delivery were presented as m ajor obstacles. The Secure Channel is 
projected to cost $600 million, and so far only Canada Customs and Revenue Agency (CCRA) is 
using it. Problems w ith compatibility, and the costs involved have made other departments decide 
to delay im plementing it into their service delivery. Overall, GOL was noted for its lack o f 
coordinated organization, but the Government is committed to its initiative, and has responded by 
for example transferring responsibility o f GOL to Public Works, and providing more detailed 
reports on plans and progress. The report contained no mention of, or recommendations for, how 
GOL could contribute to extending democratic rights to citizens, which had been part o f  the 
original vision.
Connecting Canadians continued to expand its operations. In October 2000, the 
Government announced that it would make a commitment to make broadband high-speed Internet 
access available to all Canadian communities by 2004 (later postponed to 2005), in order for all 
communities to  m eaningfully participate in the new economy. A National Broadband Task Force 
was to be established in order to advise the Government on how  best to accomplish this 
commitment (Industry Canada, 2000). The Task Force tabled its report in June 2001, and 
recommended that the Governm ent concentrate its efforts in areas where m arket forces are 
unlikely to find it profitable to provide broadband access. This meant a focus on helping provide 
high-speed access to First Nation, Inuit, rural and remote communities. Other areas were deemed 
to be appropriately covered by private providers through m arket forces. The Task Force did not 
recommend that the Governm ent should actually set up and operate a public network. Instead,
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subsidies were to be given to entice private sector investment in these under-serviced markets 
(National Broadband Task Force, 2001).
The Governm ent responded to the Task Force report by establishing a pilot program in 
September 2002. The program was called Broadband for Rural and Northern Development 
(BRAND), and its principal aim was to help remote communities map out their needs, and then a 
National Selection Committee would review applications, and recommend which communities 
should receive funding. The committee consisted o f  24 members that had backgrounds in 
academia, government, health, education, community organizations, and the private sector. It was 
emphasized throughout the process that in order for plans to be approved they had to include an 
active role to be played by private interests. M ore than 200 applications were submitted in the 
first round o f  the program, and more than 1500 communities7 will be implicated. M ore than $100 
million has so far been invested by the Government. The private sector has contributed twice that 
amount, and in addition, separate provincial programs have provided more than $450 million 
worth o f  investments in similar initiatives (National Selection Committee, 2004). N o projections 
have been made for how m uch the private sector eventually stands to  profit from their investment.
Initiatives such as Connecting Canadians, GOL, BRAND, and CA*net 4 are yet to be 
concluded, and we still do not fully know what their final outcome and eventual implications will 
be, or how much they will eventually cost. However, these parallel developm ents within public 
service reform and network infrastructure expansion still give some indications regarding the 
priorities and future direction o f  the Canadian state. This is clearly a state heavily involved in cost 
reduction efforts, public-private partnerships, promoting innovation and adaptation o f  new 
technologies, and orienting Canadian policy towards the needs o f  the global knowledge-based 
economy. Gutstein (1999) attributes these developments to the neo-liberal orientation o f 
Governments at the tim e led by Brian M ulroney and Jean Chretien (Paul M artin can easily be
7 Many applications were submitted as joint ventures between several communities. This explains the large 
discrepancy between the number o f applications and the number o f communities involved.
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similarly identified in our current situation). Jessop (2002) would agree with this assessment, but 
would take it one step further by claiming that neo-liberalism is ju st a sub-type o f the SWPR, and 
events in Canada cannot simply be explained by a particular type o f  political ideology. 
Juxtaposing Canadian trends on top o f Jessop’s theory regarding the new  state form enables us to 
make a prelim inary conclusion regarding the changes taking place in the Canadian state form.
The ideal-typical SW PR attempts to reorient its policies towards the needs o f  the knowledge- 
based economy, prom otes business welfare over social welfare, cuts public spending, coordinates 
its economic and social policies with decisions made by international agencies (IMF, OECD etc.), 
and provides more soft steering rather than hard regulation through, for example, public-private 
partnerships. The actions taken by state officials in Canada outlined above fit all the categories o f 
the SWPR, and seem to indicate that Canada is emerging as a new type o f state more closely 
aligned with the knowledge-based economy in order to stabilize the new  post-Fordist capital 
accumulation regime.
However, the shift to the SW PR is not only characterized by concrete actions and events, 
but also has a m ajor discursive element connected to it (see Chapter 3). The complicated nature o f 
economic relations creates a space where discursive struggles can occur over the definition o f 
crises and corresponding solutions. Competing narratives have appeared regarding the crisis o f  
the KW NS and the Fordist accumulation regime, but Jessop has identified the appearance o f a 
dominant discourse regarding the changes the economy and the state are undergoing, and the 
links between this narrative and the discourse on display in some Canadian state documents will 
be explored below.
Critical Discourse Analysis 
-1999 Speech from the Throne
The Speech from the Throne is prepared by the government each year, and is delivered by the 
Governor-General at the opening o f  a session o f  Parliament. It lays out the m ajor policy
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initiatives o f  the federal government for the year to follow. The Speech is norm ally followed by a 
budget setting out funding details o f  the initiatives outlined, as well as more detailed policy 
documents (Zussman, 2002). GOL was considered one such m ajor initiative, and it was 
mentioned in the 1999 Speech from the Throne that opened the second session o f  the thirty-sixth 
Parliament o f  Canada on October 12. The full text can be found in A ppendix A. Even though the 
Speech is actually delivered in an oral fashion, I will only refer to the written version found on 
the Privy Council’s website, since the written version is essentially a verbatim  account o f  what 
was said. In addition it forms the basis on which the media, scholars, and opposition politicians 
develop their response. Because I focus on the written version, I will refer to the audience o f this 
text as ‘readers’, even though ‘listeners’ would also have been an appropriate term.
Description:
The Speech from the Throne upholds a longstanding tradition o f  opening sessions o f Parliament 
with a vision for how the ruling party is planning to prioritize its objectives and spending during 
the following year. The Speech reads like an authoritative declarative statement, where the 
Government describes the current state o f affairs and proclaims and prom otes its intentions. The 
latter is signified through the extensive use o f the phrase ‘Government w ill’; for example: “In its 
next budget, the Government will set out a m ulti-year plan for further tax reduction [my italics]” 
(Privy Council Office, 1999)8. An example o f  the former type o f  descriptive statement is: 
“Canada’s economy is more open than any o f  the leading industrialized countries,” or “Canada is 
a bilingual country in which both men and women o f m any different cultures, races and religions 
participate in economic, social and political life.” Being a Throne Speech, the text is official and 
formal, lending w eight to the declarative statements made. The active voice used throughout 
signifies an orientation towards action, and this fits well with a government, which has been in 
power for a long time, and expects to continue staying in power. It wants to give the impression
8 The remaining quotes in this section all refer to this citation.
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that positive action has been taken, and will continue to be taken in the future (e.g. “As the 
nation’s finances have improved, the Government has begun to deliver broad-based tax re lie f-  
totalling $16.5 billion over three years. As the nation’s finances continue to improve, the 
Government w ill further reduce taxes to increase the disposable income o f  Canadians, enhance 
innovation and risk taking, and create a m ore robust economy.”). The issues are not argued, or set 
out as opinions (no mention is ever made o f  ‘We believe’, ‘We think’, or ‘In our opinion’), but 
are instead presented as clear-cut, with the Government in firm control and determined in relation 
to actions needed to be taken. This is strongly signified by the use o f  the modal auxiliary ‘w ill’ 
throughout the text (e.g. ‘the Government will'), as opposed to for example ‘should’.
The use o f  clauses and clause combinations further demonstrates the non-dialogical 
declarative nature o f  this text. Simple sentences are used throughout the text. There are only a few 
compound and com plex sentences. The exception is the three opening paragraphs that represent 
the voice o f  the Governor-General, where a num ber o f  compound sentences can be seen (e.g. “It 
is a responsibility which I take seriously, and I intend to follow your deliberations closely.”).
W idespread use o f  coordinating conjunctions at the beginning o f  sentences is a curious 
feature o f  this text. E.g. “Knowledge and creativity are now the driving force in a new economy. 
And collaboration is becoming more essential as the issues facing our diverse society grow in 
their complexity. But Canadians will succeed in this changing world, ju s t as we have succeeded 
throughout our country’s history.” This breaks up the flow o f  the text, but does not fully separate 
each sentence, letting the capitalized conjunctions provide a link to the previous statement. In its 
oral form, the Speech surely sounded like it contained numerous compound sentences, but the 
written version actually contains very few. This is important because it adds to the significant 
declarative nature o f  the text, where no words such as ‘how ever’ or ‘although’ are used to signify 
any form o f  argument or successive line o f reasoning. N ot a single interrogative statement is 
found in the text.
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In the first two paragraphs, and the last half o f  the last section ( ‘Honouring C anada’s 
Promise for the 21st Century’) the Governor-General is speaking on behalf o f  herself, using the 
first-person pronoun ‘I ’, and second-person ‘you’ for those she addresses. The rest o f  the text 
conveys a strong sense o f  unity through some use o f  first-person pronouns such as ‘w e’, ‘us’, and 
‘our’, although the m ost common term in the subject position through the text is ‘the 
Government’.
Having considered some broad characteristics o f  the text, let us move on to talk about 
some o f the features o f  the text that directly link it to the changing role o f  the state in relation to 
the knowledge-based economy. This is best done through analyzing the vocabulary and the values 
o f  the words used (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 2001). I am particularly interested in words relating to 
competitiveness, flexibility, knowledge, internationalization, and the economy in general, and the 
context in which they appear.
We find some mention o f  the economy or the m arket under all the m ajor headings o f  the 
text, even in the sections dealing with health-care (“Good health and quality care are essential to 
the well-being o f  all Canadians and are part o f our strength in today’s global m arketplace.”), 
environment (“The long-term economic and social well-being o f  every Canadian depends on the 
state o f our natural environm ent.”), and aboriginal people (“We are now building stronger 
partnerships with Aboriginal people -  concentrating on improving their living conditions and, 
increasingly, on strengthening their economies. As a result, Aboriginal people will be able to 
more fully participate in and contribute to Canada’s economic development and social well­
being.”). The only exception is the section labeled “Building Stronger Com munities,” where there 
is only a mention o f “C anada’s comparative advantage,” but no direct reference to the economy. 
However, the term ‘advantage’ is strongly linked to the notion o f economic advantage, since the 
only other section in which it appears (three times) is labeled “A Dynamic Econom y for the 21st 
Century.” The dom inant position o f discourse regarding economic m atters in this text seems very 
clear. This is further exemplified by a sentence that appears at the end o f  the first section: “We
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have a dynamic economy, a strong and democratic society, and a sense o f  community.” In a list 
like this there is a sense o f priority, and in that respect it is significant that the economy is 
mentioned first, before democracy and community. ‘D ynam ic’ signifies change, fluidity, and 
motion, w hich are term s that are closely linked to the post-Fordist accum ulation regime, while 
conjuring up a positive image (dynamic as opposed to static). This statem ent appears in a 
paragraph that acts as a conclusion to the introduction. The previous sentence contains the words 
‘pride’ and ‘success’, and it is clear that readers are supposed to have those inherently positive 
notions in mind when the sentence is followed by a mention o f  the economy.
The word ‘econom y’ is generally coupled with some sort o f  adjectival m odifier 
throughout the text. It often occurs in combination with ‘dynam ic’, ‘new ’, knowledge-based’, or 
‘global’. This signifies the new discourse that is establishing itself pertaining to the emergence o f 
a post-Fordist accum ulation regime. Take for example the following sentence: “A skilled 
workforce and a capacity to innovate continuously are crucial building blocks o f  a successful 21 st 
century economy.” By using the term ‘continuously’, and the phrase ‘21st century’, this sentence 
implies an indefinite timeline, which links to the notion o f  ‘dynam ic’ -  there is always a need to 
be in motion, to continuously innovate. This notion is closely linked to the Schumpeterian notion 
o f competitiveness outlined in Chapter 3, and shows how aware the Governm ent is o f their role in 
encouraging innovation and entrepreneurship.
The link to post-Fordism is further underlined by looking at other words that are used for 
describing the economy, or for outlining policy initiatives relating to the economy. Transition and 
change are often mentioned. For example: “Because o f the changing nature o f  the world 
economy, the prospects for a high quality o f  life in any country will depend -  as never before -  
on having a population that is adaptable, resilient and ready to learn throughout life.” This 
particular sentence is also significant because o f the use o f  the word ‘because’, which only occurs 
in one other context in the whole document. A line o f  argument is suggested by using this word. 
Argumentation is m issing from m ost o f  the text, but is necessary here, because some action on the
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part o f  citizens ( ‘the population m ust be ready to learn throughout life’) is asked for. No 
explanation is suggested for why the world economy is changing. This piece o f  information is 
presented as hard fact, and is something that needs to be acted upon.
In addition, we often find references to flexibility and innovation -  for example: “In the 
global, knowledge-based economy, the advantage goes to countries that are innovative, have high 
levels o f  productivity, quickly adopt the latest technology, invest in skills development for their 
citizens, and seek out new opportunities around the world.” This latest example also highlights 
that a further emphasis is put on skills development and technology, which are characteristics o f 
an economy based on post-Fordist principles. Further evidence o f this point is found in the 
following section: “Canadians expect their national government to focus on areas w here it can 
and must make a difference. And they want this done in the Canadian way -  working together, 
balancing individual and government action, and listening to citizens. Canadians expect their 
Government to be fiscally prudent, to reduce the debt burden, to cut taxes, and to pursue the 
policies necessary for a strong society. The emerging global m arketplace offers an enormous 
opportunity to create more Canadian jobs, more Canadian growth and more Canadian influence in 
the world.” Saying ‘Canadians expect’ and ‘they w ill’ - putting Canadians in the subject position 
gives the impression that Canadians have a voice and are in control, and are in some way directly 
influencing events. In addition a strong adjective ( ‘enorm ous’) is used to present a positive image 
o f the ‘emerging global m arketplace’. This is followed by the repetition o f  ‘more Canadian’, 
which is linked to the earlier use o f ‘Canadians expect’ and ‘the Canadian w ay’. A ltogether this 
produces patriotic sentiment, designed to reduce the fear and uncertainty that m ight otherwise 
accompany the time-space rescaling surrounding globalization.
Further evidence o f  post-Fordist discourse is found in the introductory section, where it is 
proudly proclaimed that “Our actions and our history make us at home in a w orld o f  change and 
increasing interdependence. Our human talent, our values and our com mitment to working 
together will secure C anada’s leadership in the knowledge-based economy.” W hat are seen as
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traditional Canadian values are being drawn upon to rally support for efforts to  further embed 
Canada in the knowledge-based economy. Also note the rhetorical use o f the word ‘our’ that is 
repeated five times in this section. This rhetoric is coordinated in the text w ith a call for ‘working 
together’, and serves to lead attention away from believing that it is the Governm ent that is 
playing the only leading role in adapting Canada to the knowledge-based economy ( ‘We are all in 
it together’). A nother example would be “Achieving a higher quality o f  life requires a 
comprehensive strategy to  accelerate the transition to the knowledge-based economy, promote 
our interests and project our values in the world. Together, we will strive for excellence.” The 
word ‘requires’ suggests inevitability, and again ‘our’ is repeated, linking it to the use o f 
‘together’ and ‘w e’ to project a united front in the push for policies that feed into the knowledge- 
based economy.
The inevitability and matter-of-fact nature o f the new economic reality is suggested 
throughout the text. For example, “Technology is altering every aspect o f  our lives. Knowledge 
and creativity are now the driving force in a new economy.” Placing ‘technology’ in the subject 
position gives it agency, and seems to suggest that technology is a determ ining factor in this 
development. Similarly, the position o f  ‘knowledge and creativity’ gives these non-human actors 
an individual quality, suggesting that there is something in knowledge and creativity that is 
capable o f acting independently, as opposed to saying ‘people (or ‘C anadians’) with knowledge 
and creativ ity ...’. The use o f  the present (‘are’) and present-continuous tense (‘is altering’) 
implies that this is an ongoing unavoidable process. The present tense acts as a categorical 
assertion, presenting this statement as an undeniable fact. Coupled with the patriotic rhetoric set 
out above, Canadians are presented with no choice as to w hat they m ust do in relation to these 
new developments if  Canada is to prosper in the new economy.
Let us now move on to highlight the section that launched the Governm ent On-Line 
initiative. It is located under the main heading o f “A Dynamic Econom y for the 21st Century,” 
which already reveals a lot about under which set o f priorities it falls. The sub-heading reads:
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“Skills and Knowledge for the 21st Century,” and the specific section where the initiative is 
found is labeled “Inform ation Infrastructure.”
The first sentence reads: “Improving C anada’s information infrastructure will support the 
exchange o f ideas and the conduct o f  business over com puter networks, connect Canadians to the 
information highway, and accelerate the adoption o f  electronic commerce.” A whole clause 
occupies the subject position. This kind o f subject construction often suggests a line o f  reasoning, 
but again we find the auxiliary verb ‘w ill’, which indicates firm conviction about a future 
outcome. Using ‘could’, ‘m ight’, or even ‘should’ would have given the statem ent an air o f 
doubt, and suggested that this is a possibility, not a certainty. Instead, an unquestioned conviction 
is displayed, and this is followed up by the next sentence, which again uses the familiar ‘the 
Government w ill’, followed by a bulleted list. As mentioned above, a sense o f  priority is given by 
using a list, and the first two points are concerned with business and commerce, while the last one 
mentions classrooms and libraries.
The two next sentences are officially known as the launch o f  GOL: “The Government 
will become a model user o f  information technology and the Internet. By 2004, our goal is to be 
known around the w orld as the government most connected to its citizens, with Canadians able to 
access all government information and services on-line at the time and place o f  their choosing.” 
Similar wording was later used in all subsequent GOL reports, and the 2000 budget that first set 
out funding for the initiative.
The term ‘become a model user’ is significant since it suggests first o f  all that the 
Government is currently not using ICTs to the extent they would like ( ‘becom e’ signifies 
transition’), and secondly that the Government wishes to set up a pattern for use that it wants 
others to emulate. ‘To be known around the w orld’ is obviously set up as a positive, relating to 
how technology use is an international phenomenon, and highlights the importance o f 
international competition, where being ahead o f the rest o f  the world will provide a distinct 
advantage. However, the m ost interesting aspect o f  this sentence is where it states: ‘most
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connected to its citizens’. The word ‘connected’ is not modified by an adverb such as 
‘electronically’ or ‘digitally’. Still, the remainder o f  the sentence seems to suggest that the 
connectedness is achieved on-line. Common sense dictates that more than ju s t electronic service 
delivery should be involved when a Government is connected to its citizens, but the discourse in 
this section o f  the Speech suggests that on-line connectedness equals connectedness in general.
The last part o f  the paragraph reads: “We will build on a pilot project now under way to 
make www.access.ca a personal gateway to government information and com m unity content on 
the Internet, and we will encourage all Canadians to make use o f  this address.” Starting the 
sentence with ‘w e’ instead o f  ‘the Governm ent’ is interesting, as this switch to a first-person 
pronoun seems coordinated with the use o f  the third-person possessive pronoun ‘their’ in the 
previous sentence. This sets up a more personal and informal ‘us and them ’ relationship instead 
o f  the more formal ‘the Government and citizens’. Still, a second-person pronoun such as ‘you’ 
or ‘yours’ is not used. The distance is still kept, but a sense o f  informality and a personal touch is 
established. This provides a direct link to the last part o f this compound sentence (one o f  very few 
in the text), where Canadians are being encouraged to perform a certain action.
Some justification o f  the emphasis on the economy throughout the Speech is attempted in 
the next paragraph. Some interesting rhetorical elements are used. Perhaps sensing that some 
Canadians feel left out by focusing too much on the economy, the significance o f  the economy is 
highlighted by first pointing out that “Our knowledge-based economy is m ore than high-tech 
companies.” The preceding sentence made a mention o f  ‘all Canadians’, so there is a strong sense 
that ‘our’ refers to all Canadians, signifying that the knowledge-based economy includes and 
benefits everybody. The next five sentences all start with the words “It is an economy in w hich,” 
and then go on to provide descriptive statements. This type o f  repetition, or anaphora, is a well- 
known rhetorical device often used to produce a strong emotional effect when for example 
leading up to a clim ax (Corbett, 1971). Nowhere else in the text is this rhetorical device used, so 
this seems to suggest that the Government deems it necessary to attempt to persuade readers that
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there is more to the knowledge-based economy than simply benefits for high-tech companies. The 
climax comes in the form o f  a concluding statement that asserts, “The Governm ent will 
encourage the developm ent and adoption o f new technologies in all sectors.” The rhetorical lead- 
up to this conclusion makes the statement more acceptable, even though the implications are vast 
for such a widespread dissemination o f new technology. In this sentence, the active voice o f  the 
Government returns, and the formality and the assertive nature is back as soon as the Government 
is not appealing directly to Canadian citizens, but is outlining an action on its part instead.
The state-directed spread o f new technology throughout the social formation is directly 
tied to Jessop’s theory regarding the state’s new role in, among other things, facilitating 
technology transfer to m ake the economy more competitive.
Interpretation:
Historically, the Speech from the Throne has its origins in the British parliamentary system, and 
signifies the link between the monarch (the Governor-General in C anada’s case) and the elected 
government. In m odem  times this link has become established as purely a form o f convention and 
tradition, but one w ould still expect the language o f  the Speech to be influenced by this 
conservative custom. However, what seems evident from the analysis so far is that this document, 
although official sounding in a declarative, authoritative manner, has some features o f political 
rhetoric and prom otion/persuasion in it. This suggests an order o f  discourse in which a political 
agenda is being promoted, and rebuttals are expected. This is not ju st a neutral recital o f  policy 
objectives, but a discourse that feeds into a chain o f genres that are linked to the operation o f 
politics in Canada, currently dominated by neo-liberalism. The Speech is televised, and is later 
scrutinized by a wide range o f  analysts, m edia pundits, and opposition politicians, and this leads 
to a text construction that needs to take into account these various audiences. The shift between 
declarations and rhetoric in the text is subtle, and the main aim appears to provide a 
straightforward account o f  Government actions and goals.
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Having an un-elected representative o f  the m onarchy read the Speech in the Senate 
Chamber, where Senators serve that have been appointed and not elected, gives a sense o f  official 
uncontested purpose to  the delivery o f the Speech. M ost people know that these are the 
Government’s words, and not the Governor General’s, but she is still the animator9, and this lends 
to the aura o f  the discourse. I am basing m y analysis on the written version, and I am removed 
five years in time from when the Speech was originally delivered. However, the position o f the 
Governor General in the Speech is still clear, and it is difficult for a general reader to pinpoint the 
exact spot where the Governor G eneral’s words stop, and the Government produced Speech 
begins. The position o f the principal (the Government) is in some sense hidden, and the fact that 
it is the Government speaking is not as clear as it would be for example in a campaign leadership 
debate, or an exchange in the House o f Commons.
The discourse makes it clear that this is not any kind o f  consultative document, and the 
premise is that the governm ent is elected and put in place in order to enact the policies that are in 
the best interest o f  Canadians. Canadian citizens had their say through elections, and now it is up 
to Government to perform  the tasks elected officials are expected to carry out. Still, having 
regular Canadians as part o f  the audience is anticipated, and knowing that an election is coming 
up (a federal election took place approximately one year after this Speech was delivered), appeals 
are made to cooperation, instead o f seeming to give orders, or attempting to make decisions 
above the heads o f  Canadians. The presupposition is that the Government is w illing to work with 
Canadians, and not only act as an authoritative body.
Explanation:
In this step o f the analysis, the aim is to situate the particular discourse o f the Speech from the 
Throne in a w ider context that will reveal the social practice it espouses and the social process o f
9 Goffman (1981) developed a framework for deconstructing the different positions o f a text producer. The 
‘animator’ is the person who actually utters the speech or writes the words on paper (or website/electronic 
document), the ‘author’ is the one who formulates the sentences and is responsible for the wording, and the 
‘principal’ is the one who is represented by the words.
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which it is a part. Jessop’s theoretical framework will lead us through this step, but to avoid 
repetition, I will assume that most o f  the argumentation behind Jessop’s points are known (see 
Chapter 3).
W ithout having done similar analyses o f previous Speeches from the Throne, it is 
difficult to make claim s about how the discourse has changed under different political economic 
circumstances. However, having explored Jessop’s theory, it has been made clear what kind o f 
state Canada used to be (KW NS), and we can use the general features o f  the KW NS as a 
benchmark when attem pting to analyze the Speech in relation to discourse surrounding the 
emerging competition state.
The economy itself holds a dominant position throughout the Speech, subordinating other 
issues, such as aboriginals, the environment, and health-care, unless they in some way contribute 
to economic growth. Jessop’s concept o f  ecological domination seems like a fitting description of 
the position the discourse on the economy holds in this text. The Speech is not supposed to be an 
address on the state o f the economy, but mentioning aspects o f the economy in every major 
section o f the Speech makes it sound like one. The economy is framed as a dynamic space, where 
innovation, networks, technology, and knowledge hold central roles, very m uch in accordance 
with post-Fordist discourse. The emergence o f a new economy is fram ed as inevitable, and a sign 
o f natural progress. This is clearly illustrated in the following statement: “In the global, 
knowledge-based economy, the advantage goes to countries that are innovative, have high levels 
o f  productivity, quickly adopt the latest technology, invest in skills developm ent for their citizens, 
and seek out new  opportunities around the world.” The main verb in the present tense (‘goes’) 
without any auxiliary m odifier (i.e. might) suggests that the presence o f  the knowledge-based 
economy is taken for granted, and we need to deal with the consequences. The Atlantic Fordist 
discourse relating to mass production, mass consumption, and stable economies o f  scale is absent 
from the Speech. The economy is viewed as dynamic, not static, and the focus is on becoming 
adaptable to change. The population is called upon to cooperate and become actively involved in
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the economy, as opposed to passively receiving social welfare benefits that under the KWNS 
provided for the reproduction o f the largely homogeneous labour-force, which could then get 
involved in mass consumption.
The discourse in this document suggests an uncontested rise o f  a new economic 
paradigm, in w hich the state needs to take an active role in guiding societal development in line 
with economic objectives and requirements. The emergence o f  the new economy is presented as 
inevitable, and simply a natural progression. The focus for the state is on being able to react to 
change, and ensure that conditions for innovation and knowledge production are optimal, within 
an economic space that is discursively constructed as dynamic, globalized, and dependent on 
technology. State intervention is focused on the supply-side, w ith num erous m entions o f  state 
initiatives for stimulating production fit for the new economy, but no mention o f  demand-side 
intervention that was typical for the KWNS. Specific elements o f  SW PR type characteristics that 
are present in the text are: efforts to make Canada take a leading role in international economic 
development through organizations such as the WTO, the IMF, and the W orld Bank, an emphasis 
on public-private partnerships, letting the third sector (voluntary organizations) take over certain 
social responsibilities, and last but not least an emphasis on the implementation and use o f new 
technology in all sectors o f  public and private life.
The last point mentioned above is particularly pertinent to my study’s focus on e- 
government, specifically the GOL initiative. The section o f  the Speech that launches the GOL 
policy is firmly linked to the economy, both with regard to where this section is positioned, and 
the terminology used. There are references to ‘exchange o f ideas’, ‘connection to citizens’, and 
‘community content’ that are in tune with the technological discourse o f  the Idealists. However, 
this simply serves as a cushion to conceal the fact that GOL is a policy dom inated by economic 
interests. The convenience o f  being connected to Government through the Internet is highlighted, 
but otherwise no other benefits are suggested, except economic ones.
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References to convenience, consultation, and collaboration are made throughout the 
Speech in order to gain consent for a development that is mainly geared towards economic needs. 
Canadians are encouraged to participate in this development, and economic improvement is seen 
as analogous to societal progress in all areas. A  sense o f  universality is projected through the 
numerous references to the economy, and economic progress is equated w ith good society. 
Helping the economy succeed is presented as a task in which all Canadians should participate. A 
strong economy is linked to numerous positive developments, such as equity, health, and strong 
communities, and they seem to lack any form o f value on their own unless they are in some way 
positioned in relation to the economy.
The G overnm ent’s economic purpose has become its hegemonic vision, and the 
ecological dom ination o f  the economy ensures that social policies are becoming subordinated to 
the operational logic o f  the economic space. The discourse surrounding better citizen-state 
interaction focuses on technical aspects, and gives no indication o f any revised thinking on the 
subject o f  dem ocratic reform and citizen empowerment. Instead, new technology is celebrated for 
the convenience and opportunities it offers, feeding into the Governm ent’s hegemonic project, 
which works towards acceptance for changing Government involvement in social processes, and 
presents technology as the path to a better society.
-Government On-Line: Serving Canadians in a Digital World
This document was published in August 2000, and was the second m ajor follow-up to the GOL 
announcement made in the 1999 Speech from the Throne. A Framework fo r  Government On-Line 
had been released six months earlier, but the main vision, and most succinct formulation o f the 
plan was contained in the docum ent being analyzed here. N ote that in 2003 the Auditor General 
criticized the Governm ent for not developing a plan with more detail, and measurable objectives 
regarding im plementation and cost o f  the GOL initiative (Office o f the Auditor General o f 
Canada, 2003). Such a docum ent still does not exist, but subsequent GOL reports have provided
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more detailed accounts o f  achievements and spending as a response to the criticism. However, 
Serving Canadians in a Digital World is a comprehensive document, which provides a 
description o f  G O L’s overall objective and plans. This makes it the seminal docum ent with 
regard to GOL, and justifies its selection for this analysis.
I will assume that the Government discourse surrounding the new economy is sufficiently 
covered in the analysis o f  the Throne Speech, and only briefly refer to it in this section. Instead, I 
will focus on discursive aspects related to the technological promise o f  improved citizen-state 
interaction, which forms part o f the Governm ent’s hegemonic project to m ake citizens accept the 
increasing use o f  technology that ultimately serves the needs o f  businesses more than the wishes 
or needs o f  citizens.
The full text can be found in Appendix B.
Description:
The text is divided up into a rhetorical introduction plus seven distinct sections that are all 
different enough to warrant individual inspection.
The introduction is structured as two sets o f  questions accom panied by short concluding 
statements under the headings o f  “Did you know th a t...” and “W hat if . . .” (Public W orks and 
Government Services Canada, 2000)10. The first set o f  questions is set up as informational, but 
coordinated with the second set o f  ‘W hat i f  questions, we realize that this whole section 
functions more as an explanatory (W hy is the Government doing this?), or even persuasive piece 
(This is why GOL is good for you!).
The first set o f  questions is modified by the auxiliary verb ‘can’ and expresses current 
ability. The use o f  ‘could’ in the second set signifies possibility. Except for the first question, all 
have human actors in the subject position, and an active voice is used. The sequence o f  the 
questions follows a natural progression with regards to the actors, starting w ith ‘the digital
10 The remaining quotes in this section all refer to this citation.
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im age’, going through various types o f  citizens, such as ‘jo b  seekers’, ‘children’, and ‘seniors’, 
before culminating in the m ore general, and more encompassing, ‘Canadians’.
The last question is significant exactly for its use o f  ‘Canadians’ as the subject, and the 
verb ‘choose’, signifying that Canadians will enjoy complete freedom as to how they want to 
interact with the Government. Since all the questions leading up to the last one exemplify specific 
services or types o f information provided by the Government, it becomes safe to assume that the 
type o f interactions referred to in the last question are also supposed to be specific to services or 
information offered, and not related to more general policy decisions or democratic processes.
The concluding statem ent uses the continuous present tense ( ‘is bringing’) to signify a sense o f 
hope for the future accom plishm ent o f the task ( ‘bring ideas to life’). The vocabulary o f  ‘ideas’ 
and ‘life’ suggests an organic (almost divine) process, which contrasts with the non-human actor 
in the subject position (‘Government O n-Line’). GOL is presented with certainty as the acting 
agent fulfilling the promises set out in the preceding questions, which had suggested uncertainty 
(i.e. ‘W hat i f . . .? ’).
The first main section attempts to answer the question: “W hat is Government On-Line?” 
The question in the heading provides a natural progression from the previous section. This section 
basically reiterates what was said in the Throne Speech. The first sentence is complex. The main 
clause ( ‘GOL is the p lan’) is a declarative statement, which is modified by an inserted 
subordinate clause, w hich suggests a general commitment to electronic connection between 
citizen and Government. This could be interpreted as encompassing all areas o f interaction 
between citizen and state, including democratic processes. However, the second part o f the 
subordinate clause, attached using the conjunction ‘and’, suggests that the connectedness only 
extends as far as to information and services provided by the Government. The next sentence 
starts with the word ‘vision’, which links back to the words ‘com m itm ent’ and ‘plan’ in the 
previous sentence. ‘V ision’, however, is more vague, and this impression is m agnified by the verb 
‘improve’, which is m odified by the adverb ‘continually’. This com plex sentence also begins with
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the general premise o f  interaction between citizen and ( ‘their’) Government, however, the 
subordinate clause and the next sentence suggest that this interaction is lim ited to services and 
information, and im provem ent is to be found in the form o f  ease and convenience, not citizen 
empowerment. The next paragraph hails the qualities and improvements that technology coupled 
with Government can and will deliver. There has been ‘progress’ and ‘innovation’, and the 
Government has already ‘accom plished’ a great deal in terms o f  On-Line service delivery. 
Interestingly, the potential o f  new technologies, not only the demand for electronic service 
delivery, is translated into a need to pursue further advancements for GOL. This potential has just 
been ‘tapped’, and the Government is seeking to continue this process until they are ‘world- 
renowned’.
The section labeled “Benefits to Canadians” is divided into three sub-sections with 
separate bolded labels: “Better service,” “Better government,” and “Stimulating e-commerce.” 
The first two are linked through the repetition o f  the adjective ‘better’, while the last one breaks 
the pattern by using the verb ‘stim ulate’ in present continuous tense. The last sub-section is 
significant because it presents the ‘business com m unity’ as an actor, and even specifies through 
which venue it has acted to influence Government. In the other two sections that deal more 
generally with Canadian citizens, this specificity is lost. The ‘business com m unity’ is followed by 
a verb in present perfect tense, signifying specific action that has taken place over a period o f 
time. In the other sub-sections, the verb is either in present or present continuous tense, taking on 
the look o f generalized statements. The first two sub-sections contain several non-human acting 
agents, such as “Inform ation technology and electronic service delivery are help ing .. .” and “The 
Internet is providing.” This signifies inevitability related to how technology is influencing 
development. This inevitability is not present when the business community is mentioned.
An interesting feature is found in the following sentence: “The Internet is providing the 
foundation for one-stop access, allowing the Government o f  Canada to reflect the many 
connections that citizens m ust make in daily life.” The use o f the word ‘connections’ is meant in
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general terms, but it is linked to the earlier mention o f  ‘electronic connections’ between citizen 
and Government. This gives the impression that the Internet is making all connections electronic, 
and that the Governm ent’s initiative extends beyond ju st making services and information 
available on-line.
In the second sub-section some future possibility is indicated through the use o f  the 
modal auxiliary ‘can’. The words ‘opportunities’ and ‘potential’ further strengthen this 
impression. These sentences are cautiously positive in relation to citizen empowerment, although 
this potential is tem pered by referring to a need to “learn how to interact.” W hat this learning 
entails is not mentioned. However, the previous sentence mentions feedback on service delivery, 
and since the following sentence starts with a subordinate clause, headed by the subordinate 
conjunction ‘as’, there is coordination between ‘provide feedback’, ‘identify priorities’, and ‘learn 
to interact’. This would not have been the case if  the subordinate clause had been placed at the 
end o f the sentence. The implication is that Canadians providing feedback on service delivery is 
the main part o f  the learning process. In other words, Canadians are expected to be reactive in 
relation to proposals initiated by the Government, not by citizens.
“Do Canadians W ant Electronic Service Delivery?” is the heading o f  the next main 
section. W hat is m ost linguistically notable in this section is the use o f  the first-person plural 
pronoun ‘w e’. ‘W e’ in this context is coordinated with the previous sentence, which mentions 
‘Canadians’. This is the only time that the speaker (Government) is identified as ‘Canadian’ just 
like any other Canadian. In other sections o f the document, ‘w e’ refers either to ‘Governm ent’ 
alone or ‘Canadians and the Governm ent’ (as two separate entities, for example, when calling for 
collaboration), but never to ‘Canadians’ as a homogeneous mass including Government. After 
this reference is made, some official Statistics Canada num bers are used to highlight Internet 
usage.
The next paragraph starts with a categorical assertion: “As Canadians go on-line, they 
expect governments to do the same.” The subordinate clause is placed at the beginning o f  the
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sentence providing a coordinating link to the previous section detailing the statistics regarding 
Internet usage. Here we find the third-person plural pronoun ‘they’ referring to Canadians, and 
the merger between ‘Canadians’ and ‘Governm ent’ that was evident in the previous paragraph 
has been cancelled. However, having asserted that the Government are Canadians too (through 
the use o f  ‘w e’), the statements that follow regarding what Canadians want in terms o f  service 
delivery options are m uch m ore palatable, even though they do not contain any official statistics 
to support the declarative statements ‘Canadians expect’ and ‘Canadians support’. Since 
Government forms part o f  the group ‘Canadians’, it becomes more acceptable to have 
Government speak on citizens’ behalf.
The next m ain section deals with issues o f “Choice, Privacy and Accessibility.” In the 
sub-section labeled ‘Choice’ we find more declarative statements made on behalf o f  Canadians, 
with ‘Canadians’ appearing as acting agents when they ‘w elcom e’ and ‘value’. In the other two 
sub-sections, ‘Canadians’ are presented using the passive voice, signifying that privacy and 
accessibility are features that will be provided by the Government, and citizens do not need to 
become involved in these issues.
The section labeled “Current and Future Initiatives” is the largest in the document. It 
reads like a promotion when the Government mentions offering an “ impressive range o f 
information and services on-line.” Only using the noun ‘range’ would still have given a positive 
impression, but m odified by the adjective ‘im pressive’ the impact is even stronger. M ore signs o f 
promotion can be sensed when, for example, a National Film Board service is offered ‘free o f 
charge’, and an imperative sentence is used to encourage the reader to “Find out w hat the 
government's doing” about the environment.
An interesting sub-section is labeled “Looking Ahead.” A num ber o f  future initiatives are 
listed, and they are described with sentences using the auxiliary verb ‘w ill’ or verbs in present 
continuous tense, indicating a com m itm ent to future action on the part o f  Government, or that 
initiatives are already in the process o f being developed. This would be a logical section in which
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to include further reference to how citizens could become more involved in policy-making as was 
mentioned in the “Benefits to  Canadians” section. However, no such mention is made, although 
one-stop access and m ore detailed plans regarding e-commerce, which were also mentioned in the 
above section, are dealt with in more detail. Instead, the fact that live support services will be 
integrated into the Canada Site is highlighted. This is supposed to enable users to get assistance 
“without leaving the web site.” Telephone services are described as ‘conventional’, and it is 
obviously more desirable to make users stay on-line rather than have them  resort to other means 
o f  assistance or service delivery. It m ight seem that not only support services, but also users 
themselves will be “integrated into the site.”
Under “The Governm ent On-Line Action Plan” we find reiteration and elaboration o f 
points made earlier. Targets related to convenience, flexibility, timeframes, and security are 
repeated. Two sub-headlines use the phrase “citizens can expect.” They are coupled with 
introductory modifiers in the form o f prepositional phrases referring to  time. The text following 
the headlines contains the words ‘citizen’ and ‘Canadians’, but also refers to ‘clients’. It would 
seem that these words are interchangeable. There are references to ‘clients’ in other parts o f  the 
document, but the link between ‘citizen’ and ‘client’ is m uch stronger in this section. For 
example, “Key federal programs and services -  the ones that m atter m ost to Canadians -  will be 
available on-line. Clients will be able to complete secure and interactive transactions on-line.”
The jum p from ‘Canadians’ to ‘clients’ is seamless, and is delivered without any further 
explanation about why or how the citizen is suddenly becoming a client.
The next sub-section labeled “Strategy” contains the phrase ‘one-stop shopping’. Having 
already established a link between ‘citizen’ and ‘client’, the allusion o f  another role as 
‘consumer’ w ould be a logical next step. The word ‘consum er’ is actually never used in that sense 
in this document, but related words such as ‘shopping’ and ‘transaction’ hints at actions that 
would normally be associated with a consumer, not a citizen.
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“Security is a top priority,” is a stand-alone declarative statem ent in this section. No other 
issue is referred to as ‘top priority’ in the whole document. A statement about the ICT 
infrastructure precedes the sentence, and this infrastructure is described as ‘secure’ and 
‘government-wide’ in that order. N o details are provided for how a high level o f  security will be 
achieved, but the rhetoric surrounding the issue shows that the Governm ent is putting emphasis 
on GOL as being perceived as secure. For example, “The infrastructure will support a wide range 
o f  security requirem ents.’ This ‘wide range’ is not specified, but ‘w ide’ is a more positive word 
than ‘narrow’, and the impression is given that security is being handled in the best way possible.
The section is concluded with a mention o f  how Government is working in partnership 
with other jurisdictions. ‘Integrated service delivery’ is mentioned, and this does not refer to 
integration o f services across Government departments (which is the main topic o f  the rest o f 
document), but to integration with other levels o f  Government (provincial and municipal), the 
private sector, the third sector, and even ‘international partners’. A declarative statement is made 
regarding the current state o f  affairs: “M any federal services are delivered in partnership with 
other levels o f government, and the private and not-for-profit sectors.” The fact that Government 
is relying on other sectors to deliver some o f  its services is treated as straightforward and natural. 
There is no question or doubt expressed surrounding this m erger o f sectors, and the private sector 
is even called upon to “help develop inventive solutions.” The words ‘partnership’ and 
‘collaboration’ suggest equal relationships, but the private sector is supposed to ‘help’ and 
‘support’ the Government, hinting at a Government in need o f  other sectors for its proper 
functioning.
A line o f  progression runs through this document with regard to discursive elements 
associated with citizen involvement and relations to the Government. Initially, citizens are offered 
‘choice’ and ‘convenience’; they are ‘consulted w ith’, and even offered the promise o f  a voice in 
policy decisions. Later, w e find that citizens are referred to  as ‘clients’, and there are hints that the 
Government is treating them  as consumers, while embedding sectors external to the Government
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in service delivery to its citizens. In the last section, we again find references to  ‘citizens’ and 
‘Canadians’, which contrast w ith the term ‘clients’ used in the previous section. The Government 
is calling on the cooperation o f  citizens. A more personal pledge is made as the words ‘w e’ and 
‘together’ are com bined to  contrast with the more technical language used in previous sections, 
where citizens were externalized as ‘clients’. It is declared that “the digital world is one in which 
no one has all the answers,” and this links directly to the prom ise to work together with 
Canadians, since presumably the Government will seek answers from its citizens.
Interpretation:
This is not a technical policy document containing minute details about the exact approach to the 
implementation o f  GOL. Later documents deal with the plan in more detail, but these are often 
only focused on one part o f  the plan (such as the security aspect), and do not contain the general 
overview we find in this document. That is why this text reads more like a vision statement than a 
technical manual.
The genre o f  the text is still that o f  a policy document that is supposed to present a policy 
initiative, explain its effects, and provide a plan for action. M ost policy documents (unless they 
deal with matters o f  national security) are made public, and even if  they are not, they can be 
obtained through a Freedom o f  Information request. This means that the general public always 
forms a potential audience o f  some kind, and policy documents become one channel o f  
communication between the state and the citizen. This docum ent appears to  make citizens form 
part o f its main audience, as opposed to a more technical document that w ould be created to a 
larger extent for internal use, and where the general public would be regarded as ‘overhearers’ 
(Fairclough, 2000).
W ho actually wrote this document, the animator, is not known. However, we do know 
that TBS is the author responsible for the wording, representing the position o f  the Government. 
Having the Governm ent as the principal creates a different effect in the audience than what would
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be the case if  the text represented the position o f for example a corporation (as for example an 
advertisement or a public relations news release). The ideological assumption presented by this 
text is that Governm ent represents and works for the good o f  its citizens by offering a service that 
will enhance their lives. The text works on the common understanding that Government in a 
democratic society is put in place to enact the will o f the people (for example, the PM  is making a 
‘com m itm ent’, and the Governm ent ‘serves’ Canadians). The audience is supposed to enter the 
text with this understanding in mind, accepting that the policy set out in the docum ent is to their 
benefit. However, Governm ent is often viewed with suspicion (witness the recent sponsorship 
scandal), especially from those that do not share the Governm ent’s political party affiliation. In 
order to overcome this hurdle, the text borrows discursive elements from genres other than policy 
statements, such as public information leaflets, informal reports, political rhetoric, and 
promotions. This helps push back resistance that would otherwise obscure the delivery o f  the 
message o f  the text.
The text borrows m ost extensively from discourse related to promotions. Appearing as a 
vision statement, the text exhibits some distinct features, especially as it broadens the potential 
audience it is aimed at. Citizens are clearly part o f the audience, and the text m akes several 
appeals to them. In this sense, as mentioned above, the text acquires a promotional character, 
which at times borrows features from the genre o f print advertising, with its use o f metaphors 
( ‘tap the potential’), strong adjectives (i.e. ‘important’ and ‘im pressive’), and a tendency to speak 
on behalf o f  Canadians (i.e. ‘Canadians w ant’). The appeals are indirect. Canadians are never 
addressed as ‘you’, but rather as ‘they’, or some form o f  synonym, although ‘w e’ is used when 
the Government wants to convey a message o f unity between citizens and Government, or make 
Canadians understand that Government also consists o f citizens, and should not be seen as 
occupying a space above the people. The lack o f direct appeals ensures that the text retains its 
character and position as an official policy statement, rather than sounding like promotional 
advertising where in-your-face ‘you’ statements are much more common. Further aspects o f
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promotion are found in the use o f statistics to highlight the success o f  current programs (e.g. 
“Every month, over 50,000 Canadians visit the Canadian Trade Com missioner Service web site 
for direct and easy access to the services o f  its 133 Canadian offices around the world.”), and the 
use o f  words such as ‘help’ and ‘offer’ when describing the operation o f  on-line Government 
services, not to mention, the “Did you know th a t... ” and “W hat if . .. ” line o f  questioning that sit 
at the beginning o f  the document. These questions highlight current success and future plans in a 
way that is reminiscent o f  both political and corporate advertising, whether in print or broadcast 
media.
The other discourse types that w e find traces o f  in this text are less distinct, but it is still 
important to highlight them  in order to get a full understanding o f the overall structure o f  the text. 
There are very few elements o f  public information in the document, and they often appear as a 
hybrid o f  public information and informal report. They appear as lists, bulleted or not, such as 
this one, which can be found in the section called “The Government On-Line Action Plan:”
By the end o f 2000, citizens can expect:
•  Up-to-date, accurate, bilingual information on key programs and services available 
on-line.
•  Commonly-used forms available to download and print.
•  The ability to contact departments through the Canada Site.
•  The Canada Site will continue to be revamped and organized around citizen needs and 
topics o f  interest. A technology and policy framework w ill be in place that protects the 
security and privacy o f  Canadians in their electronic dealings with government.
Except for the last bullet point, the list contains short incomplete sentences (they become 
complete when they are linked to the clause appearing before the colon) that are typical for 
informational and informal reporting purposes. Still, the last bullet point illustrates that the 
discourse continuously slides into elements o f  political rhetoric and promotion. Suddenly the 
sentences are complete, even though the bullet point forms part o f the same list. The modal 
auxiliary ‘w ill’ is used to signify Governm ent’s intentions, and coupled with the verb ‘continue’ 
the idea that Governm ent is already concerned with ‘citizen needs’ is highlighted.
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It is difficult to  make out any form o f  pattern for when the text slides in and out o f  the 
different discourse types it draws upon. N o obvious visual cues are given (such as sidebars or 
areas with coloured background), and as the above example illustrates, the element o f promotion 
can suddenly be introduced in a context where promotion is not expected, making it harder for the 
casual reader to recognize. The seamlessness with which the promotional elements are 
implemented suggests something more than mere clumsiness. This is a docum ent aimed at selling 
an idea or initiative, and the audience is supposed to be unaware o f the fact that they are being 
sold to.
One last interpretative note. As a document, which forms part o f  the chain o f  
communication between Government and its citizens, and has as its topic how to make interaction 
between Canadians and Government better, it shows surprisingly few aspects o f  being dialogical. 
The audience is not being drawn in as active participants, something which could be 
accomplished by for example posing questions, and setting up issues for debate. Instead, it 
appears that the debate has already taken place. The argument is settled, and the intention is now 
to inform and prom ote the initiative to Canadian citizens, setting up the notion o f  a classic 
communication dichotomy o f  active speaker and passive audience, while stealthily introducing 
elements o f  promotional (persuasive) discourse to anticipate the effects o f  a negotiated or 
oppositional reading (Hall, 1980).
Explanation:
Having established that promotion is a prominent discursive feature o f  this text, we need to ask, 
what is it that is being sold? W hy does the Government feel the need to sell and not ju st inform? 
The Government is clearly trying to sell its GOL initiative to the public. However, the idea o f  
inevitability concerning the dissemination o f technology is also being sold. In the Throne Speech, 
we saw that the em ergence o f  a new economic paradigm was discursively presented as matter-of- 
fact and inevitable. As Jessop (2002) has pointed out, the new capital accum ulation regime is
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closely linked to a discourse o f  constant innovation, especially in relation to new technology.
ICTs play a central role in providing flexibility, potential for rationalization, and allowing for the 
duality o f  time-space compression/distantiation, which, for example, enable the control o f social 
relations over greater distances and time-spans. In this document, we see clear traces o f  a 
Government that is heavily invested in spreading the use o f  technology throughout the social 
formation. N o overall explanation is provided for why this is necessary, except for listing benefits 
to both citizens and businesses that are focused on flexibility, convenience, speed, and improved 
conditions for competition. These benefits appear to be discursively positioned as persuasion for 
accepting this type o f  initiative without inquiring further into their effects.
The technology itself is presented as the motivator for this development, often appearing 
as an acting agent in the text suggesting an inescapable force outside o f  social influence, and 
beyond Governm ent control. Canadians do not take an active part in the process. They are either 
the objects o f  inquiry/study or are given influence in the form o f  statistics pertaining to their use 
o f  ICTs in general. Their voice is represented by the Government, which appears to have the best 
interests o f  its citizens in mind. The Government is appealing directly to citizens to work together 
to form priorities around on-line service delivery, and a larger role for citizens in the policy­
making process is prom ised in the future (facilitated by technology, as if  this was not possible 
without it). The text refers to consultations with citizens that have been done and are planned, for 
example through focus groups. The stated goal is to let input from a variety o f  stakeholders guide 
the future direction o f  this policy. However, this input will be directed towards technical details 
(such as focus group testing o f  particular features mentioned under the heading o f  “Listening to 
Canadians”), rather than the overall initiative. ‘The fact’ that Canadians want on-line service 
delivery is established based on vague references to consultation with Canadians, while hard 
figures are only mentioned in relation to general Internet usage. Implying that high Internet usage 
translates into Canadians wanting on-line service delivery concludes the argument. This indicates 
a lack o f  w illingness to consult w ith citizens on the fundamental basis o f  the policy, and limiting
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discussions to issues within the plan that have already been formulated by the Government (such 
as setting priorities for which services should be developed on-line next), while still appearing as 
being open-minded to input from Canadians. However, even though consultation with the public 
is promised, this docum ent displays no dialogical features, such as posing questions or arguments 
that citizens are supposed to provide feedback on.
I f  the idea o f  democracy means that citizens should be able to participate in a meaningful 
manner in decisions that affect their lives (Barney, 2000), two-way com m unication channels 
leading to m eaningful interaction must be established. This document suggests that more 
meaningful participation by citizens in democratic processes can only be accomplished through 
technology, and even then it can only happen after a certain pattern o f  interaction has been 
established (behaviour m ust be Team ed’). W hat seems to be the goal is to promote the use o f 
technology rather than provide a basis for democratic reform. Instead o f  opening up its processes 
for scrutiny and deliberation, the Government is seeking to stay in control and embed the citizen 
in a behaviour and consum ption pattern based on the use o f  new technology. The Government 
proclaims, “Getting Governm ent On-Line is an important part o f  the federal strategy to accelerate 
Canada's participation in the digital economy.” W ith a play on words, where the name o f the 
initiative is part o f  the structure o f  the sentence (lightening the mood o f  a grave statement), and 
with the economy being described as ‘digital’ (emphasizing the importance o f  new technology), 
the Government overtly announces its intention. This statement is located under the main heading 
o f  “Benefits to Canadians,” beneath the sub-headlines o f  “Better service” and “Better 
government.” The positioning suggests a lower priority given to the aspects o f  GOL that are 
directed towards the private sector. However, the overall discourse surrounding technology in this 
document suggests a reverse priority. For example, ensuring that on-line interaction is secure is 
mentioned several times in the text. A  perceived lack o f  security on-line has been, and continues 
to be, one o f the m ajor obstacles for successful implementation o f e-com m erce (Regan, 2003). By 
making security its ‘top ’ priority, the Government is linking itself up to a discourse that is heavily
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invested in the success o f  the private sector’s dealings on-line. W hen security is discussed, it is 
coordinated with the expression ‘one-stop-shopping’ and the redefinition o f  ‘citizen’ to ‘client’, 
suggesting that Canadians will consume Government services similarly to how they will consume 
on-line commodities. This essentially suggests that Government services will become 
commodities in the on-line environment, ready to be obtained through a consumption pattern that 
can also be applied to other on-line transactions.
Electronic service delivery by the Government is being pursued more for the sake o f 
technology advancem ent (which is framed as inevitable) and the establishm ent o f  new 
consumption patterns, than for providing citizens better service and/or empowerment. The 
promise o f  em powerm ent is used to legitimate a process that seeks to benefit capitalistic interests. 
Capitals are dependent on the quick dissemination o f new technologies (i.e. ICTs) and 
consumption patterns (i.e. e-commerce) in order to foster new innovation and competitiveness. 
The Governm ent’s hegemonic project is defined by a vision o f  good Governm ent that can only be 
achieved through technological channels. The interests o f  capital that are pursued in this 
document are subdued by prominent discursive elements related to prom otion and persuasion 
aimed at making citizens accept the dissemination o f technology.
The Governm ent is substantiating the narrative surrounding the inevitability and benefit 
o f  technological progress. In the process, the citizen is becoming embedded in the technology, 
and redefined as a client, user, and even a consumer. Canadians will now ‘grow up on-line’, and 
when they deal w ith the Government they will walk through a ‘virtual door’. ‘Live assistance’ 
will be provided on-line, negating the need for any other type o f interaction, making sure the 
citizen remains inside the on-line environment. Another benefit presented by the Government is 
that service delivery will no longer reflect the structure o f  Government, but will instead be 
constructed based on citizen/client needs. However, what they fail to mention is that the 
convenience o f  receiving Government services through ‘one-stop-shopping’ (which is the 
dominant perception o f  w hat ‘client-centred’ service delivery entails) hides the structure o f the
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state. No longer will citizens have to  know which department to  contact in order to receive a 
certain service, and in the process learn which departments deal with w hat issues. All interaction 
will take place through one single point, which is designed to  provide service based on theme. 
This will not contribute to the learning needed for citizens to be able to get involved in policy­
making.
In the hunt for ‘better service’ and ‘better government’, citizens are losing their 
democratic identity, are learning behaviour that will benefit e-commerce, and will be one more 
step removed from the inner workings o f Government. None o f  these arguments are brought up in 
a document that prom ises to enhance citizen interaction with Government. Instead, readers are 
being sold the idea o f technological benefits through layers o f  promotional and persuasive 
discourse.
Throughout this chapter, official state discourse has been linked to social processes in 
which the state participates. The historical outline provided a context in w hich to analyze this 
discourse. The CDA o f both documents has revealed how the Canadian state is aligning its 
actions and rhetoric with the changing needs o f  the economy that is operating within the 
parameters o f  a new capital accumulation regime. This analysis has highlighted how promises o f 
citizen empowerment are being used as part o f  the state’s hegemonic project, which seeks to link 
the dissemination o f  ICTs with a vision o f a prosperous society in which citizens enjoy a closer 
connection to their Government, and might even come to have influence over policy decision­
making. Overall, this analysis gives clear indications that GOL reveals a tendency for the 
capitalist state in Canada to take on properties o f  the ideal-typical SW PR as defined by Jessop 
(2002).
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
“To the wielders o f  power, discourse is not ju st talk but also the struggle for ideas and ideology” 
(Sussman, 1997, p. 22).
Digital idealists, Governm ent rhetoric, and neo-liberal m edia pundits have contributed to the 
shaping o f  a myth concerning the new network technology that is currently establishing and 
fortifying its role in the global marketplace. This myth presents technology (particularly ICTs) as 
a determining force for societal development, and claims that the changes we are currently 
witnessing w ill eventually lead to increased democratization o f  societal processes, and even a 
redefinition o f  individual consciousness within a space that exists beyond the physical realm. 
Applying a neo-M arxist theoretical framework to the reading o f  recent changes within the 
economy and the state provides a markedly different interpretation o f  technology’s role, not to 
mention the role o f  the state itself in relation to the economy.
Jessop (2002) provides a theory for the emergence o f  a new capital accumulation regime, 
and the corresponding changes in the state form. In so doing, he incorporates the broad method o f 
economic analysis found in the regulation approach, treats the state as a social relation (following 
Gramsci and Poulantzas), borrows features from critical discourse analysis, and incorporates 
aspects o f  systems theory related to the dialectic o f autonomy and interdependence o f  autopoietic 
(self-organizing) systems. His overall approach is form-analytic, dealing with social forms within 
the social formation, rather than giving more detailed accounts o f specific issues (such as welfare 
outcomes).
After providing a thorough analysis o f  the state form under Atlantic Fordism, Jessop 
(2002) concludes that the traditional national welfare state, which was based on Keynesian 
economic intervention, has lost its relevance in the face o f  changing conditions for capital 
accumulation. As m aterial conditions are changing, a new  economic discourse has appeared, 
helping guide the alignm ent o f  a new state regime in relation to the economy. Jessop labels this 
regime the SWPR, corresponding to a so-called Schumpeterian notion o f  competitiveness, a
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workfarist strategy o f  em phasizing economic policy over social policy, an increasing significance 
o f other spatial scales than the national, and a more regime-like delivery o f  economic and social 
policy.
The emergence o f  the SW PR is related to a tendency for accumulation to “become the 
dominant principle o f  societal organization” (Jessop, 2002, p. 22). This tendency can be 
explained through the concept o f  ecological domination, which is a position held by the capitalist 
economy. It exhibits certain characteristics, such as flexible and adaptive self-organization, which 
enables it to extend its logic o f  operation to other systems. These systems also influence the 
economy, but not to the same extent as the influence going the other way. This means that 
because o f its structural coupling to other systems and the lifeworld, developm ents tied to the 
capitalist economy never follow a purely economic logic. Priorities and sites o f  resistance in other 
systems and the lifeworld are at times able to steer events towards goals that are not fully 
consistent with the capital logic, but the ecologically dominant position o f  the capitalist economy 
ensures that overall, the societal formation largely keeps its operation within param eters that 
benefit capital.
The new post-Fordist accumulation regime has introduced dynamics very different from 
the more static requirements o f Fordism, which largely depended on the state for regulation and 
policies that would ensure the reproduction o f a stable labour force and a level o f  social stability 
and wages that would sustain mass consumption. Primarily, the changing wage and money form 
has led to the traditional welfare state losing its relevance. These changes are closely linked to the 
internationalization o f  capital relations that have been going on for decades as Fordism reached 
the limits o f  its potential for continued capital growth. Fordism entered a stage o f stagflation in 
the 1970s as the initial boost from assembly line style production and economies o f  scale 
diminished, and profit growth decelerated. Increased profits were sought abroad, and 
technological barriers were pushed forward to allow for more unimpeded flow o f  commodities 
and capital across national borders. W ages were no longer viewed as a source o f  national
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demand, but rather as an international cost o f  production, while fixed national currencies were 
abandoned in favour o f  floating currency rates that depended on international economic 
conditions. In the face o f  this, the state has been undergoing change, and new state projects are 
being defined, based on a discursively constructed understanding o f  economic needs.
The econom y is an extrem ely  com plex space that is regularly  d iscursively  sim plified in 
order to construct dem arcated areas that are fit for regulation and in tervention. D escrib ing the 
econom y as a d iscursively  im agined space does not m ean that there  are  not num erous real actions 
taking place on a  continual basis. On the contrary, bringing discourse  into the d iscussion is m eant 
to highlight the fact that the econom y as w e know  it is not a natural phenom enon, but is created 
and used through social action, and continuously  shaped, interpreted and defined by hum an 
actors. Jessop (2002) points to the role o f  intellectuals in th is context, and argues tha t the 
econom ic theories o f  K eynes and his follow ers had a decisive influence on the d iscourse that 
shaped the w elfare state, w hile we arc currently  seeing a neo-classical read ing  o f  S chum peter's  
theories take over that role, redefin ing the state in the process.
The changing  discourse that is linked to  the em erging SW PR brings in ideas o f  
flexibility, S ehum pelerian-sty le com petitiveness and innovation (as per the neo-classical 
interpretation), rationalization, lifelong learning, and the central role o f  know ledge. T hese ideas 
are formed into new state projects that shape the regulatory fram ew ork tha t the  state is applying 
to the social form ation. T hese projects are form ulated through official state discourse, such as the 
T hrone Speech and various policy docum ents, and applying critical d iscourse  analysis can reveal 
the social processes o f  w hich these docum ents form  a part, w hich include the s ta te 's  hegem onic 
projects linked to its struggle for consent from its citizens regarding policies that benefit capital 
accum ulation strategies.
In my study I have chosen to focus on two state documents related to the Government 
On-Line initiative. GOL is significant because it sets out promises o f  better state-citizen 
interaction, and even hints at citizen empowerment, while on the other hand it slots in perfectly
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with a line o f policy decisions made by the Government o f  Canada that are clearly linked to the 
emergence o f  an SW PR-like state. In these documents, the Government takes the position o f  the 
state. The state is never mentioned explicitly, but the Government takes on all the functions o f 
political and civil society, which are associated with the state defined as a social relation. 
Government is conventionally defined as the elected representatives sitting in Cabinet. 
Discursively, there is a more positive connotation connected to the term  ‘Governm ent’, which is a 
body that is democratically elected, and works for the people, rather than the ‘state’, which is 
perceived as more o f  an entity shrouded in bureaucracy and elaborate organization structures.
My study has found that the Governm ent’s GOL initiative is w orked into, and influences, 
the social formation on several levels. First, it is involved in an ongoing project to reform the 
public service by cutting costs and streamlining service delivery, prim arily through the increased 
use o f ICTs. Second, it justifies increased spending on new technology, and the increasing 
involvement o f  the private and third sector in service delivery. Third, it redefines citizens as 
clients and consumers, embedding them in the use of, and consumption through, these 
technologies. Fourth, it promises to cater directly to the speed and flexibility the business 
community requires for efficient operation under post-Fordism. And, fifth, it feeds into the myth 
o f  e-democracy as defined by the digital idealists, by promising enhanced interaction between the 
Government and its citizens, through the use o f  network technology.
The first four points are linked to the emergence o f  the SW PR as outlined in chapter 
three, and demonstrate a tendency for the Canadian state to reform itself in line with the 
definition o f  this new  state regime, and the requirements o f  the new capital accumulation regime. 
However, the last point is particularly significant, as it signifies the hegemonic project the state is 
involved in to gain acceptance for this development. The link between hegemony and democracy 
was explored in chapter 3. Democracy in a capitalist society is a system through which some 
form o f equilibrium is established between the interests o f  dominant and subordinate groups. It 
appears to give infinite opportunities for alternative developments within the social formation.
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But, as Przeworski (1985) argues, these opportunities are limited, and even though concessions 
are made for resolving social struggles, democracy serves long-term capitalistic interests by 
focusing on short-term decision-making (such as having to renew your vote every four years) that 
ultimately does not threaten the conditions for capital to prosper.
The GOL initiative forms a discourse around interaction and collaboration between 
citizen and Government. There is even a promise that with the right set o f  skills, citizens could 
become democratically em powered through the use o f these new service delivery channels based 
on ICTs, and gain a direct voice in policy decision-making. Barney (2000), provides the 
following norm ative definition o f democracy: “democracy refers to a form o f  government in 
which citizens enjoy an equal ability to participate meaningfully in the decisions that closely 
affect their common lives as individuals in communities” (p. 22). M osco (1989) defines 
democracy as “the fullest possible public participation in the decisions that affect our lives” (p. 
67). As my analysis has revealed, the social process that GOL forms a part o f  offers no action that 
seeks to align the state with these definitions o f  democracy. Instead, through GOL, the 
Government prom otes the dissemination and consumption o f  electronically delivered 
commodities, as well as the technology used for delivery; it redefines the citizen, equating 
participation with consumption; and, most importantly, it uses GOL as part o f  a hegemonic 
project to present a good and successful society as reliant on the use and progress o f new 
technology.
Looking Ahead
Why is it important to reveal the link between e-government policies and the emerging 
competition state regime, and its hegemonic projects? Because m ajor portions o f  the literature 
surrounding the Internet and new ICTs hail the transformational power o f  these technologies, and 
the discourse coming out o f  official policy documents feed into the myth o f  ICTs and the Internet 
as tools for m ajor democratic reform, while in reality the shift towards e-govem ance only
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signifies a further entrenchm ent o f  the relationship between capital and the state. A 
counterbalance is needed in the literature to challenge the discourse around all the positive 
aspects o f  new technology, showing that their use and developm ent is m ostly steered by the needs 
o f the capitalist economy. As Jessop (2002) has pointed out, one defining aspect o f  the shift to the 
SWPR is how social policy is increasingly becoming subordinated to  economic policy. I find this 
development troublesome, especially since the discourse around flexibility and rationalization is 
used in positive terms, m asking the reality o f  the ecological domination o f  the capitalist economy. 
A general acceptance o f  this development is apparent, and the effort to make Canada more 
competitive, flexible, innovative, and reliant on ICTs is never questioned, ju st simply stated as a 
goal.
The aspects I have focused on in this study do not necessarily lead to a firm conclusion 
that Canada is turning into an ideal-typical SWPR. The emergence o f  SW PR state regimes is a 
tendency, and takes very different forms in different social formations, and my study points 
towards one aspect o f  this tendency, which is visible in Canada. There are m any other aspects that 
need to be investigated, such as changes in social policies related to welfare benefits, international 
alignment o f  intellectual property rights, and changes in economic policies related to NAFTA and 
other international bodies, in order to determine the full extent o f  changes in the Canadian state.
In addition, the traditionally strong commitment to unity in Canada has always influenced policy 
on all levels in a fashion quite unlike other W estern nations. The ever-present threat o f  Quebec 
breaking loose from the federation ensures that unity stays high on the federal political agenda. 
This leads to a unique trajectory for state development in Canada. However, my research provides 
indications that Canada in a general sense has thoroughly embedded itself in the knowledge- 
based economy and the post-Fordist accumulation regime, and that the state seems to display 
many o f the characteristics typical o f  the SWPR. Future policy decisions need to be monitored 
closely, and hopefully m y study has provided a framework for analyzing C anada’s development 
in this respect.
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This study suggests that e-govem m ent policies in their current form do not lead to 
meaningful democratic change, as promised by both Government and the digital idealists. Even if 
the Government discourse on enhanced democratic processes through the use o f ICTs was to be 
carried out, we m ust question whether this would actually lead to ‘equal ability to participate’ 
and/or ‘the fullest possible participation’. The power structures do not change with the 
introduction o f  new technology, and Government would still be in a position to be able to define 
what equal or fullest possible participation would comprise. This argument does not 
automatically preclude the use o f  technology in democratic reform efforts. It simply highlights 
the fact that reform  needs to first and foremost be rooted in social relations before it can spread 
into or shape any form o f  technology.
The sliver o f  hope this study offers is the notion that societal developm ent is not fully 
determined by the capitalist economy. The influence o f discourse and the concept o f ecological 
domination, which is a powerful but not fully determining force, reveal cracks in the structure 
that could be exploited for the sake o f  real societal change. As Przeworski (1985) points out, we 
need to avoid falling into the trap o f simply attempting to take over a dem ocratic structure that is 
already embedded in capitalism. Subordinate groups should participate in democratic processes, 
and attempt to reform  capitalism  to at least accommodate for some o f  their concerns; however, 
real change cannot be accomplished this way. W e need to look at the structure o f  capitalism itself 
in order to find avenues for moving beyond a system that prioritizes economic needs. The 
rescaling that is associated with the post-Fordist accumulation regime, and the shift to the SWPR 
m ight lead to ju st such an avenue. The capitalist economy has moved up from a regional to a 
national, and now an international scale, there is no further room to grow, unless you believe in 
science fiction, and projects such as the space elevator. The international scale is the scale on 
which organized social movements could finally catch up with capital. However, the struggle 
does not need to take place in the international arena. The apparent dissolution o f  the national 
scale in the new capital accum ulation regime does not automatically translate into governance
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structures on an international scale. I f  anything, as Jessop (2002) has pointed out, the need for 
speed and flexibility sets the stage for more localized governance, with sm aller territories linked 
together as larger, sometimes international, trading blocs. For example, there seems to be a 
tendency in Canada for the provinces to gain more power, w hile the federal governm ent’s 
function is som ewhat reduced to coordinating economic efforts through N A FTA and other 
international bodies. A nother example is the breaking up o f  m ega-cities (i.e. M ontreal), which 
produces smaller, more m anageable governance units. Empowered localized governance opens 
up the possibility o f  m ore citizen influence, and more tangible targets for resistance. With 
international coordination and local action, social movements m ight finally be able to produce 
real social effects.
In addition, academ ics have a responsibility to continue exploring the underlying 
structures that are guiding the changes in the Canadian state regime. M y analysis has revealed 
troubling aspects in the realignment that is taking place within the Canadian state in relation to 
the needs o f the new capital accumulation regime. I have focused on GOL as a policy, and used it 
as an example o f  how the Canadian state is taking on characteristics o f  the SWPR. Future studies 
should consider using m y framework to examine other aspects o f  this development, and hopefully 
this could lend legitimacy to the work done by social movements, and maybe establish a project 
to provide a counter-discourse to the currently dominant narratives concerning new technology 
and innovation, and the need for a focus on economic policy over social policy.
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Speech from the Throne to Open the Second Session of the Thirty-Sixth Parliament of 
Canada
October 12, 1999
Honourable Members o f the Senate,
Members o f the House o f Commons,
Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is an honour for me, today, to open this Second Session o f  the Thirty-Sixth Parliam ent o f 
Canada. I appreciate having the opportunity so early in my mandate to represent the Queen as one 
o f  the three elem ents o f  Parliament. It is a responsibility which I take seriously, and I intend to 
follow your deliberations closely.
Unlike my immediate predecessors, I have not had the privilege o f serving among you. I do, 
however, value highly the role that you play and the dedication that you show in making this 
remarkable institution work effectively as the centrepiece o f  the Canadian democratic system. I 
am very aware o f  the sacrifices that so many o f  you make in your personal and professional lives 
in accepting the challenges o f  public office. The commitment you have m ade is one that I share, 
and I look forward to working with you over the next five years in the service o f  the people o f 
Canada.
Today, the representatives o f  the Canadian people gather to open the session o f Parliam ent that 
will carry the country into the new millennium.
W e stand before a new century confident in the promise o f  Canada for our children and 
grandchildren. Technology is altering every aspect o f  our lives. Knowledge and creativity are 
now the driving force in a new economy. And collaboration is becoming m ore essential as the 
issues facing our diverse society grow in their complexity. But Canadians will succeed in this 
changing world, ju st as we have succeeded throughout our country’s history.
The promise o f  Canada was born in an age when countries were forged through war or 
revolution. Our nation’s founders chose a unique path, which has become the Canadian way -  
creating a country dedicated to peace, order and good government for all its citizens. It took 
foresight and com m itm ent to  break the mould o f the nation-state founded on a single language, 
culture or religion. That foresight and commitment have been greatly rewarded.
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Canada began as a small colony with little industry and no role o f  its own in global affairs. Over 
generations, individual Canadians built a better future for their families and their communities. 
Canadians and their governments overcame barriers o f distance and a harsh northern climate to 
build a national railway, a system o f  highways, a postal service, and national cultural institutions, 
as well as hospitals, universities, and other institutions. Canadians and their governments also put 
in place a m odern social safety net. Together, these achievements have provided the foundation 
for our quality o f  life.
Within a few generations, we evolved into an independent nation with an advanced industrialized 
economy and a voice in the councils o f  the world: the United Nations, the G-8, the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development, NATO, and many others. Canada is now serving 
its sixth elected term on the United Nations Security Council.
Ours is a voice for peace. Canada was the first to propose the use o f  troops for peacekeeping. 
Today, Canadians are keeping the peace in many countries around the world. But whenever 
tyranny has threatened peace and security, Canadians have never hesitated to answer the call. 
Together with our proud Canadian veterans, we remem ber those who paid with their lives at 
Vimy Ridge, on Juno Beach, and at Hill 355 in Korea.
In the tradition o f  the coureurs des bois, we have explored the frontiers o f  science. From the 
invention o f  new sprint to the creation o f advanced computer languages, Canadian ingenuity has 
helped to build the information age. From the discovery o f  insulin to the earliest pacemaker, 
Canadians have given new life to millions around the world. Canada was a pioneer in the 
peaceful use o f  space, becoming a leader in satellite communications and remote-sensing 
technologies. Today, our astronauts are using Canadian technology to help assemble the 
International Space Station -  the largest scientific project in history.
In a complex world, diverse approaches, skills and ideas are essential to building a higher quality 
o f life. Canada is a bilingual country in which both men and women o f  many different cultures, 
races and religions participate in economic, social and political life. Our diversity is a source o f 
strength and creativity, making us m odem  and forward-looking.
Our actions and our history make us at home in a world o f  change and increasing 
interdependence. O ur hum an talent, our values and our commitment to working together will 
secure C anada’s leadership in the knowledge-based economy.
Today, Canadians can look w ith pride on Canada’s success. W e have a dynamic economy, a 
strong and democratic society, and a sense o f  community. W e are recognized throughout the 
world for our quality o f  life. We will build a higher quality o f  life for all Canadians -  for our 
children, ourselves, and our neighbours.
A Strong and United Canada
A high quality o f  life for Canadians and a strong, united Canada are inseparable. The Government 
w ill continue to take a comprehensive approach to strengthening the unity o f  our country. A ll its 
actions will serve to  strengthen Canada by enhancing the quality o f  life o f  Canadians.
Our federal system allows us to  value the different strengths o f  each region o f  our country. It 
guarantees all citizens equal rights and freedoms. And it enables Canada’s wealth to be shared by 
all citizens no m atter where they live -  from Newfoundland in the east, to British Columbia in the 
west, to our newest territory, Nunavut, in the north.
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Over the last tw o Parliaments, Canadians have built a foundation for even greater success. Our 
economy is strong. O ur citizens enjoy expanding opportunities and increasing choices. Our 
artists, writers, musicians and filmmakers draw admiration from around the world. And Canada 
itself earns the respect o f  the community o f  nations as a symbol o f  peace, democracy and 
compassion.
The best way to  achieve the promise o f  Canada for every citizen is to work together to build the 
highest quality o f  life for all Canadians. But there are some who would pull us apart rather than 
bring us together. Even though Quebeckers do not want a third referendum, the Government o f 
Quebec continues to talk about holding another one. The Government o f  Canada therefore 
reaffirms the com m itm ent it has made to Quebeckers and all other Canadians that the principle o f 
clarity, as set out by the Supreme Court o f  Canada, will be respected.
To seize the opportunities and m eet the challenges o f  a new global economy, we m ust work 
together in the Canadian way and concentrate on what m atters most to  Canadians. We must take 
bold steps today to make Canada even stronger in the next century. This requires national will, 
national strategies and partnerships across the country. Citizens and governments must 
collaboratively build an even stronger and more united Canada, a C anada that remains an 
example to the world.
Canadians expect their national government to focus on areas where it can and m ust make a 
difference. And they w ant this done in the Canadian way -  working together, balancing 
individual and government action, and listening to citizens. Canadians expect their Government 
to be fiscally prudent, to reduce the debt burden, to cut taxes, and to pursue the policies necessary 
for a strong society. The emerging global marketplace offers an enormous opportunity to create 
more Canadian jobs, more Canadian growth and more Canadian influence in the world. It 
provides expanding opportunities to secure a higher quality o f  life for all Canadians. To seize 
these opportunities, we m ust build on our strengths.
Achieving a higher quality o f  life requires a comprehensive strategy to accelerate the transition to 
the knowledge-based economy, promote our interests and project our values in the world. 
Together, we will strive for excellence. This demands that we collaborate with our partners to:
•  develop our children and youth, our leaders for the 21st century;
•  build a dynamic economy;
•  strengthen health and quality care for Canadians;
•  ensure the quality o f  our environment;
•  build stronger communities;
•  strengthen the relationship with Canada’s Aboriginal peoples; and
• advance C anada’s place in the world.
Children and Youth: Our Leaders for the 21st Century 
Our Children
Because o f  the changing nature o f the world economy, the prospects for a high quality o f  life in 
any country will depend -  as never before -  on having a population that is adaptable, resilient and 
ready to learn throughout life. The foundation for this is laid in the very early years. No 
commitment we make today will be more important for the long-term prosperity and well-being 
o f our society than the com m itm ent to invest our efforts in very young children. Parents and
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families have the primary responsibility for the care o f their children. But all o f  society must 
work together to ensure that our children develop the abilities to succeed.
The Government will extend and make more accessible Em ployment Insurance benefits for 
parental leave, to help parents take more time from work to spend with their children. It will 
make its own workplace policies and those o f federally regulated employers more family friendly. 
Through further tax relief, it w ill put more dollars in the hands o f families with children. And, 
with its provincial and territorial partners, it will work to reform family law and strengthen 
supports provided to families to ensure that, in cases o f  separation or divorce, the needs and best 
interests o f  children come first.
Federal, provincial and territorial governments are developing together the National Children’s 
Agenda. As part o f  this work, it is the Governm ent’s objective to reach an agreem ent among 
governments by Decem ber 2000 on a national action plan to further support parents and families. 
This plan will be consistent with the Social Union Framework Agreement. It w ill set out common 
principles, objectives and fiscal parameters for all governments to increase resources and further 
strengthen supports for early childhood development.
To make it easier for families to break the cycle o f  poverty, the federal, provincial and territorial 
governments also established the National Child Benefit. The Governm ent o f  Canada is already 
investing an additional $1.7 billion annually in low-income families with children, while the 
provinces and territories are investing in complementary services. The Governm ent wants no 
family to have to choose between a job  and benefits for their children. Therefore, by 2002, the 
Government will make a third significant investment in the National Child Benefit, while seeking 
a commitment from its provincial and territorial partners to increase their investment in services 
for families with children.
Young Canadians
Young Canadians are the leaders o f  tomorrow. Already, they are at hom e in the wired world.
They have energy, ideas and technological savvy, and they want to contribute to building their 
country in the 21st century. In our global and connected world, young Canadians are acquiring 
knowledge and skills at an earlier age. They deserve more and earlier opportunities to get 
involved, develop their talents and expand their skills. In doing so, they will become active and 
engaged citizens.
The Government will focus on providing young people with more opportunities to connect to the 
Canadian experience, to view their country in all its splendour, to gain a first-hand understanding 
o f  the different regions, and to be challenged by what they learn from their fellow citizens across 
this land. The Governm ent will:
draw on the expertise o f  young Canadians to help connect rural and urban com m unities to the 
information highway, by hiring them  to put in place additional Internet access sites for public use; 
create a single-window service -  Exchanges Canada -  to give 100,000 young Canadians every 
year the chance to learn about another part o f the country;
ensure that younger Canadians -  from age 13 -  are given an opportunity to apply their creative 
abilities, by providing them  with a chance to produce their "first works" using traditional 
approaches and new technologies in the arts, cultural, digital and other industries; 
actively engage tens o f  thousands o f  young Canadian volunteers to participate in community and 
national environmental projects and to help others improve their literacy skills; and 
enable young Canadians to  apply their energy and talents overseas, by participating in 
international internship programs and helping developing countries get connected to the Internet.
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In addition, the Governm ent will continue to place a priority on providing young Canadians with 
career information, access to work experience, and learning opportunities.
A Dynamic Economy for the 21st Century
In the global, knowledge-based economy, the advantage goes to countries that are innovative, 
have high levels o f  productivity, quickly adopt the latest technology, invest in skills development 
for their citizens, and seek out new opportunities around the world.
Canadians have built a strong and dynamic economy. It is the cornerstone o f  our quality o f life -  
providing Canada with the means to continue building a more equitable society, a healthier 
population, and stronger communities. In the space o f  only a few years, our nation’s finances 
have gone from deficits and debt to balanced budgets, with low inflation and low interest rates. 
Laws and regulations have been modernized and the role o f  government in business decisions has 
been reduced.
The Government w ill continue to build a better environment for economic growth and enhanced 
productivity by reducing the debt burden, cutting taxes, and making strategic investments. Such 
investments will help small businesses grow, encourage trade, support citizens in developing the 
skills they need, and ensure that Canada has m odem  infrastructure.
The Government is com m itted to prudent fiscal management. It will never let the nation’s 
finances get out o f  control again. It w ill keep the ratio o f  debt to GDP on a perm anent downward 
track. It will deliver on the commitment it made at the beginning o f  this Parliam ent to devote half 
the budget surplus to debt repayment and tax relief, and the other h a lf to investments that address 
the social and economic needs o f  Canadians.
Lower Taxes
As the nation’s finances have improved, the Government has begun to  deliver broad-based tax 
r e lie f -  totalling $16.5 billion over three years. As the nation’s finances continue to improve, the 
Government w ill further reduce taxes to increase the disposable income o f  Canadians, enhance 
innovation and risk taking, and create a more robust economy.
Tax reduction is a key com ponent o f  a strategy to increase individual incomes and to ensure an 
economy that produces the growth and wealth which enable those public and private investments 
necessary for a high quality o f  life.
In its next budget, the Government will set out a m ulti-year plan for further tax reduction. 
Increased Trade and Investment
Canada’s economy is more open than any o f  the leading industrialized countries. We are blessed 
with a population that comes from countries all over the world. Foreign markets for our goods 
and services provide us with new opportunities. Foreign investment provides us with capital, new 
ideas, new technologies, and innovative business practices.
To build on C anada’s advantage, the Government will increase its trade promotion in strategic 
sectors with high export potential -  sectors ranging from biotechnology and environmental and 
information technology to tourism, culture and health. It w ill also continue to support innovation
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and the developm ent o f  new technologies in leading export sectors such as agriculture, agri-food 
and natural resources.
It will launch Investm ent Team Canada -  a co-ordinated effort by all governments and the private 
sector to make the international community more aware o f  the unique opportunities for 
investment and growth in Canada. The Government will also modernize legislation to make it 
easier for global corporations to locate their headquarters in Canada.
The Government will use the upcoming round o f W orld Trade Organization negotiations, 
including those on agriculture, to help build a more transparent, rules-based global trading system 
-  one that ensures a  level playing field, provides better access to  world m arkets for Canadian 
companies in all sectors, and respects the needs o f  Canadians, our culture, and the environment.
In addition, the Governm ent will work with its partners in the hemisphere toward the 
establishment o f  the Free Trade Area o f  the Americas by 2005.
Skills and Knowledge for the 21st Century
A skilled workforce and a capacity to innovate continuously are crucial building blocks o f  a 
successful 21st century economy.
Over the last three years, the Government has put in place a strategy to build on Canada’s 
advantage as the country w ith the m ost highly educated workforce in the world. It has made it 
easier to save for a child’s education. It will make college and university more affordable through 
Canada M illennium Scholarships. It has improved student debt re lief and provided better tax 
assistance to finance lifelong learning.
We will continue to build on this strategy. The Government will forge partnerships with other 
governments, public- and private-sector organizations, and Canadian men and women to establish 
a national action plan on skills and learning for the 21st century. This plan will focus on lifelong 
learning, address the challenge o f  poor literacy among adults, and provide citizens with the 
information they need to make good decisions about developing their skills.
Over the next tw o years, the Government will work with its partners to:
•  enable skills developm ent to keep pace with the evolving economy. This work will be led 
by the Sectoral Councils, which bring together representatives from business, labour, 
education and other professional groups to address human resource issues in important 
areas o f  the Canadian economy;
•  make it easier for Canadians to finance lifelong learning; and
•  provide a single w indow to Canada-wide information about labour markets, skills 
requirem ents and training opportunities -  on the Internet, over the telephone or in person 
in communities across the country.
To ensure that the Public Service o f  Canada remains a strong, representative, professional and 
non-partisan national institution that provides Canadians the highest quality service into the 21 st 
century, the Governm ent will also focus on the recruitment, retention and continuous learning o f 
a skilled federal workforce.
Infrastructure for the 21st Century
For Canada to generate jobs, growth and wealth, it m ust have a leading, knowledge-based 
economy that creates new ideas and puts them to work for Canadians. To do this, it is essential to
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connect Canadians to  each other, to schools and libraries, to governments, and to the marketplace 
-  so they can build on each other’s ideas and share information. Achieving this objective will 
require new types o f  infrastructure.
Knowledge Infrastructure
Improving C anada’s knowledge infrastructure means supporting a new generation o f  leaders, 
attracting the best researchers, and encouraging our graduates to put their talents to work here at 
home.
The Government will introduce the legislation necessary to create the Canadian Institutes o f 
Health Research. These institutes will provide a model for world-leading research, bringing 
together for the first time all the researchers who have an impact on health to undertake shared 
research priorities. This innovative approach recognizes the importance o f  collaborative research 
for improving the health and well-being o f  Canadians and for building a high-quality health 
system.
The Government o f  Canada has for many years been one o f  the most im portant contributors to 
research at Canadian universities. In the last tw o years, the Governm ent has pursued an ambitious 
agenda to improve its support for advanced research in Canada. To build on this agenda, the 
Government will:
•  increase its support to  the Granting Councils, enabling them to forge new partnerships 
with our universities to attract the best research minds in the world through an innovative 
program o f  21st Century Chairs for Research Excellence;
• foster greater international research collaboration by Canadian universities and institutes 
and expand Canadian expertise in such areas as genomics, climate change, and advanced 
engineering; and
•  find new markets for new products and services developed through research by 
universities and government research centres.
The Government will also ensure that it has a m odem  and effective research and science capacity 
to promote the health, safety and economic well-being o f  Canadians.
Information Infrastructure
Improving C anada’s information infrastructure will support the exchange o f  ideas and the 
conduct o f  business over com puter networks, connect Canadians to the information highway, and 
accelerate the adoption o f  electronic commerce. The Government will:
•  take steps to make Canada a centre o f  excellence for electronic com m erce and encourage 
its use throughout the economy;
•  re-introduce legislation to protect personal and business information in the digital world 
and to  recognize electronic signatures; and
•  provide increased access to high-speed Internet service for classrooms and libraries and 
stimulate the production o f  Canadian m ultim edia learning content and applications. This 
will build on the success o f  SchoolNet.
The Government will become a model user o f  information technology and the Internet. By 2004, 
our goal is to be known around the world as the government most connected to its citizens, with 
Canadians able to access all government information and services on-line at the time and place o f 
their choosing. W e will build on a pilot project now under way to make www .access.ca a
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personal gateway to government information and community content on the Internet, and we will 
encourage all Canadians to  make use o f  this address.
Our knowledge-based economy is more than high-tech companies. It is an economy in which all 
sectors strive to use leading technologies and processes. It is an economy in which old barriers to 
access or o f  distance m atter less -  where technology enables urban and rural communities from 
the Atlantic to the W est to the North to compete globally, and where technology opens new doors 
to all Canadians. It is an economy in which rural Canada also benefits from value-added activity, 
environmentally astute land management, and new job  skills and opportunities. It is an economy 
in which clusters o f  technology development already exist in smaller communities all over 
Canada. Indeed, it is an economy in which technology can lead to greater economic stability for 
the primarily rural regions in which cyclical resource industries -  agriculture, fisheries, forestry, 
mining and tourism  -  are the dominant sources o f  wealth. The Government will encourage the 
development and adoption o f  new technologies in all sectors.
Cultural Infrastructure
The strength o f Canada is reflected in its rich diversity. Across this country, Canada’s culture 
comes alive through our writers, singers and performers, through our filmmakers and artists, and 
through those who chronicle our history and preserve our heritage.
New technologies offer new opportunities to strengthen the bonds between Canadians. The 
Government will bring Canadian culture into the digital age, linking 1,000 institutions across the 
country to form a virtual museum o f  Canada. It will put collections from the National Archives, 
National Library and other key institutions on-line. It will also increase support for the production 
o f Canadian stories and images in print, theatre, film, music and video. In particular, it will 
increase support for the use o f  new media.
Physical Infrastructure
Canada must also continue to improve its physical infrastructure for the 21st century. To increase 
trade and economic growth, we must ensure that we have the capacity to move people and goods 
safely and efficiently. To maintain the quality o f  life in our cities and rural communities, we must 
ensure that we have clean air and water.
The Government will w ork with other levels o f  government and the private sector to reach -  by 
the end o f the year 2000 -  agreement on a five-year plan for improving physical infrastructure in 
urban and rural regions across the country. This agreement will set out shared principles, 
objectives and fiscal parameters for all partners to increase their resources directed toward 
infrastructure. It will focus on areas such as transport, tourism, telecomm unications, culture, 
health and safety, and the environment.
Health and Quality Care for Canadians
Good health and quality care are essential to the well-being o f  all Canadians and are part o f  our 
strength in today’s global marketplace. Advances in technology, research and information are 
opening trem endous new opportunities for improving the health and well-being o f  citizens.
Canadians expect their governments to  work together to ensure that C anada’s health care system 
is modem and sustainable. The Government recently reaffirmed its com m itm ent to medicare by 
investing an additional $11.5 billion to modernize the health system for the beginning o f the 21st
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century. The Governm ent will continue to move forward with its provincial and territorial 
partners and the health care community on common priorities.
With its partners, the Governm ent w ill support the testing o f  innovations in integrated service 
delivery in areas such as home care and pharmacare, working toward a health system in which all 
parts operate seamlessly. As the results o f  these innovations become available, w e will be better 
able to make inform ed decisions about the next significant investments in health -  ensuring that 
our health system m eets the evolving needs o f  all Canadians.
A modem health information system will give health professionals and individual citizens 
improved access to  up-to-date information about health issues and treatm ent options. The 
Government will ensure that citizens in every region o f  the country have access to such 
information so they can make better-informed decisions.
The Government will protect the health o f  Canadians by strengthening C anada’s food safety 
program, by taking further action on environmental health issues, including the potential health 
risks presented by pesticides, and by modernizing overall health protection for a changing world.
We will also continue to address the serious health problems in Aboriginal communities, 
supporting their efforts to promote wellness and to strengthen the delivery o f  health services.
The Quality of Our Environment
The long-term economic and social well-being o f  every Canadian depends on the state o f  our 
natural environment. C anada’s ability to adopt innovative environmental practices and 
technologies will increasingly be part o f  Canada’s strength in the 21st century.
Canadians have long recognized the underlying relationship between a healthy environment and a 
high quality o f  life. Canadians and leading businesses are already working in their own 
communities to preserve the natural environment, pushing the frontiers and opportunities o f 
environmental technologies and new eco-efficient practices.
The quality o f  the environment in our communities is also linked to the environmental health o f 
other communities around the world. Problems such as climate change and dangerous levels o f 
persistent toxins can be resolved only through concerted international action.
Within Canada, the Governm ent will work with other governments and citizens to m eet our 
country’s com m itm ent under the Kyoto Protocol to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. It will set 
and enforce tough pollution standards, in particular to better protect the health o f children, seniors 
and residents o f  the North. It will place greater emphasis on sustainable developm ent in 
government decision making. It will also address the structural weaknesses that have been 
identified in the m anagem ent o f  toxic substances. Internationally, Canada will provide technical 
assistance to developing countries in adopting sustainable practices.
The Government will introduce legislation and stewardship programs, working with provinces 
and territories to ensure that species at risk and their critical natural habitat are protected. The 
Government w ill also continue to extend Canada’s national parks system.
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In its own operations, the Government will make itself a model o f  environmental excellence. It 
will do more to clean up contaminated federal sites. It w ill strengthen its capacity for conducting 
environmental science research. It will also explore new environmental clean-up technologies.
The Government will report regularly on the results achieved in addressing the top environmental 
concerns o f  Canadians.
Building Stronger Communities
W orking Together
Our history has been one o f  Canadians helping Canadians to seize opportunities and rise to 
challenges. This com m itm ent to working together -  by Canadians, their governments and their 
communities -  will ensure C anada’s continued success in addressing the com plex issues o f  the 
21st century.
The Social Union Fram ework Agreement, reached earlier this year, is a com m itm ent by 
governments to work together for Canadians. It calls for governments to  report publicly on the 
effectiveness o f  social programs. It also commits governments to elim inating barriers that 
unjustifiably impede the mobility o f  citizens within Canada. These barriers include rules that 
prevent some citizens from obtaining recognition o f  their qualifications when they move to 
another province, that deny some students use o f  their student loans when they study out-of- 
province, and that restrict access to essential services for some citizens -  including those with 
disabilities -  because o f  their province o f  origin. The Government o f  Canada is committed to 
working together with its partners to m eet the deadlines set out in the Social Union Framework 
Agreement, thereby removing all unjustifiable barriers to mobility no later than 2002.
In 2001, Canadians will m ark the International Year o f  Volunteers -  a time to  celebrate the 
achievements o f  Canada’s everyday heroes. The Government recognizes the need to build 
partnerships with communities and to renew its relationship with the voluntary organizations that 
serve and sustain them. The Government will enter into a national accord with the voluntary 
sector, laying a new foundation for active partnership with voluntary organizations in the service 
o f  Canadians.
Strong communities depend on the participation o f  all their members. To this end, the 
Government will pursue its efforts with other governments, the private and voluntary sectors, and 
all citizens to build communities in which Canadians with disabilities are fully included and in 
which new Canadians feel more at home.
In addition, the Governm ent will continue working with its partners in all sectors to address the 
root causes o f  homelessness and help communities respond to their m em bers’ needs for shelter 
and other support.
Promoting Safer Communities
Canadians are justifiably proud o f  having built communities where citizens feel safe. This is a key 
component o f  our quality o f  life and a contributor to Canada’s comparative advantage.
The Government will w ork with Canadians to ensure that our communities continue to be safe. Its 
focus will be balanced, combining prevention and a community-centred approach with action to
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deal with serious crime. It w ill expand the community-based crime prevention strategy and re­
introduce legislation to  reform the youth justice system. The Government will combat drug 
trafficking while helping communities aid those most affected. It w ill also launch a program o f 
restorative justice to help victims overcome the trauma o f  crime and provide non-violent 
offenders with a chance to help repair the damage caused by their actions.
The Government will focus attention on new and emerging threats to Canadians and their 
neighbours around the world. It w ill work to combat criminal activity that is becoming 
increasingly global in scope, including money laundering, terrorism, and the smuggling o f  people, 
drugs and guns.
The Government w ill strengthen the capacity o f  the RCM P and other agencies to address threats 
to public security in Canada and work with enforcement agencies in other countries. In addition, 
it will work to modernize legislation to better ensure public security.
The Government o f  Canada w ill also continue to work closely with the Governm ent o f  the United 
States to modernize our shared border for the 21st century.
A Stronger Relationship with Canada’s Aboriginal Peoples
The contribution o f  C anada’s Aboriginal peoples has shaped our country’s heritage and will 
continue to enrich Canada in the new century. The Government will continue to build on the 
strong foundation o f  reconciliation and renewal created by Gathering Strength -  C anada’s 
Aboriginal A ction Plan.
We are now building stronger partnerships with Aboriginal people -  concentrating on improving 
their living conditions and, increasingly, on strengthening their economies. As a result,
Aboriginal people will be able to more fully participate in and contribute to C anada’s economic 
development and social well-being.
Fostering good government and strong accountability in First Nations communities will increase 
investor confidence, support economic partnerships, and improve living conditions. Land claim 
agreements, in particular, are essential to create certainty for Aboriginal people and their 
surrounding com m unities -  providing the climate needed for partnerships, investments and 
economic opportunities. Early in the new session o f  Parliament, the Governm ent will introduce 
legislation to im plement the historic agreement with the N isga’a.
Canada’s Place in the World
As we move into the 21st century, Canada has the momentum to lead the way toward a safer and 
more secure world. Canadians have built the highest quality o f life in the world by focussing on 
the needs o f  people. We have the expertise to advance an agenda o f  hum an security -  protecting 
people from threats to their rights, their safety and their lives.
Canada is an outward-looking country, with a trade-oriented economy and a population drawn 
from every corner o f  the globe. We have a reputation internationally for making a difference -  
through our contribution to  elim inating landmines, our work with N ATO and the United Nations 
in Kosovo, our development assistance to Asia and Africa, our efforts to establish the 
International Criminal Court, and our work to renew the international financial system.
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As the Cold W ar recedes into the past, there is a greater need to  com plem ent national security 
with an approach that addresses the growing challenges that undermine the security o f  
individuals. Human security is challenged when children are used as soldiers in combat, when 
citizens are denied their rights, when civilians are caught in conflict, and when people are the 
victims o f  economic crisis, natural disaster, widespread disease, or environmental degradation.
Canadians recognize that their quality o f life depends in part on the quality o f  life o f  their 
neighbours -  those who share this planet with us. A  world where people are secure is a world 
where fewer people are forced to flee their homes, where there is less crime and terrorism, and 
where there is a reduced threat o f disease and pollution.
The Government w ill give increased prominence to human security in its foreign policy, working 
to achieve m eaningful progress in the councils o f  the world on a global hum an security agenda.
In 2001, the United N ations General Assembly will hold a special session on children. In the 
spirit o f  partnership that led to the historic treaty banning landmines, the Governm ent will work 
to reach key international agreements to protect the rights o f  children. Canada will champion 
efforts to eliminate the exploitation o f  children, including the use o f  child soldiers in armed 
conflict, and will help address the crisis o f  children affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic.
The Government will act with like-minded countries to reform and strengthen international 
institutions such as the United Nations, International M onetary Fund, W orld Bank and World 
Trade Organization. It w ill also work to develop a new approach internationally to support the 
diversity o f  cultural expression in countries around the world.
To advance Canada’s leadership in the Arctic region, the Government will outline a foreign 
policy for the North that enhances co-operation, helps protect the environment, promotes trade 
and investment, and supports the security o f  the region’s people.
The Government will increase international development assistance and work in innovative ways 
to enable poor countries to improve the quality o f  life o f  their citizens.
The Government w ill also continue to ensure that the Canadian Forces have the capacity to 
support C anada’s role in building a more secure world and will further develop the capacity o f  
Canadians to  help ensure peace and security in foreign lands.
Honouring Canada’s Promise for the 21st Century
As we prepare to celebrate the turn o f  the millennium, we can look to our past with pride and to 
our future w ith confidence. Like previous generations, we will face new challenges. But guided 
by our values and our collective experience, we can ensure that Canada remains the best place in 
the world in which to live -  the best place to raise children, to learn, to pursue opportunity, to 
share in rich, diverse and safe communities, and to admire the beauty o f  nature.
All Canadians -  every citizen, every government, every business and every community 
organization -  have a part to play. We will build the 21st century together.
M embers o f  the House o f  Commons:
You will be asked to appropriate the funds required to carry out the services and expenditures 
authorized by Parliament.
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Honourable M em bers o f  the Senate and M embers o f  the House o f  Commons:
As the representatives o f  the Canadian people across this great land, yours is a special duty -  a 
higher responsibility to strive for excellence in the service o f  your country.
Let the Canadians o f  tom orrow  look upon this Parliament and say, Here were men and women 
committed to building a stronger Canada and a better quality o f  life for their children and 
grandchildren.
May Divine Providence guide you in your deliberations.
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Appendix B
Government On-Line: Serving Canadians in a Digital World
Public W orks and Government Services Canada. (2000). Government On-Line: Serving 
Canadians in a Digital World. Retrieved M ay 23, 2004, from http://www.gol- 
ged. gc.ca/pub/serv-can/serv-canOO e.asp
Serving Canadians in a Digital World
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Did you know t h a t ...
... the digital image o f  a patient's heart can be sent from a northern com m unity to a medical 
specialist thousands o f  miles away?
... job  seekers can search for opportunities on the Internet and at kiosks across Canada, or submit 
a skills profile that autom atically matches them  with interested employers?
... children can access a single site to tour Canada from space, research their school project or 
find a pen pal?
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These are ju st a few examples o f services and information that the Governm ent o f  Canada offers 
on-line. And they are ju s t the beginning.
What i f ...
... travellers could renew their passports on-line, and businesses could use Internet-based customs 
clearance?
... in a single interaction, seniors could apply for all applicable benefits -  like Old Age Security 
and the Canada Pension Plan -  make a direct deposit request, and find all information relevant to 
their needs in a variety o f  subject areas?
... Canadians could choose to conduct their interactions with government on-line through the 
Government o f  Canada web site, and reach live support for assistance when needed?
Government On-Line is bringing these ideas to life.
What is Government On-Line?
Government On-Line is the plan that supports the Prime Minister's com m itm ent to make the 
Government o f  Canada the m ost electronically connected government in the world to its citizens 
by 2004 and provide Canadians with electronic access to federal information and services 1. The 
vision is to continually improve the quality o f  interaction between Canadians and their 
government by enabling Canadians to request and receive services and information when and 
where it is most convenient for them, wherever they live. Government On-Line will make it 
easier for citizens and businesses to find what they need through one-stop access points with 
services and information organized by theme -  like the environm ent -  or type o f  activity -  such 
as services for seniors -  rather than by government department.
The past few years have seen great progress and many innovations in the on-line delivery o f 
federal services and information. Government is ju st starting to tap the potential o f  getting on­
line. W ith the ever-increasing potential o f  new technologies and the growing demand for 
electronic service delivery, the need for a co-ordinated, forward-looking approach is clear. The 
Government On-Line initiative builds on what has already been accom plished to ensure that 
government works consistently and collaboratively, and with other partners, to create a world- 
renowned system o f  on-line service delivery.
Benefits to Canadians
Better service. Governm ent is going on-line to serve Canadians better. Canadians are clear about 
what defines quality service from government. They expect services to  respond to their changing 
needs. Citizen-focused government should be seamless, with services brought together in one 
place to facilitate client access. It should be easy to deal with, with information and services that 
are easy to find.
Information technology and electronic service delivery are helping government m eet these 
expectations. The Internet is providing the foundation for one-stop access, allowing the 
Government o f  Canada to reflect the many connections that citizens m ust make in daily life. 
Electronic service delivery is helping make access to government faster, more efficient and more 
convenient. Equally important, it provides Canadians with more choice in how they access 
government services -  w hether in-person, by mail, by telephone, or electronically. The move to 
electronic service delivery is putting better information and tools in the hands o f  people who
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provide service through all channels. This means better service to Canadians, regardless o f  how 
they interact with government.
Better government. Through e-govemment, citizens, businesses, suppliers and other 
organizations benefit from lower transaction costs, greater accuracy, better use o f  knowledge and 
improved com m unication with government. The on-line channel can create opportunities for 
enhanced citizen engagement. Citizens can provide instant feedback on the services they receive 
on-line and identify their priorities for service improvement. As government and citizens learn 
how to interact in an on-line environment, there is an exciting potential for greater citizen 
involvement in public policy making, and greater responsiveness from public figures and 
institutions.
Stimulating e-commerce. Through venues such as the Canadian E-Business Opportunities 
Roundtable, the business community has encouraged government to show leadership in electronic 
service delivery to spur the growth o f  electronic commerce2. All sectors need to take action if  
Canada is to capture its fair share o f  the global e-marketplace. Acting as a model user o f  
technology and prom oting connectivity among citizens, the government has a key role to play. 
Getting Government On-Line is an important part o f  the federal strategy to accelerate Canada's 
participation in the digital economy. W ith 20% o f  visits to federal web sites coming from outside 
the country, it is also an important opportunity for the Government o f  Canada to present itself as 
the m odem  government o f  an attractive nation in which to live, visit and do business.
Do Canadians Want Electronic Service Delivery?
Canadians are active participants in an increasingly digital world. W e are recognizing its potential 
as citizens, as researchers, in business, and as advocates o f  change. Internet use in Canada is 
among the highest in the world -  in fact, as o f January 2000, 60% o f  Canadians said they had 
used the Internet in the past 3 months. M ore than 40% o f  Canadian households have at least one 
regular user (Statistics Canada, M ay 2000). At the current rate o f growth, this figure could reach 
80% in a few years3.
As Canadians go on-line, they expect governments to do the same. This message has come 
through clearly and consistently in consultations on the information highway with a variety o f 
clients, and in research on service delivery preferences. A  majority o f  Canadians -  individuals 
and businesses -  support the m ove to  electronic service delivery, and the appetite for electronic 
government is rapidly increasing:
■ Direct deposit has become the standard way for seniors to receive Canada Pension Plan 
and Old Age Security payments -  o f  which seven million are made each month.
■ M ore than seven million tax returns were filed electronically in 2000.
■ The Governm ent o f  Canada's main web site receives seven m illion hits each month.
From youth to small businesses, the rate o f Internet usage continues to grow. W ith an entire 
generation o f  Canadians growing up on-line, the demand for electronic service delivery will 
continue to accelerate.
A Commitment to Choice, Privacy and Accessibility
Choice. Canadians welcome the move to electronic service delivery but they also value more 
traditional channels. The Government recognizes that electronic service delivery will 
complement, not replace, other options. Now and in the future, Canadians can choose how they 
wish to deal with government -  in-person, by mail, by telephone, or electronically.
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Privacy. The government takes Canadians' concerns about on-line security and privacy seriously. 
The government has a responsibility to ensure that the information it holds is protected from 
unauthorized use and disclosure, whether or not it is on-line. The existing policy, legislative and 
technology fram ework to protect security supports this responsibility, and is being modified 
where needed to support e-govemment. As government works to build and strengthen the 
electronic channel, privacy will continue to be respected and protected, and security safeguards 
will match the sensitivity o f  the transaction.
Accessibility. Canadians will always be offered a range o f  service options with consistent service 
quality across all channels. The government will continue to capitalize on the success o f 
initiatives aimed at making its services more accessible and at helping Canadians connect to the 
information highway. Some o f  these initiatives include the following:
■ The network o f  Service Canada centres, which provide one-stop access to government 
services, personal assistance as needed, and public access to 1 800 O-Canada and the 
government's m ain web site: www.canada.gc.ca,
■ Connecting Canadians, the government's national strategy to ensure Canadians benefit 
from the knowledge and opportunities created by the information highway. Through it, 
Canada has become a world leader in providing access to the Internet. Among other 
programs, Connecting Canadians has made Canada the first country to have all public 
schools and libraries connected to the Internet.
Current and Future Initiatives
The Government o f  Canada currently offers an impressive range o f  information and services on­
line. Outlined below is a sample o f  the government's electronic offerings.
The Canada Site
The Canada Site is a gateway to all federal web sites, and provides one-stop access to electronic 
directories and m any commonly requested forms and publications. W ith seven million hits each 
month, this site is a popular way to access the Government o f  Canada. The Canada Site and 
federal web sites are being reorganized in a comprehensive way to make it easier to find 
information and services, even if  the name o f  the desired service or organization is not known.
Health
The Canadian Health Network brings together the resources o f over 460 Canadian health- 
related organizations to provide members o f the public and health intermediaries access to a 
unified source o f  valid, Internet-based health information, geared especially towards Canadians.
A partnership am ong all levels o f government, non-profit health organizations, universities, 
libraries and com m unity-based associations, the site has information on over 1,000 topics related 
to lifestyle, health and disease. It is the first Internet-based network like it in the world.
Work and Learning
The National Job Bank, available at kiosks across the country and through the Internet, lists job  
openings in com m unities across Canada. W ith more than 100,000 visitors a day, it is the 
government's busiest site. On average, more than 350,000 job  opportunities are posted each year, 
with more than 25,000 jobs on display on any given day.
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The Electronic Labour Exchange is Canada's only automatic, skills-based matching service. 
Employers use a checklist to create a profile o f  the position they need filled, identifying the skills, 
education and experience they are looking for. W ork seekers create similar profiles. The 
Electronic Labour Exchange uses this information to make an exact match, helping employers to 
find candidates with the right skills, and helping work seekers to find jobs.
CanLearn Interactive, developed in partnership with provincial and territorial governments, 
non-governmental and student organizations, and the private sector, is Canada's one-stop resource 
for exploring education and training opportunities, career options, learning strategies and ways to 
finance learning goals.
Youth Resource Network Canada brings together career information, programs and services for 
youth aged 15 to 30. The web site, designed and managed by youth, brings together a network o f 
information on self-assessment, training, education, job  search techniques, em ployment 
opportunities and m uch more.
Filing Taxes
EFILE allows tax professionals who are approved electronic filers (Efilers) to prepare and 
deliver T1 income tax returns electronically. Over five million returns were efiled by tax 
professionals in 2000. Through NETFILE, four million Canadians were invited to file their 
individual income tax and benefit returns directly over the Internet for the 2000 tax-filing season 
and over 400,000 took advantage o f  this pilot.
Electronic filers no longer have to print paper versions o f  the com puter-prepared tax returns, mail 
them, and then wait to find out if  they have been received. Both systems improve accuracy, and, 
except where further validation is required, are paperless. Once a return is submitted, an 
electronic confirmation is received within seconds, and the return is processed in about two 
weeks. N ETFILE will be expanded in 2001 to allow all Canadians the chance to file over the 
Internet.
Travel and Culture
Consular Services at the Departm ent o f  Foreign Affairs and International Trade provides travel 
information on conditions in other countries, what you can do to prepare for them and 
publications to help travellers prepare for a safe, healthy and problem-free journey.
National Film Board of Canada collection on-line. The National Film Board o f  Canada offers 
800 o f its films on-line and free o f  charge through CineRouteMD, a pilot project to make many o f 
the films in its collection available by request over the Internet.
Access to Canada's heritage collections -  The Canadian Heritage Information Network is the 
gateway to museums, galleries and heritage information in Canada and around the world.
Environment
Drive down Environm ent Canada's Green Lane to get the facts on the im pact o f  pollution, 
transportation, and development on our land. Find out what the government's doing to help 
endangered species, such as the Vancouver Island Marmot, and stop ozone depletion.
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The Millennium Eco-Communities web site helps grassroots com m unity groups take 
environmental action on clean air, clean water, climate change and nature. The site is a place to 
both find and share information -  communities can post their plans for local environmental 
projects, share success stories and participate in live web-chats with one another and with 
environment scientists.
Services for Business
Canada Business Service Centres (CBSC) offer one-stop access to a database o f information on 
programs, services and regulations from the federal government, the provinces and territories, as 
well as the best o f  private sector information o f interest to the business community. The centres 
offer services on the Internet, by phone, in person, and by fax-on-demand. Innovative Internet- 
based products include the Interactive Business Planner, w hich helps the user prepare a 
comprehensive business and financial plan, and the Online Small Business W orkshop, which 
provides techniques and information for developing a business idea, starting, marketing and 
financing a new venture and improving an existing small business.
Incorporating a business -  It is now possible to incorporate a business in Canada on-line, 24 
hours a day, from anywhere in the world, pay on-line in a secure environment, and download a 
certificate o f  incorporation the same day.
Patent applications -  Filing a patent used to require travel to the Canadian Patent Office or 
hiring a searcher. Now, through the Canadian Intellectual Property Office web site, the entire 
patent filing process can be conducted on-line, including initial searching, filing an application, 
payment o f  fees and obtaining a granted patent.
Export information - Team Canada Inc, a partnership o f  federal, provincial and territorial 
governments that helps Canadian companies succeed in world markets, created ExportSource, a 
portal to the information Canadians businesses need to do business internationally. The 
ExportSource web site and toll free phone number (1 888 811-1119) help businesses find country 
and sector-specific research, company directories, trade shows, federal, provincial, international 
and private sector financing opportunities, Canadian and foreign customs information, and much 
more. On-Line products include the Interactive Trade Planner and the Virtual Trade Show.
Export services -  Every month, over 50,000 Canadians visit the Canadian Trade 
Commissioner Service web site for direct and easy access to the services o f its 133 Canadian 
offices around the world. Personalized services are available through the site 24 hours a day -  
avoiding the difficulties o f  co-ordinating business hours across time zones. For example, a 
Canadian company prepared to do business abroad can send a request through the site for a list o f  
partners or distributors in a foreign market, and receive an electronic response with this 
information.
Looking Ahead
A virtual door to the Government of Canada -  The Canada Site is being revamped to be more 
citizen-centred, and to support the increase in on-line services. It w ill serve as a one-stop access 
point for all Governm ent o f  Canada information and services, supporting all aspects o f  on-line 
service delivery, from requesting to receiving. In the future, live support services will be 
integrated into the site, allowing users to initiate a conversation with a technical or subject matter 
expert who will provide assistance and take them through the desired activity, without leaving the 
web site or using conventional telephone services.
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A national health information highway -  Health Canada is working with key stakeholders to 
build The Canadian Health Infostructure. In addition to the Canadian Health Network, ongoing 
work includes the following:
■ Electronic Health Records
■ Telehealth, including m edical services delivered remotely to  First Nations' communities
■ Developing links and integrating health systems to provide health decision makers with 
comprehensive, tim ely access to information from across Canada
■ Funding for pilot projects by the provinces, territories and national health organizations 
developing advanced network-based services
Applying for benefits -  Canadians will be able to apply for and conduct all transactions related 
to employment insurance benefits on-line, including direct deposit requests and enquiries about 
the status o f  a claim. The on-line employment insurance application is a key Governm ent On-line 
pilot project. Eventually, Canadians will be able to apply for a variety o f  benefits on-line, from 
the Child Tax Benefit to  veterans' allowances.
Filing taxes -  Corporations and their accountants will be able to file their tax returns using 
Corporate EFILE.
On-Line Passport Renewal -  The Passport Office is moving to a system w here Canadians 
renewing their passports can submit applications, photos and fees electronically. As an 
intermediate stage, an electronic application form will be introduced that will guide the applicant 
through the proper completion o f an application.
National Park reservations -  Parks Canada will conduct pilot projects to offer on-line 
reservations as a convenient way for people to plan trips and make reservations for a variety o f 
services, such as camping, hiking and backcountry use in national parks. Integrated e-mail 
capacity and links to call centres will allow people to request more specific trip planning 
information.
One-stop access to information on the environment -  Plans are underway to develop an 
environmental portal that would integrate on-line information from across the Government o f  
Canada and provide links to environmental information and services that exist on other web sites 
o f both Canadian and international origin.
Canada Business Service Centres are implementing Voice to Voice W eb Support. By clicking 
on the Talk to Us! button on the CBSC web site, a client immediately talks to a business 
information officer at the CBSC, who will simultaneously search the web site for the information 
needed. Using this new service, the business information officer will also be able to take clients 
directly to appropriate e-commerce applications on the web site and assist with transfer or referral 
to specialists in other areas.
Team Canada Inc plans to offer even more on-line services for exporters, including applications 
for funding, export declaration forms and much more.
The Canada Customs and Revenue Agency is working with the trade community to implement 
an Internet version o f  customs clearance.
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Canadian Youth Information. Twenty-one federal departments will create a youth portal and 
integrate youth-related services and information into a single web site. The web site will be used 
to gather, share and disseminate content to young Canadians based on their self-identified needs.
The Government On-Line Action Plan
The objective o f  the Government On-Line plan is to make the Governm ent o f  Canada the most 
connected government in the world to its citizens by 2004, with Canadians able to access 
government information and services on-line at the time and place o f  their choosing.
The Targets
The Government On-Line plan includes clear targets that will allow government to measure 
results and report publicly on progress. The first target is to strengthen the Government o f 
Canada's on-line presence.
By the end o f 2000, citizens can expect:
■ Up-to-date, accurate, bilingual information on key programs and services available on­
line.
■ Com monly-used forms available to download and print.
■ The ability to contact departments through the Canada Site.
■ The Canada Site will continue to be revamped and organized around citizen needs and
topics o f interest. A  technology and policy framework will be in place that protects the
security and privacy o f  Canadians in their electronic dealings w ith government.
Departments and agencies are currently at different levels o f  electronic service capability. 
Presently, they are developing detailed work plans to progress from the 2000 targets to full on­
line service delivery.
In the next few years, citizens can expect:
■ Key federal programs and services -  the ones that matter m ost to Canadians -  will be 
available on-line. Clients will be able to complete secure and interactive transactions on­
line. Secure and interactive electronic forms will be available.
■ Technical and content support will be provided through various help services. The 
service will have predictable response times based on published service standards.
* An easy to use, advanced search capability will be available on the Governm ent o f 
Canada portal and all federal department and agency web sites. Clients will be able to 
find information and services even if  the exact name o f  the program or service is 
unknown. Common search principles with similar navigation rules will be implemented 
across all federal web sites, and all sites will have a common look and feel.
■ One-stop access points (or portals) available through the Canada Site, with information 
and services organized according to types o f activity, areas o f  interest and common 
citizen needs. Plans are already underway to develop portals for seniors, consumers, 
Aboriginals, the environment, and innovation resources for small- and medium-sized 
enterprises.
■ Innovative partnerships. The Government On-Line initiative will place increased 
emphasis on on-line service delivery partnerships with provinces, territories, 
m unicipalities, businesses, volunteer organizations and international partners.
The Strategy
M eeting the targets for Governm ent On-Line requires a comprehensive strategy that focuses on 
service, people and technology. The government is working on all three streams in parallel -
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transforming our services, enhancing content, building an information and technology 
infrastructure and preparing the public service at all levels for service delivery in the digital age.
Strong leadership is in place. In the Seventh Annual Report to the Prime Minister, the Clerk o f 
the Privy Council outlined electronic service delivery as a government-wide priority. The 
President o f  the Treasury Board, serving as the champion o f  this project for the Government o f 
Canada, will support and co-ordinate efforts across government. "Too often in the past, 
government services were designed from the "inside out"; they reflected the structures o f 
government organizations more than the needs and priorities o f  citizens. This is changing, and it 
will continue to change in the coming years. We need to keep building on this momentum. We 
cannot stop until all Canadians can have seamless access to all government services quickly, 
simply and with a m inimum o f  fuss".
Based on citizen input, federal departments are determining which services should be given the 
highest priority for on-line development and how best to adapt them accordingly. They are also 
determining how best to organize information and services on-line, testing these concepts with 
the people who use them  and incorporating their feedback. Government is also working to 
establish trust and confidence in the electronic environment to assure Canadians that their privacy 
is protected and their transactions are secure.
Government is making sure the policies and technologies are in place to enable one-stop shopping 
for on-line services. The secure, government-wide information m anagement and information 
technology infrastructure will be based on Internet standards, and will have the capacity to handle 
the projected increase in electronic transactions. Security is a top priority. The infrastructure will 
support a wide range o f  security requirements. For more sensitive transactions, the government is 
implementing a "public key infrastructure" -  an integrated structure o f  technology and policy that 
protects confidentiality, data integrity and the identity o f  users.
Some o f  the groundwork is already underway. M ore detailed information can be found in 
Strategic Directions for Information Management and Information Technology: Enabling 
21st Century Service to Canadians. The Government On-Line web site will also feature more 
information as this project moves forward.
W orking in partnership
Many federal services are delivered in partnership with other levels o f  government, and the 
private and not-for-profit sectors. The federal government will continue to collaborate with 
service delivery partners to  build trust and collaboration. It will also look to  the private sector to 
help develop inventive solutions that support integrated on-line service delivery.
One o f the goals o f  Government On-Line is the creation o f  innovative service delivery 
partnerships, so that w henever possible, clients can have one-stop access to services across 
jurisdictions, thereby avoiding multiple contacts and multiple forms to get w hat they need. 
Integrated service delivery across different sectors requires co-operation and trust among many 
players. Interdepartmental teams will develop one-stop access points for related activities and 
common needs, consistent service standards, and on-line service delivery partnerships with 
provinces, territories, municipalities, businesses, volunteer organizations and international 
partners.
Listening to Canadians
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The views and input o f  Canadians have shaped the Government On-Line plan. A core element o f 
the strategy to get government on-line will be to continue to seek the views o f  Canadians.
Based on research and consultations with Canadians to date, we know that support is high for 
new service delivery options through electronic channels. The next step is to seek input on what 
services and program s should be given the highest priority for on-line development. Some o f this 
work is already underway, as well as focus group testing to  determine how best to organize 
information on-line according to them es and types o f activity. Users o f  individual on-line services 
are being asked for input, and increasingly, on-line products will include an automatic feedback 
mechanism. An external advisory panel o f  users is also planned to help guide the Government 
On-Line initiative.
The Government On-Line plan will continue to evolve based on consultations with all 
stakeholders. The digital world is one in which no one has all the answers. We will learn together 
how to interact in it. W orking together, we will make the Government o f  Canada the government 
most connected to its citizens.
Endnotes
1 "Governments can, and should, be at the leading edge o f  the information revolution. A model 
user o f the new technologies to improve services to Canadians. By 2004, our goal is to be the 
most electronically connected government in the world to its citizens. So that Canadians can 
access all government information and services on-line at the time and place o f  their choosing." 
Prime M inister's Response to the Speech from the Throne, October 13, 1999.
2 "Governments can play a m ajor role in accelerating the adoption and usage o f e-business across 
the economy and throughout society. The breadth o f  government services, its heft as an employer, 
and its position as a procurer o f  goods and services make the public sector a powerful user o f  and 
catalyst for e-business." Canadian E-Business Opportunities Roundtable, January, 2000.
3 EKOS Research Associates, February 2000.
Appendix - List of Web Sites
Access to Canada's heritage collections
http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/index.html








Canadian Trade Com missioner Service
http://www.infoexport.gc.ca/ie-en/M arketReportsAndServices.jsp
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Government o f  Canada InfoCentre 







National Film Board o f  Canada collection on-line 
http://www.nfb.ca/E









http ://strategis .ic.gc.ca/ sc_mrksv/cipo/patents/pt_main-e .html
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Prime M inister's Response to  the Speech from the Throne




Seventh Annual Report to the Prime M inister
http://www.pco-bcp.gc.ca/7rept2000/cover_e.htm
Strategic Directions for Information M anagement and Information Technology: Enabling 21st
Century Service to Canadians
http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pubs_pol/ciopubs/im-gi/sdg-osg_e.asp
Youth Resource N etw ork Canada
http://www.ieunesse.gc.ca/menu e.shtml
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